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Glossary
AIA

Associations Incorporation Act 1987

AWA

Animal Welfare Act 2002

AWB

Animal Welfare Branch (DAFWA)

AWR

Animal Welfare Regulation Project (DAFWA)

Animal

A live vertebrate, or a live invertebrate of a prescribed kind, other than
a human or a fish (as defined in the Fish Resources Management Act
1994)

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

CCA

Charitable Collections Agency

CoP

Code of practice

DAFWA

Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia

DLG or DLG&C

Department of Local Government and Communities (previously known
as Department of Local Government)

DOC

Department of Commerce

DPP

Director of Public Prosecutions

General Inspector

A Police Officer or a person appointed as a general inspector under
section 33 of the Animal Welfare Act 2002

Inspector

A general inspector or a scientific inspector appointed under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002

LGA

Local Government Authority

LCU

Livestock Compliance Unit (DAFWA)

MoU

Memorandum of Understanding

PGA

Pastoralists and Graziers Association of Western Australia

RSPCA WA

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Western
Australia (Incorporated)

RSPCA Australia

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, Australia

RWWA

Racing and Wagering WA

SAT

State Administrative Tribunal

Scientific Inspector

A person appointed as a Scientific Inspector
sections 33(5) or 34 of the Animal Welfare Act 2002

WAFF

Western Australian Farmers Federation

WALGA

Western Australian Local Government Association

WARA

Western Australian Rangers Association

under

Government response
This Report is subject to Standing Order 191(1):

Where a report recommends action by, or seeks a response from, the
Government, the responsible Minister or the Leader of the House
shall provide its response to the Council within not more than
2 months or at the earliest opportunity after that time if the Council is
adjourned or in recess.
The two-month period commences on the date of tabling.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1

Advancing the cause of animals in society has gained traction in recent years.
Community sensibilities towards animals have undergone a seismic shift when the
former situation is considered. Most people agree that execrable acts of cruelty are
appalling and are not tolerated. Many Western Australians have a deep affection
towards, and a close association with, animals. Animal protection has been embraced
enthusiastically by Western Australians: many of whom engaged with, and
contributed to, this Inquiry.

2

Debate in the Legislative Council and in the media raising questions about the
operations of The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Western
Australia (Inc) (RSPCA WA) predated the establishment of the Select Committee. On
22 April 2015, Hon Rick Mazza MLC moved the motion in the Legislative Council
that ultimately established the Select Committee into the Operations of the RSPCA
(Committee).

3

On 13 May 2015, the Legislative Council ordered that a select committee be
established to inquire into the operations of RSPCA WA. The terms of reference for
the Inquiry state:
The select committee be established to inquire into the operations of
the Western Australian Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, including an examination of:
(a) its funding from the government;
(b) its objectives; and
(c) the use of its powers.1

4

Public confidence in the administration of publicly funded projects is paramount—
therefore securing accountability of government activity is an important role for a
parliamentary committee such as this one. All government funding is subject to the
scrutiny of Parliament. RSPCA Australia acknowledges this in their policy document
where it anticipates ‘parliamentary oversight and review’ in circumstances where
public monies are being expended.2

1

Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 13 May 2015, pp 3546-59.

2

RSPCA Australia, How are RSPCA inspectors accountable under law?
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5

Due to the high levels of public interest in the Inquiry, the Committee undertook to
canvass the views of Western Australians and encouraged stakeholders to engage with
the inquiry process. Many people engaged with this Committee, as apparent by the
information provided to the Committee by individuals, peak body organisations,
industry groups, local councils, professional associations, and government agencies.
The Committee’s website generated a large volume of traffic indicating online
engagement with the Committee.

6

The Committee received 138 submissions, conducted 18 hearings, attended a site visit
to RSPCA WA headquarters in Malaga, and deliberated extensively on the evidence
presented to it.

7

In addressing the Committee’s terms of reference, the Committee examined
RSPCA WA’s operations. This included an examination of RSPCA WA’s objectives,
its funding from government and the use of the enforcement powers vested in
RSPCA WA general inspectors.

8

RSPCA WA is the recipient of a $500,000 per annum government grant. The
Committee agreed from the outset that there is a strong public interest in the
transparency and accountability of agencies that carry out public functions on behalf
of the community. Good governance and accountability are important tenets of the
Westminster system of responsible government where the Parliament is the ‘check
and balance’ of executive government.

9

That RSPCA WA provides a community service focussed on the prevention of cruelty
to animals—all animals—is not disputed. The Committee concludes from the
evidence presented to, and considered by it, that the inspectorate service carried out by
RSPCA WA undoubtedly fills a void that would otherwise go unfilled. Doubtless, in
the absence of RSPCA WA’s endeavours, this would fall to government to do at a
considerably greater cost.

10

After extensive consultation and consideration of the issues noted below, the
Committee has made 56 findings and 26 recommendations.

11

The Committee has refrained from responding to the internecine commentary levelled
at the Committee, or passing judgment on cases that have arisen during the Inquiry
involving conflicted versions of events. The Committee chose instead to focus on
gathering the facts, made dispassionate assessments of the evidence and concentrated
on achieving constructive outcomes. This Inquiry has been a valid attempt to ‘clear
the air and set the record straight’.3

3

Hon Rick Mazza MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 6 May 2015,
pp 3112-30, at p 3115.
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
12

Findings and recommendations are grouped as they appear in the text at the page
number indicated:

Page 18
Finding 1: The Committee finds that whilst the Easton Review reviewed the
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002, the Act itself has not been reviewed.
Page 19
Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
reviewed to assess if it adequately serves its intended purpose.
Page 20
Finding 2: The Committee finds that in principle it agrees with the recommendations
of the Animal Welfare Review: Draft report of an independent review of the investment in
and administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (the Easton
Review).
Page 29
Finding 3: The Committee finds that the review undertaken by the Department of
Commerce into administrative processes relating to the changes to RSPCA WA Rules
found that while there was ‘substantial compliance’ with the Associations Incorporation
Act 1987, the Department of Commerce identified a concern regarding the wording on
the notice given to RSPCA WA members. Section 24 of the Act requires that the notice
specify the intention to propose a special resolution. The wording used by RSPCA WA
did not specify a special resolution.
Page 33
Finding 4: The Committee finds that there is a potential vulnerability in the current
structure of the RSPCA WA Board since the changes to its Rules. Resolutions could
make changes of direction to the organisation with agreement by only two elected
members of the Board who could vote with a quinary of unelected members which may
not be representative of the views of ordinary members.
Page 34
Finding 5: The Committee finds that notwithstanding the view of the RSPCA WA, the
Board should include a veterinary surgeon and a representative of the Department of
Agriculture and Food who are appointed if not elected from the membership.
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Page 38
Finding 6: The Committee finds that some previous advertising by RSPCA WA could
be perceived as misleading to potential donors and members of the public it is seeking
to influence.
Page 38
Finding 7: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has been careless in its accuracy in
some of its advertising campaigns, and that no matter how noble the cause, it is
important that material is factual and accurate.
Page 38
Finding 8: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has implemented new internal
governance measures that ensure greater oversight of advertising material being
distributed.
Page 42
Finding 9: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA’s ongoing education programs on
the treatment of animals through community action days and partnerships with
Communicare and the Salvation Army should be commended and are of value to the
community.
Page 42
Recommendation 2: The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA continues its
education programs which promote better animal welfare outcomes.
Page 49
Finding 10: The Committee finds that offences under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are
simple offences, and while the Director of Public Prosecutions has the ability to take
over any prosecution whether indictable or not, they limit themselves to indictable
matters because of resource constraints.
Page 49
Finding 11: The Committee finds that other jurisdictions in Australia have enacted
indictable offences for serious cases involving aggravated animal cruelty.
Page 49
Recommendation 3: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to provide for indictable aggravated cruelty offences, prosecuted by the
Director of Public Prosecutions.
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Page 50
Finding 12: The Committee finds that under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 the CEO of
the Department of Agriculture and Food has no power or discretion to decide whether
to appoint a person nominated by RSPCA WA as a general inspector under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.
Page 50
Recommendation 4: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to include an express provision to provide that only the CEO of the
Department of Agriculture and Food has the power and discretion to appoint all
general inspectors.
Page 53
Finding 13: The Committee finds that there is currently no publicly available list of
general inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
Page 53
Recommendation 5: The Committee recommends that details of inspectors appointed
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be published in the Western Australian Government
Gazette and that the Department of Agriculture and Food maintains a current list of
general inspectors on its website.
Page 56
Finding 14: The Committee finds that the instrument of appointment of general
inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 does not adequately detail the
duties, obligations and conditions of the appointment and it is not signed by and/or
agreed to by the general inspector.
Page 56
Recommendation 6: The Committee recommends that all general inspectors appointed
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 sign their instrument of appointment which must
contain the duties, obligations and conditions of a general inspector so as to avoid any
doubt as to the nature of the appointment.
Page 60
Finding 15: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA general inspectors who prosecute
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are prosecuting in their official capacity as
appointed inspectors, not in their private capacity.
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Page 60
Finding 16: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA itself has no authority to prosecute
an offence under the Animal Welfare Act 2002. The power to prosecute rests with the
RSPCA WA employed general inspector appointed by the CEO of the Department of
Agriculture and Food.
Page 62
Finding 17: The Committee finds that on some occasions RSPCA WA has been
entered in the Magistrates Court system as the prosecuting authority. It is the
RSPCA WA nominee appointed by the Department of Agriculture and Food who is the
prosecutor; this has caused confusion as to who the prosecuting body is.
Page 62
Recommendation 7: The Committee recommends that the Attorney General advises
the Chief Magistrate to remind the Magistrates Court of Western Australia of sections
82(1)(b) of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 and 3(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004
so that correct parties are named in court proceedings.
Page 72
Finding 18: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA general inspectors act as an agent
for and on behalf of the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food.
Page 72
Finding 19: The Committee finds that the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and
Food as the administrator of the AWA is responsible for oversight of all appointed
general inspectors, notwithstanding that DAFWA outsources the inspectorate
responsibilities through RSPCA WA general inspectors.
Page 72
Finding 20: The Committee finds that while the decision of the Honourable Justice
Corboy found that RSPCA WA general inspectors are an agent of the Department of
Agriculture and Food, there is no statutory power for the Department to take over a
prosecution, or to exercise oversight under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
Page 72
Finding 21: The Committee finds that the Department of Agriculture and Food has
outsourced its inspectorate functions to the RSPCA WA. Its lack of proper
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 has led to the RSPCA WA acting
independently in its administration of prosecutions.
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Page 72
Finding 22: The Committee finds that it has been provided with little information in
relation to the Inspector Governance Framework which gives it little confidence in the
Department of Agriculture and Food’s capacity to provide such a framework.
Page 72
Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to provide that all prosecutions are authorised and overseen by the CEO of
the Department of Agriculture and Food or a nominated representative.
Page 72
Recommendation 9: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to clarify the statutory powers and limitations of RSPCA WA general
inspectors conducting prosecutions under the Act on behalf of the Department of
Agriculture and Food.
Page 77
Finding 23: The Committee finds that general inspectors appointed under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 cannot issue infringement notices for prescribed offences considered
to be minor, despite provision in the Act for offences to be prescribed in regulations
and therefore subject to an infringement notice.
Page 77
Finding 24: The Committee finds that Part 5, Division 3 of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 has no effective operation as no regulations have been made to prescribe offences
under the Act.
Page 78
Recommendation 10: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food enact regulations that immediately implement Part 5, Division 3 of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 to enable infringement notices to be issued by general
inspectors.
Page 78
Recommendation 11: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food implements an infringement notice system for prescribed offences and a
money collection pathway through the Department, and that any amendment required
to implement the above be enacted through amendments to the Animal Welfare Act
2002 and any other required consequential amendments to other Acts.
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Page 84
Finding 25: The Committee finds that there may be some legislative ambiguity in the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 as to when an inspector may issue notices under section
40(1)(b) and section 47(1)(j). The Act does not specify these notices are to be issued only
in emergency situations.
Page 84
Finding 26: The Committee finds that it is not expressly stated in the Animal Welfare
Act 2002 that a notice under section 40(1)(b) is only to be issued in emergency
situations.
Page 84
Finding 27: The Committee finds that some direction notices under section 40 of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 are not reviewable by the Minister. A direction issued under
section 40(1)(b) for food, water and shelter is not reviewable by the Minister or the
State Administrative Tribunal. A direction issued under section 40(1)(b) for anything
other than food, water and shelter is reviewable by the Minister or the State
Administrative Tribunal.
Page 84
Recommendation 12: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to delete the words ‘in relation to the provision of care or treatment’ from
section 71(1)(b)(i) so that all direction notices are reviewable by the Minister to afford
procedural fairness to the parties involved.
Page 84
Finding 28: The Committee finds that there is no proper definition of shelter either in
the Animal Welfare Act 2002 or regulations. Differing interpretations have led to
confusion when direction notices have been issued by RSPCA WA general inspectors,
particularly when issuing direction notices under section 40(1)(b) of the Animal Welfare
Act 2002 which are not reviewable by either the Minister or the State Administrative
Tribunal.
Page 85
Finding 29: The Committee finds that a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002
has led to confusion in the interpretation of the terms ‘shelter, care or treatment’ in the
Act.
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Page 85
Recommendation 13: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to:


insert a clear definition of ‘shelter, care or treatment’



require a general inspector to identify the type of shelter required in any
direction notice issued for the provision of shelter.

Page 93
Finding 30: The Committee finds that a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002
led to the Department of Agriculture and Food being uncertain of its obligations and
the requirements applying to RSPCA WA general inspectors under the Act.
Page 95
Finding 31: The Committee finds that the Department of Agriculture and Food being
responsible for administering the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is consistent with other
jurisdictions within Australia, and that there is no evidence that any other department
is better placed to administer the Act.
Page 95
Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food remain responsible for the administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
Page 99
Finding 32: The Committee finds that to address the perception of conflicts of interest
within its duties, the Department of Agriculture and Food introduced deliberate
separation between the animal welfare policy development directorate and its provision
of the regulatory functions of the inspectorate.
Page 100
Recommendation 15: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food continue to implement its conflict of interest management framework.
Page 105
Finding 33: The Committee finds that the criteria governing the decision to prosecute
are essentially the same in both the compliance, enforcement and prosecution policies
of RSPCA WA and the Department of Agriculture and Food with incidental different
wording.
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Page 112
Finding 34: The Committee finds that there is no legal requirement in the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 for general inspectors to have consistent and comprehensive levels of
training.
Page 112
Recommendation 16: The Committee recommends that an appropriate benchmark of
standardised training be developed for general inspectors, that must be completed
prior to being appointed by the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food, and
that regular training be undertaken by all general inspectors to ensure operational
competence.
Page 115
Finding 35: The Committee finds that while the Department of Agriculture and Food
and RSPCA WA commented that the relationship has improved, their working
relationship has been strained in the past.
Page 128
Finding 36: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA is an animal welfare organisation,
and has developed distinct policy in concert with RSPCA Australia based on animal
welfare science. Notwithstanding that RSPCA WA is an animal welfare organisation,
their long-term policy opposing live export and joint campaigns with RSPCA Australia
and animal rights groups have contributed to a perception by some sections of the
community that RSPCA WA is straying into animal rights advocacy.
Page 128
Finding 37: The Committee finds that Racing and Wagering WA has strict policies
regarding animal welfare within the industry and considerable enforcement powers
that Racing and Wagering WA actively enforce. No evidence of live baiting has been
identified in Western Australia.
Page 128
Finding 38: The Committee finds that despite the RSPCA WA offering a $10,000
reward for information leading to a conviction of animal cruelty, the reward remains
unclaimed.
Page 128
Recommendation 17: The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA publicly confirms
that no evidence of live baiting has been discovered in Western Australia despite an
extensive co-investigation by RSPCA WA and Racing and Wagering WA, and that the
RSPCA WA’s $10,000 reward for information leading to a conviction of animal cruelty
remains unclaimed.
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Page 132
Finding 39: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA should be recognised for their
efforts in highlighting a deficiency in public policy in relation to animal hoarding.
Page 132
Recommendation 18: The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture
and Food liaise with the Ministers for Health and Mental Health to develop and
implement an inter-agency protocol, involving RSPCA WA to respond to the mental
health, social, environmental and animal welfare issues in cases of animal hoarding.
Page 137
Finding 40: The Committee finds that the money that is acquitted under the current
Grant Agreement is for four separate activities:


training of inspectors



enforcement activities



24-hour complaint receipt and assessment service for public reports of
cruelty to animals



public education and promotion of responsible companion animal
ownership.

Page 138
Recommendation 19: The Committee recommends that Recommendation 17 of the
Easton Review be adopted.
Page 149
Finding 41: The Committee finds that no budgeted expenditure in accordance with the
Grant Agreement has been reported, and having viewed and considered the statements
of income and expenditure for the 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 financial years, despite
the apparently robust provisions of Schedule 3, the Committee is of the view that
consideration must be given to requiring a more methodical examination of the
reporting requirements of the Grant Agreement to include a more detailed report of
expenditure by RSPCA WA.
Page 150
Recommendation 20: The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement clearly
set out a requirement for a more detailed financial report showing budgeted and actual
income and expenditure by RSPCA WA.
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Page 150
Finding 42: The Committee finds that the project annual report required by the Grant
Agreement has not been tabled in the Parliament or made public by the Department of
Agriculture and Food.
Page 150
Recommendation 21: The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement project
annual report be made public within 60 days of receipt of the report by the
Department of Agriculture and Food.
Page 152
Finding 43: The Committee finds that the $500,000 grant provided to the RSPCA WA
by the Department of Agriculture and Food represents good value for money for
government.
Page 152
Recommendation 22: The Committee recommends that the funding to RSPCA WA as
part of the service agreement with the Department of Agriculture and Food be
increased.
Page 155
Finding 44: The Committee finds that there is no formal mechanism in the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 to require general inspectors to report back to the administrator of
the Act, or the Parliament, about their enforcement activities.
Page 155
Recommendation 23: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is
amended to require:


general inspectors to report their enforcement activities annually to the
CEO of Department of Agriculture and Food



the Department of Agriculture and Food to incorporate this data in its
annual report tabled in Parliament.

Page 158
Finding 45: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has its own prosecution panel
which authorises appointed inspectors employed by them to commence prosecutions.
The lack of direction and oversight by the Department of Agriculture and Food has
resulted in RSPCA WA general inspectors acting independently in prosecution
matters, similar to a private prosecution using private law firms and lawyers to
prosecute animal welfare offences.
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Page 158
Finding 46: The Committee finds that the current system for the enforcement of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 does not have adequate checks and balances. It is important
to have a coordinated approach and consistent standards for all general inspectors.
Page 158
Finding 47: The Committee finds that the current system for the enforcement of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 would be strengthened by ensuring that all prosecutorial
decisions by RSPCA WA general inspectors are subjected to oversight by a public
body.
Page 160
Finding 48: The Committee finds that on assuming administration of the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 in 2011, the Department of Agriculture and Food focused on
establishing its relationship with RSPCA WA as the employer of general inspectors,
rather than directly engaging with the individual inspectors.
Page 160
Finding 49: The Committee finds that the ability of the Department of Agriculture and
Food to have effective oversight of RSPCA WA general inspectors in respect to
prosecutions is undermined by a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
Page 160
Recommendation 24: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to:


require the Department of Agriculture and Food to consent to an Animal
Welfare Act 2002 prosecution



give the Department of Agriculture and Food the express power to direct
and conduct all prosecutions under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Page 163
Finding 50: The Committee finds that it has been presented with evidence claiming
that some investigations and prosecutions involving RSPCA WA general inspectors
have not been conducted in accordance with the principles of the model litigant.
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Page 167
Finding 51: The Committee finds that prosecution statistics are not a reliable
reflection of the animal welfare enforcement activities undertaken by general
inspectors. Other enforcement activities include education and direction notices, and
should include infringement notices when prescribed regulations are enacted.
Page 171
Finding 52: The Committee finds that despite an early request for information sharing
by Racing and Wagering Western Australia directed to RSPCA WA CEO, Mr David
Van Ooran, and RSPCA WA Chief Inspector, Amanda Swift, RSPCA WA failed to
communicate directly to Racing and Wagering Western Australia as per the provisions
of a memorandum of understanding and instead released information pertaining to
complaints received directly to the media. The media information suggested that
certain ‘strong’ information had been received by RSPCA WA and that they had
significant leads, which was subsequently proved to be false.
Page 171
Finding 53: The Committee finds that the relationship between RSPCA WA and
Racing and Wagering Western Australia became strained during the public campaign
by RSPCA WA against live baiting. This was due to the divergence by RSPCA WA
from the memorandum of understanding agreed to with Racing and Wagering
Western Australia that clearly set out the communication pathway between the two
agencies.
Page 171
Finding 54: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA must ensure that its regulatory
activities are kept at arm’s length from any wider campaigning. The enforcement and
regulatory functions should not be used for the purposes of garnering media attention,
except upon the outcome of successful prosecutions based on the facts.
Page 176
Finding 55: The Committee finds that additional general inspectors should be
appointed in regional and remote Western Australia to better address the identified
unmet need in animal welfare.
Page 176
Recommendation 25: The Committee recommends that additional general inspectors
be appointed in regional and remote Western Australia to meet the identified unmet
need in animal welfare.
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Page 179
Finding 56: The Committee finds that there is an increasing demand on the available
resources of RSPCA WA. There is no formal framework which allows for reporting
and recording animal cruelty-related incidents across government agencies.
Page 179
Recommendation 26: The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture
and Food establish a mechanism involving RSPCA WA and appropriate government
agencies (including, but not limited to, WA Police, the Mental Health Commission, the
Department of Agriculture and Food and the Department of Local Government and
Communities) to monitor the changes in demand for the services provided by general
inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
REFERRAL
1.1

On 13 May 2015, the Legislative Council ordered that a select committee4 be
established to inquire into the operations of The Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Western Australia (Inc) (RSPCA WA). The terms of reference for
the Inquiry state:
The select committee be established to inquire into the operations of
the Western Australian Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, including an examination of:
(a) its funding from the government;
(b) its objectives; and
(c) the use of its powers.5

1.2

The Legislative Council ordered that the Committee be comprised five Members,
being Hon Rick Mazza MLC, Hon Paul Brown MLC, Hon Nigel Hallett MLC, Hon
Lynn MacLaren MLC and Hon Dr Sally Talbot MLC; and Hon Rick Mazza MLC the
Chair. The Committee elected Hon Paul Brown MLC as the Deputy Chair of the
Committee.

1.3

Parliamentary committees are described as microcosms and extensions of the
parliament.6 This Committee was a case-in-point. The all-party composition of the
Committee meant that no one group of members from one political party enjoyed a
majority. Despite the clear divisions across party-political lines, the Committee agreed
from the outset that a consensus approach would guide the deliberations of the
Committee as it focussed on ascertaining the facts. This report, which consists of a
report of the Committee and a Minority Report, is a product of the work and
reflections of all members of the Committee.

1.4

The establishing motion called on the Committee to report no later than
3 December 2015. On 15 October 2015, the Legislative Council, at the Committee’s

4

The Legislative Council Standing Orders in Schedule 3 states that: a Select Committee means a
Committee established by the Council for a specific purpose and for a specific period of time. A Select
Committee is dissolved when its final report is tabled in the Council.

5

Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 13 May 2015, pp 3546-59.

6

Lawrence D. Longley and Roger H. Davidson, ‘The new roles of parliamentary committees’, Frank Cass,
Portland, Oregon, 1998.
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request, extended the reporting date to 6 April 2016. On 24 March, a further
extension was granted to report by 19 May 2016.8 The extensions enabled the
Committee to seek further information in order to inquire into relevant matters and
discharge its reporting obligations, while also complying with the Legislative Council
Standing Orders.
BACKGROUND TO THE REFERRAL
1.5

Debate in the Legislative Council and in the media raising questions about the
operations of the RSPCA WA predated the establishment of the Select Committee.9
On 14 May 2014, Hon Paul Brown MLC cited an example where a non-reviewable
direction notice was issued by an RSPCA WA general inspector with no recourse for
review for the equine embryo transfer centre involved.10

1.6

On 22 April 2015, Hon Rick Mazza MLC moved the motion in the
Legislative Council that ultimately established the Committee.11 During the lengthy
debate on that motion the following issues were raised:


the accountability for RSPCA WA’s funding from government



the oversight of the public functions carried out by RSPCA WA staff



the operations of RSPCA WA amidst allegations that it had shifted from its
traditional role.

1.7

On 7 May 2015 there was public criticism of an RSPCA WA advertising campaign
that used manipulated images to highlight its opposition to what RSPCA WA termed
‘hobby hunting’.12 Recreational hunting groups accused the RSPCA WA of
manipulating images to demonise hunters.13 This occurred at a time when the State
Government was considering its response to the recommendations of a parliamentary

7

Hon Rick Mazza MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 15 October 2015,
p 7400.

8

Interim report—Select Committee into the Operations of The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals Western Australia (Inc)—Extension of time—Motion, WA, Legislative Council,
Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 23 March 2016, pp 1853-1875.

9

See for example: Colin Bettles, ‘MP seeks review of Animal Welfare Act’, Farm Weekly, 29 May 2014,
p 13.

10

Hon Paul Brown MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 15 May 2014,
pp 3483-84.

11

Previously Hon Rick Mazza MLC had introduced similar motions relating to RSPCA WA in the
Legislative Council on 13 June 2013 (see Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), p 1424) and on 24 October
2013 (see Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), p 5443-51).

12

Steve Holland, ‘RSPCA bloodied rabbit photo “disgraceful”: WA Shooters Association’, WAtoday,
7 May 2015, p 1.

13

ibid.
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committee in relation to its inquiry into the potential environmental contribution of
recreational hunting systems on public land.15 RSPCA WA did not support the
recommendation of the Public Administration Committee that a two-year trial take
place.
1.8

RSPCA WA stated that while it did not support killing animals for sport, it did
recognise that:
feral animals such as dogs, cats, foxes, camels, pigs and horses, can
reach plague proportions, cause environmental damage, kill livestock
and can cause other animal welfare issues. In such cases, we support
culling of pest animals by the most humane method available which is
most often shooting by experienced professional shooters working
under supervision to a properly organised plan. This has nothing to
do with recreational hunting which has been proven in other States to
be ineffective and inhumane.16

1.9

Although RSPCA WA supported a government sanctioned aerial cull of feral horses
on a pastoral lease at Lake Gregory in 2013, it was accused by the Pastoralist and
Grazier’s Association of delaying a further cull in the following year which impacted
negatively on animal welfare outcomes due to missing the optimal time of year for an
aerial cull.17

1.10

On 10 May 2015 The Sunday Times ran an article in which Mr Eric Ball OAM,18
former long-serving president of the RSPCA WA, was featured in a front page article,
which revealed the existence of a ‘scathing report to Government accusing the iconic
institution of going from a culture of “care and compassion” to one of “provocation
and punishment”’.19 This was followed by another media report about a dog that had
been fostered by a RSPCA WA volunteer, but was later euthanised.20

14

Western Australia, Legislative Council, Public Administration Committee, Report 23, ‘Inquiry into the
potential environmental contribution of recreational hunting systems’, March 2015 (Chair: Hon Liz
Behjat MLC).

15

Hon Albert Jacobs MLA, Minister for the Environment, ‘Government response to the recommendations
of the Legislative Council Public Administration Committee Report into recreational hunting systemsReport no. 23 (2015)’, 22 May 2015.

16

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 5, p 4.

17

Jacinta Bolsenbroek, ‘PGA unhappy with RSPCA cull stance’, Farm Weekly, 18 October 2014.

18

When the article was published, Mr Ball was the chairman of the Animal Welfare Advisory Committee,
an advisory committee to (the then) Hon Ken Baston MLC, the Minister for Agriculture and Food.
Mr Ball subsequently stood aside from this position. See: Answer to Question on Notice 527 asked in the
Legislative Council by Hon Sue Ellery MLC and answered by Hon Ken Baston MLC, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 12 May 2015, p 3431-2.

19

John Flint, ‘Gone to the dogs’, The Sunday Times, 10 May 2015, p 1.

20

‘Izzy’s bizarre tale’, The Sunday Times, 10 May 2015, p 15.
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In the Legislative Council, calls to establish the Select Committee were supported by
the Hon Ken Baston MLC, (then) Minister for Agriculture and Food.21 Previously, on
20 November 2014, the (then) Minister had announced a review of the investment in,
and administration of, the Animal Welfare Act 2002 (AWA) in Western Australia.22
The timing of that review overlapped with this Inquiry.

PROCEDURE
1.12

RSPCA WA is the recipient of a $500,000 per annum government grant. The
Committee agreed from the outset that there is a strong public interest in the
transparency and accountability of agencies that carry out public functions on behalf
of the community. Good governance and accountability are important tenets of the
Westminster system of responsible government where the Parliament is the ‘check and
balance’ of executive government.23 Over one hundred and fifty years ago, but still as
relevant today, the philosopher John Stuart Mill stated that it is the task of the
legislature ‘to watch and control the government: to throw the light of publicity on its
acts’.24 This is a task that the Committee took seriously.

1.13

Public confidence in the administration of publicly funded projects is paramount—
therefore, securing accountability of government activity is an important role for a
parliamentary committee, such as this one. All government funding is subject to the
scrutiny of Parliament. RSPCA Australia acknowledges this in their policy document
where it anticipates ‘parliamentary oversight and review’ in circumstances where
public monies are being expended.25

1.14

As this is a Select Committee, and will cease to exist upon reporting to the Legislative
Council, the Committee has endeavoured to provide as much detail in this report as
possible about the Committee’s evidence and procedures and any issues that arose
during the course of the Inquiry.

1.15

Parliamentary committees are an integral and important part of the parliamentary
process. A parliamentary committee provides an opportunity for members of the
community to get involved in the work of the Parliament. This was the subject of a
recent report about the outreach of parliamentary committees in the United Kingdom,

21

Hon Ken Baston MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Food, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 2 December 2015, p 9222.

22

Hon Ken Baston MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Food, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 20 November 2014, p 8442.

23

Egan v. Willis [1998] HCA 71, 158 ALR 527, at para 42.

24

Mill, ‘Considerations on representative government’, 1861, p 104. Cited in Egan v. Willis [1998] HCA
71, 158 ALR 527, at para 42.

25

RSPCA Australia, How are RSPCA inspectors accountable under law?
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which noted that: ‘Effective public engagement facilitates effective scrutiny that, in
turn, supports good governance’.26
1.16

Many people chose to engage with this Committee. This is apparent by the
information provided to the Committee by individuals, peak body organisations,
industry groups, local councils, professional associations, and government agencies.
The Committee’s website generated a large volume of traffic indicating online
engagement with the Committee.

1.17

Due to the high levels of public interest in the Inquiry, the Committee undertook to
canvass the views of Western Australians and encouraged stakeholders to engage with
the process. The Committee invited submissions by:


advertising in The West Australian on 23 May 2015



advertising in the rural press—The Countryman and the Farmers Weekly on
25 June 2015



issuing a state-wide media release announcing the Inquiry on 16 June 2015



posting details of the Inquiry on the Parliament of Western Australia’s website
and via social media.27

1.18

In addition to a general invitation to provide a submission, the Committee wrote to
key stakeholders inviting them to provide a submission. The Committee noted with
interest that some stakeholders did not engage with the Committee despite being
invited to do so. A list of these stakeholders is at Appendix 1.

1.19

The Committee received 138 submissions, conducted 18 hearings, attended a site visit
to RSPCA WA headquarters in Malaga, and deliberated extensively on the evidence
presented to it. A list of submissions received and accepted, and hearings undertaken,
is set out in Appendix 2.

1.20

The volume of evidence, including submissions, informed the Committee’s
deliberations and provided a valuable and diverse source of evidence for which the
Committee is grateful. The Committee was mindful of conducting the Inquiry in an
open and transparent manner, whilst balancing the need to limit the prejudice or harm
caused by the publication of evidence. Accordingly, the Committee resolved to give
some submissions a private status.

26

House of Commons. Liaison Committee, Building public engagement: Options for developing select
committee outreach. First special report of session 2015–6 , HC 470 14 October 2015, p 25.

27

Select Committee into the operations of The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Western Australia (Inc) website.
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1.21

Consistent with the Committee’s desire for an open and transparent Inquiry process
most hearings were open to the public and most evidence was given a public status.
On four occasions the Committee resolved to take oral evidence in private. The
Committee also published all public submissions, transcripts and supplementary
information on its website. Where witnesses and submitters requested that their
material be given a private status, the Committee carefully considered the reasons for
the request. The Committee gave appropriate weight to the strong public interest and
the privacy of individuals in the disclosure of certain matters.

1.22

The Committee has also been conscious of the convention that parliamentary
committees generally refrain from inquiring into matters where there is a real and
substantial danger of prejudice to a legal action or ongoing law enforcement
investigation. The Committee sought information from relevant authorities in
determining its approach.

1.23

During the Inquiry, the Committee was made aware of certain cases where individuals
had grievances against RSPCA WA. While the Committee appreciated the willingness
of these individuals in coming forward to share their experiences, the Committee was
not in a position to investigate the merits of a particular case or grievance. Rather, and
consistent with its terms of reference, the Committee has relied on individual cases
only to examine whether they pointed to any systemic issues relevant to its terms of
reference.

1.24

Throughout the Inquiry the Committee has followed established parliamentary
committee practices and procedures. The Committee has sought to give balanced
consideration to the issues highlighted by those raising concerns about RSPCA WA.
The Committee has afforded procedural fairness,28 including a right-of-reply to
witnesses over the course of the Inquiry, and complied with the processes provided in
the Legislative Council’s Standing Orders.

1.25

In addition to inviting RSPCA WA to appear at two public hearings, RSPCA WA was
also invited to submit its views to the Committee and respond to the Committee’s
draft findings and recommendations where RSPCA WA was named. RSPCA WA
made a number of submissions and provided supplementary information throughout
the Inquiry.

28

Also referred to as natural justice.
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CHAPTER 2
HISTORY AND BACKGROUND
SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS (UK)
2.1

Anti-cruelty legislation can be traced back to 1635, in the Irish Parliament, with what
is believed to be the first statutory reference to animal cruelty.29 Subsequent to that, in
the early nineteenth century there were a number of attempts to secure legal protection
for animals through the English Parliament. Even then, in crafting laws for the
protection of animals, tensions existed between ‘fashioning a legal compromise that
could distinguish between acceptable and insalubrious harms’.30 As one expert in this
area, Peter Sankoff explains:
What was needed was a system that permitted a person to whip an
animal in order to prompt it to work faster, while simultaneously
prohibiting the whipping of the very same animal for the sake of pure,
sadistic pleasure.31

2.2

At the time, the concept of animal protection was a foreign one. While the rights of
individuals to own animals as property were enshrined in legislation, the common law
did not formally recognise animal rights. The legal protection extended to animals
therefore arose from their status as property.32

2.3

It wasn’t until 1822 that the first piece of legislation giving legal protection to animals
entered the law books.33 Known as ‘Martin’s Act’, it has long been acclaimed as the
first legislative provision empowering the courts to impose fines and imprisonment for
acts of cruelty towards cattle, horses, or sheep.34 The introduction of ‘Martin’s Act’ is
memorable ‘less on account of the positive protection afforded by it, for it applied

29

Thomas Wentworth’s Act against Plowing by the Tayle, and Pulling the Wooll off Living Sheep (1635)
cited in Cao, Deborah, ‘Historical development of animal law’, Animal law in Australia, Lawbook Co.,
Pyrmont, NSW, 2015, p 61.

30

Peter Sankoff, ‘The protection paradigm: Making the world a better place for animals?’, in Peter Sankoff,
Steven White and Celeste Black (eds), ‘Animal law in Australia’, 2ed, Animal law in Australia,
Federation Press, Leichhardt, NSW, 2013, p 7.

31

ibid.

32

ibid.

33

Act to Prevent the Cruel and Improper Treatment of Cattle [1822] 3 Geo IV, c 71. Cited in Katheryn
Shevelow, For the love of animals: The rise of the animal protection movement, Henry Holt and
Company, New York, 2008, pp 182-197.

34

In reference to its sponsor, Richard ‘Humanity Dick’ Martin (1754-1834) MP for Galway in Ireland,
sitting in the House of Commons. Cited in: D R Fisher, ‘Martin, Richard (1754-1834)’, in D R Fisher
(ed.), The history of Parliament: the House of Commons 1820-1832, Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 2009, p 367.
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only to cattle and “beasts of burden”, than for the invaluable precedent which it
created.’35
2.4

Coincident with Martin’s Act 1822 (UK) receiving royal assent, the first animal
welfare organisation was formed involving many of its key supporters.36 The Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) originally comprised two
committees: one for educating and influencing public opinion in the humane treatment
of animals; the other for inspecting and prosecuting cruelty cases.37 In 1840 as a result
of the patronage of Queen Victoria, the SPCA became the Royal SPCA (RSPCA).38

2.5

The anti-cruelty laws and the establishment of the RSPCA served as an inspiration,
with other countries consequently establishing similar societies. The first SPCA in
Australia was formed in the colony of Victoria in 1871, with the other states and
territories to follow:


Tasmania (in 1872)



New South Wales (in 1873)



South Australia (in 1875)



Queensland (in 1883)



Western Australia (in 1892)



Australian Capital Territory (in 1955), and the



Northern Territory (in 1965).39

HISTORY OF RSPCA WA
2.6

RSPCA WA is WA’s oldest charity: its origins can be traced back to 1892.40 The
history of RSPCA WA begins with the compassionate efforts ‘of a small band of

35

H S Salt, Animal’s rights: Considered in Relation to Social Progress, 1894, p II.

36

On 16 June 1824 Richard ‘Humanity Dick’ Martin was present at the meeting in Old Slaughter’s coffee
house in St. Martin’s Lane, where the decision was made to establish The Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (SPCA). Cited in: D R Fisher, ‘Martin, Richard (1754-1834)’, in D R Fisher (ed.),
The history of Parliament: the House of Commons 1820-1832, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,
2009, p 368.

37

Cao, Deborah, ‘Historical development of animal law’, Animal law in Australia, Lawbook Co., Pyrmont,
NSW, 2015, pp 61-2.

38

Joining them were the Reverend Arthur Broome, slave emancipation campaigner William Wilberforce,
and other reformers.

39

Cao, Deborah, ‘Historical development of animal law’, Animal law in Australia, Lawbook Co., Pyrmont,
NSW, 2015, p 61.

40

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015.
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ladies’. Formally constituted under the name ‘The West Australian Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’ (WASPCA), it was styled on the British Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA UK). From its inception the
objectives of the RSPCA WA were to prevent cruelty to animals by:


Enforcing, where practicable, the existing laws



Procuring such further legislation as may be found expedient



Exciting and sustaining an intelligent public opinion
regarding man’s duty to animals.42

2.7

Since 1893, when His Excellency the Governor of Western Australia, Sir William
Cleaver Francis Robinson became its first patron, RSPCA WA has enjoyed patronage
from the governor of the day.43 In 1914, RSPCA WA registered under the
Associations Incorporation Act 1895 and became The WA Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals (Incorporated). The name changed again in 1920 consequent
upon royal imprimatur being bestowed upon it by King George V. This was notable in
that it was the first society outside of the United Kingdom to have this honour.44 In
1950, the current name was adopted: The Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (Incorporated).45

2.8

It was through the relevant sections of the Police Act 1892 and the Dog Act 1883 that
enabled RSPCA WA to further its objectives.46 Western Australia’s first Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act was enacted in 1912, thus making it a crime to mistreat
animals.47 The next legislative change impacting on RSPCA WA came with the
enactment of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1920.48 As a result RSPCA WA
was given ‘significant autonomy’ in animal welfare protection for the state.49 The next
‘substantial boost’ to animal welfare in Western Australia arose in 2002, the year the

41

‘News’
The
West
Australian,
25
August
1892,
p 4e.
Available
at:
<http://trove.nla.gov.au/ndp/del/article/3039260?searchTerm=cruelty&searchLimits=lstate=Western+Australia|||l-title=30|||l-decade=189|||l-year=1892|||l-month=8 >. Viewed 18 May 2016.

42

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 8.

43

The current Patron-in-Chief is Her Excellency, the Hon. Kerry Sanderson AO, Governor of Western
Australia. The current patrons are the Hon Colin Barnett MLA, Premier of Western Australia, the Hon
Mark McGowan MLA, Leader of the Opposition and the Hon. Wayne Martin AC, Chief Justice of
Western Australia.

44

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 8.

45

ibid.

46

Suzanne Robson and Natalie Lloyd, ‘Animal welfare’, in Jenny Gregory and Jan Gothard (eds),
Historical encyclopedia of Western Australia, UWA Press, Crawley, WA, 2009, p 65.

47

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1912. Act no. 33 of 1912 (3 Geo. V No. 14).

48

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1920. Act no. 21 of 1920 (11 Geo. V No. 21).

49

Suzanne Robson and Natalie Lloyd, ‘Animal welfare’, in Jenny Gregory and Jan Gothard (eds),
Historical encyclopedia of Western Australia, UWA Press, Crawley, WA, 2009, p 65.
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th

anniversary, with the enactment of the Animal

RSPCA TODAY
2.9

Today the RSPCA in Australia is not one single entity but eight autonomous RSPCAs,
with each one established as an incorporated association under the relevant state or
territory associations’ incorporation legislation. These eight RSPCAs are, in turn,
member societies of RSPCA Australia, the national coordinating body.51 Each of the
RSPCA member societies operate independently and are governed by their own
boards, which meet regularly to review progress, determine strategic directions,
develop local and state-level policy and prepare input into national RSPCA policies
and procedures.52 RSPCA Australia was established in 1981, when the member
societies, including RSPCA WA combined to form a national body.53

2.10

RSPCA Australia establishes national policy and national positions on animal welfare
issues and liaises with government and industry to ensure that these issues are
addressed at the federal level. The national policies are adopted (and amended) on the
unanimous vote of the RSPCA Australia Board, after consultation with each of the
member societies and following recommendation of the Animal Welfare Policy
Review Committee. RSPCA WA has a representative on the Animal Welfare Policy
Review Committee.54 According to RSPCA Australia, its policies, communications
and activities are grounded in the most current animal welfare science. This sciencebased approach, coupled with:
the knowledge and expertise gained through engaging with livestock
industries and governments, ensures the RSPCA is thorough, accurate
and well informed in our approach to improving the welfare of farm
animals.55

2.11

RSPCA Australia is of the view that:
For animal welfare to be good, an animal must be provided with the
basic physical requirements of adequate food and water, shelter, a
comfortable resting area and the prevention or rapid treatment of
pain, injury or disease. Animals must also be able to express their
natural behaviours and be prevented from experiencing distress.

50

ibid.

51

Submission 73 from RSPCA Australia, 3 July 2015.

52

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 20.

53

ibid.

54

ibid., p 9.

55

ibid., Annexure 4.
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Good animal welfare can be viewed in light of what an animal is
motivated to have. In essence, the animal needs ‘a life worth living’. 56
2.12

RSPCA Australia is opposed to all inhumane methods of killing notwithstanding
religious dogma and ethnic custom. RSPCA Australia defines humane killing as
‘when an animal is either killed instantly or instantaneously rendered insensible to
pain until death supervenes’.57

2.13

RSPCA Australia develops policy statements and position papers on its views on the
treatment of animals in the wider community and governance or operational topics.58
These policy statements reflect the philosophy articulated in RSPCA Australia’s
Animals’ Charter, mission, vision and objectives and the ‘Five Freedoms for
Animals’.59 Its policies are accessible through RSPCA Australia’s online
knowledgebase.60 They include a description and a brief rationale of the basis for the
policy. RSPCA Australia policies include both external and internal foci:
that is they represent the RSPCA’s views on the treatment of animals
in the wider community. Other polices are internally focused, that is
they refer to actions undertaken by the RSPCA itself, but provide a
benchmark for other organisations carrying out similar activities.61

2.14

In addition to publishing national policy statements, RSPCA Australia also issues
position papers.62 Compliance with national policy statements is binding on all
member-societies, including RSPCA WA.

FIVE FREEDOMS
2.15

The RSPCA’s approach to animal welfare is founded on the Five Freedoms.63 Since
first appearing in the report produced by the Brambell Committee in 196564, the Five

56

ibid.

57

ibid., Annexure 3, p 85.

58

ibid., p 12. Footnote omitted.

59

ibid., Annexures 1-3.

60

An RSPCA policy booklet was published in 2014. Individual policies should be accessed via the online
knowledgebase for the most up-to-date version of a specific policy. RSPCA Australia’s online
knowledgebase is available at http://kb.rspca.org.au/RSPCA-Policies-2014-(PDF)_514.html.

61

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 20.

62

An RSPCA Australia position paper is an explanatory document and is intended to be more
comprehensive than an RSPCA policy on a particular topic or subject. A position paper may include a
restatement of a related policy, but it also contains background information and discussion or statements
of how policy should be implemented or provides guidance on how certain activities should be carried
out. The aim is to provide a more in-depth understanding of the subject involved and the rationale behind
the position taken. A position paper may refer to outside sources through the use of key references or
footnotes. Position papers, as they are more detailed than a policy statement, must be responsive to
change and should be reviewed or withdrawn if no longer relevant or applicable. Position papers are
generated by the Policy Review Committee on the recommendation of the RSPCA Australia Board.
Sourced from: RSPCA Australia, What is a position paper?
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Freedoms were revised in 1993 by the UK Farm Animal Welfare Council (FAWC)65
and revisited in 2009 when FAWC did a review of animal welfare policy in the UK.66
The ideals of the five freedoms ‘have remained a benchmark within animal welfare
science and practice and have trickled into public consciousness with the adoption by
organisations such as the RSPCA’.67
2.16

The Five freedoms are based on the principle that all animals deserve:


Freedom from hunger and thirst



Freedom from discomfort



Freedom from pain, injury and disease



Freedom to express normal behaviour



Freedom from fear and distress.68

2.17

One of the submitters to this Inquiry questioned their contemporary relevance.69
Despite their ‘practical utility’,70 the Five Freedoms have been criticised for
‘concentrating on negative aspects of welfare’.71 A recent report by the World Animal
Protection stated that ‘[m]easures of welfare have moved beyond just applying the
Five Freedoms’ and FAWC now applies ‘the concept of a “good life” to farm
animals’: a standard ‘substantially higher than the current legal minimum’.72 The Five
Freedoms have been referenced in legislation.73

63

ibid., Annexure 1.

64

Brambell Committee, named after the Chairman F W R Brambell. The Brambell Committee was
appointed to examine the conditions in which livestock are kept under systems of intensive husbandry
and to advise whether standards ought to be set in the interests of their welfare, and if so, what should
they be. Report of the technical committee to enquire into the welfare of animals kept under intensive
livestock husbandry systems. Command Paper 2836, Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, London, 1965.

65

Now known as the Farm Animal Welfare Committee (FAWC). FAWC is an expert committee of the UK
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), also advising the Devolved
Administrations in Scotland and Wales. Farm Animal Welfare Council, Second report on priorities for
research and development in farm animal welfare. Farm Animal Welfare Council. London, 1993.

66

Submission 4, from Judy Hungerford,10 June 2015; and Submission 125 from Sally Brindal, 5 July 2015.

67

Nik Taylor and Tania D Signal, ‘Willingness to pay: Australian consumers and “on the farm” welfare’,
Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, 2009, vol. 2, pp 345-59 at p 347.

68

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 12 and Annexure 2.

69

Submission 58 from Commercial Egg Producers Association of WA, 2 July 2015.

70

Steven P McCulloch, ‘A critique of FAWC’s five freedoms as a framework for the analysis of animal
welfare’, Journal of Agricultural and Environmental Ethics, 2013, vol. 26, 5, pp 959-975, at p 959.

71

Farm Animal Welfare Council, Farm animal welfare in Great Britain: Past, present and future, 2009,
para 9.

72

World Animal Protection, Advance Australian animal welfare, 2016, p 17.

73

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 23 November 2015.
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AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
2.18

The commitment to animal welfare is an aspirational goal enshrined in legislation in
many societies.74 RSPCA WA believes that humans have an obligation to protect the
interests of all animals, at all times.75 The legislation pertaining to animal welfare
criminalises animal cruelty, establishes enforcement and prosecution procedures, and
sets out penalties for breaches.76 The principal legislative responsibility for regulation
of animal welfare is devolved to the states and territories in what has been described
as ‘a complex network of different regulatory regimes’.77

2.19

The Australian Constitution does not provide the Commonwealth with express powers
to make laws with respect to animals and animal welfare.78 Consequently there is no
central legislative regime concerning animals and animal welfare. There have been
some recent initiatives to address this—most recently with the ‘Australian Animal
Welfare Strategy’.79 There has also been a recent proposal to create an independent
animal welfare authority for Australia given that there is wide disparity in the
legislative definition of offences, penalties, and exemptions across Australian
jurisdictions.80

2.20

Enforcement is fragmented across different government departments and private
associations, such as the RSPCAs in Australia.81 The lack of uniformity in the laws
relating to, and the enforcement of animal welfare have been described as ‘piecemeal’

74

Submission 124 from DAFWA, 9 July 2015.

75

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 1.

76

This includes: Animal Welfare Act 1992 (ACT); Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1979 (NSW);
Animal Welfare Act 1999 (NT); Animal Care and Protection Act 2001 (Qld); Animal Welfare Act 1985
(SA); Animal Welfare Act 1993 (Tas); and, Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 (Vic).

77

Bruce, Alex, Animal law in Australia: An integrated approach, LexisNexis Butterworths, Chatswood,
NSW, 2012, p 76.

78

The federal power to regulate animals is derived indirectly from section 51 heads of powers such as the
external affairs power, trade and commerce power, corporations’ power, quarantine power and fisheries
power. For more on this, see: Steven White, ‘Regulations of animal welfare in Australia and the emergent
Commonwealth: Entrenching the traditional approach of the states and territories or laying the ground for
reform?’, vol. 35(3) Federal Law Review, 2007, p 353-4.

79

There is conjecture as to the status of the Australian Animal Welfare Strategy given that funding was
withdrawn. A recent report by the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation
Committee stated that” ‘the Australian Animal Welfare Strategy still exists and that the Department of
Agriculture continues its involvement in the Commonwealth-state committee under AGMIN, and
continues to have responsibility for monitoring the roles of government.’. See: Senate Rural and Regional
Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee, ‘Report: Voice for Animals (Independent Office of Animal
Welfare) Bill 2015’, October 2015, para 2.31.

80

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Transcript of
Evidence, 21 September 2015.

81

See: Animal Welfare Act 1992 (ACT), Pt 7; Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1979 (NSW), ss 24E,
24G, 24H; Animal Welfare Act 1999 (NT), Pt 6; Animal Care and Protection Act 2001 (Qld), Ch 6 Pt 2;
Animal Welfare Act 1985 (SA), Pt 5 Div 2; Animal Welfare Act 1993 (Tas), Pt 3; and, Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 (Vic), Pt 2A.
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given that the legislative provisions vary, at times significantly. The Committee
notes, however, that the majority of criminal offences throughout the country are dealt
with individually by states and territories and such offences have often significantly
different parameters, mechanisms and penalties. Animal welfare legislation, therefore,
is not exceptional in this regard, although the Committee has sympathy with the
lament that ‘there is no rational reason for having such vastly differing penalties
according to the happenstance of geography’.83
2.21

In addition to the principal Acts, there are prescriptive provisions in delegated
legislation, made under these statutes, which permit wide ranging exemptions and
defences for acts done in accordance with a swathe of regulations, standards,
guidelines, and codes of practice.84 The prescriptive provisions in these instruments
are considered necessary as some of the procedures and husbandry practices would
otherwise constitute a criminal offence under the primary Act.85

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
2.22

The proscription on cruelty to animals has been underpinned in legislation in Western
Australia since the enactment of the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1912.86
Since then the trend in legislation has been a shift away from an emphasis on animal
cruelty, towards increasing protection of, and concern for, an animal’s welfare.87 This
reflected the ‘increasing importance the community places on the welfare and
protection of animals’.88 Western Australia is no exception to this alteration in
approach.89

2.23

In 2002, the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act was repealed and replaced by the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 (AWA). The AWA shifted the emphasis from acts of
cruelty, towards ensuring that owners—or those in charge of animals—took
responsibility for maintaining acceptable levels of welfare.90 Central to this was the
notion that under the new Act, for cruelty to occur, it only has to be likely to occur.91

82

Steven White, ‘Legislating for animal welfare: Making the interests of animals count’, Alternative Law
Journal, 2003, vol. 28(6), December, p 280.

83

ibid.

84

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015.

85

ibid.

86

Act no. 33 of 1912 (3 Geo. V No. 14).

87

DJ Mellor and JR Webster, ‘Development of animal welfare understanding drives change in minimum
welfare standards’, Rev. sci. tech. Off. int. Epiz, 2014, vol. 33, 1, pp 121-30, at p 122.

88

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015.

89

Animal Welfare Advisory Committee [WA], ‘A new Animal Welfare Act: Proposals for inclusion in the
new legislation: Public discussion paper’, February 1994.

90

Hon Paul Omodei MLA, Minister for Local Government, ‘A Green Bill for a new Animal Welfare Act’,
October 1998.

91

AWA s19.
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Animal Welfare Act 2002
2.24

The long title of the AWA states:
An Act to provide for the welfare, safety and health of animals, to
regulate the use of animals for scientific purposes, and for related
purposes.

2.25

Responsibility for the administration of the AWA has been given to the Minister for
Agriculture and Food and is assisted by the Department of Agriculture and Food.

2.26

The content and intent of the AWA is set out in section 3, which states:
(1) This Act provides for the protection of animals by —
(a) regulating the people who may use animals for scientific
purposes, and the manner in which they may be used; and
(b) prohibiting cruelty to, and other inhumane or improper
treatment of, animals.
(2) This Act intends to —
(a) promote and protect the welfare, safety and health of
animals;
(b) ensure the proper and humane care and management of all
animals in accordance with generally accepted standards;
and
(c) reflect the community’s expectation that people who are in
charge of animals will ensure that they are properly treated
and cared for.

Animal Welfare Regulations
2.27

There are four sets of regulations made under the AWA:


Animal Welfare (Scientific Purposes) Regulations 2003



Animal Welfare (General) Regulations 2003



Animal Welfare (Commercial Poultry) Regulations 2008



Animal Welfare (Pig Industry) Regulations 2010.92

2.28

Each of the regulations deals with particular matters which are not discussed in this
report.

92

Section 94 of the AWA authorises the enactment of regulations. See also Submission 124 from
Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015, p 1.
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2.29

The AWA provides that regulations may adopt codes of practice (CoP) relating to the
use, care, welfare, safety or health of animals.93 To support legislative requirements
more than twenty CoPs have been developed at a national level and are adopted by
Animal Welfare (General) Regulations 2003.94 These CoPs have been designed to
guide acceptable practices in relation to the husbandry of each species of farm
animals.

2.30

Acting in accordance with a prescribed CoP is a defence to a charge of being cruel to
an animal.95 Non-compliance with a CoP, in and of itself does not constitute an
offence under the AWA.

Review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002
2.31

Since the AWA was enacted, it has not been the subject of statutory review.96 As it has
been 14 years since the introduction of the AWA, it is timely to assess whether it still
adequately serves its intended purpose. Accordingly, the Committee recommends that
it be subjected to review. RSPCA WA also supports calls for the AWA to be reviewed
‘in order to provide animals with better protection from cruelty’.97 Mr Rob Delane,
(then) Director General, DAFWA told the Committee that the AWA needed
‘significant improvement’.98 A review of the AWA was also recommended by the
‘Animal Welfare Review: Draft report of an independent review of the investment in
and administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia’, chaired by
Mr Brian Easton (the Easton Review).99

2.32

The Committee makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 1: The Committee finds that whilst the Easton Review reviewed the
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002, the Act itself has not been reviewed.

93

AWA s 94(2)(d).

94

Regulation 6 and Schedule 1.

95

AWA s 25.

96

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015. The Easton Review did not
review the AWA.

97

RSPCA WA, RSPCA WA welcomes ministerial review recommendations, Media statement, 3 December
2015. Available at: < Available at http://www.rspcawa.asn.au/about/news/item/1833-rspca-wa-welcomesministerial-review-recommendations/1833-rspca-wa-welcomes-ministerial-reviewrecommendations.html >. Viewed 18 May 2016.

98

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
14 September 2015, p 2.

99

Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015.
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Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
reviewed to assess if it adequately serves its intended purpose.

Review of administration of animal welfare
2.33

On 20 November 2014, the (then) Minister for Agriculture and Food, the
Hon Ken Baston MLC announced a review of animal welfare investment and
administration (the Easton Review). At that time the Minister stated that animal
welfare:
is a critically important issue and one that is often a highly emotive
and subjective matter in the eyes of the public. This government has
repeatedly said that it takes animal welfare seriously. This is
evidenced by the $2.5 million in resources that the Department of
Agriculture and Food applies across Western Australia for animal
welfare. This includes $500 000 provided to the RSPCA through a
grant agreement. Given the government’s investment and the public’s
charitable donations, it is appropriate that this funding is used in the
best way to achieve optimum animal welfare outcomes. The current
investment in animal welfare needs to be reviewed to ensure it is
directed to the best effect.100

2.34

2.35

The review panel consisted of:


Brian Easton, Chair of the Conservation Commission Western Australia and
chief executive officer of the Zoological Parks Authority.



Dr Ashley Mercy, veterinarian.



Lynsey Warbey, Senior Solicitor, State Solicitor’s Office.



Bruno Mezzatesta, Executive Director, Regional Services for the Department
of Fisheries.101

On tabling the Easton Review in the Legislative Council on 2 December 2015, the
Minister said:
In all areas of government expenditure it is essential to ensure funds
are always spent in the most efficient and appropriate ways. Any
government funding to animal welfare expenditure must be used in
the best way to achieve optimum animal welfare outcomes. The

100

Hon Ken Baston MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Food, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 20 November 2014, p 8442.

101

ibid.
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review set out to ensure that these funds are directed to the best effect,
while at the same time maintaining consistency in animal welfare
policy and practice between enforcement agencies.102
2.36

The Government supported all the recommendations made by the Easton Review.103 A
summary of the findings and recommendations of the Easton Review is in
Appendix 3.

2.37

The Minister noted that additional resources would be required to fully implement the
recommendations and this would be addressed as a part of the 2016–17 budget.104

2.38

The Committee makes the following finding:

Finding 2: The Committee finds that in principle it agrees with the recommendations
of the Animal Welfare Review: Draft report of an independent review of the investment in
and administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (the Easton
Review).

102

ibid.

103

Hon Ken Baston MLC, Minister for Agriculture and Food, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary
Debates (Hansard), 2 December 2015, p 9222.

104

ibid.
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RSPCA WA OPERATIONS
ABOUT RSPCA WA
3.1

RSPCA WA is an incorporated association under the Associations Incorporation Act
1987.105 The effect of incorporation is that the association is a legal entity in its own
right, separate to its members.106 The finances of RSPCA WA are audited by an
independent auditor and its financial statements are published in its annual reports.107
See Chapter 6 for further detail on RSPCA WA funding from government.

3.2

RSPCA WA is also a not-for-profit organisation. ‘Not-for-profit’ refers to the
membership, purpose and activity of the association. It does not mean that an
association cannot make a profit from its operations, but any profits must be used to
further the objects of the association and cannot be distributed to the members. An
association can run a business as a part of its operations, such as RSPCA WA’s retail
outlet in Malaga.108 Some submissions were critical of the commercial elements of the
RSPCA WA’s operations—including pet insurance, retail outlets and its approved
brand.109

3.3

RSPCA WA is registered by the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission,
the national regulator of charities, pursuant to the Australian Charities and Not-forprofits Commission Act 2012 (Cth).110 It is also a licensed charity under Charitable
Collections Act 1946. As such, it is subject to the regulatory compliance requirements
governing all charities.111

RSPCA WA OBJECTIVES
3.4

One of the terms of reference for this Inquiry is an examination of the objectives of
RSPCA WA. These objectives—known as ‘purposes’—are to:


promote animal welfare and kindness to animals

105

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 19.

106

This means that RSPCA WA has a similar legal status to that of a natural person.

107

RSPCA WA,
Annual
Report
2014-5,
2015,
p 33.
Available
< http://www.rspcawa.asn.au/RSPCA_WA_Annual_Report_2015.pdf>. Viewed 18 May 2016.

108

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 16.

109

Submission [Private] from Name withheld, 3 July 2015.

110

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 19.

111

For example, Submission 99 from Animal Law Institute, 3 July 2015.

at:
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prevent or suppress cruelty to animals



do all such lawful acts as RSPCA WA may consider conductive or incidental
to the attainment of these purposes.112

3.5

These purposes are specified in the RSPCA WA Rules in Rule 4.1. Any change to
these purposes requires compliance with section 19 of the Associations Incorporation
Act 1987. The Committee was informed that the purposes were changed in 2007. The
change involved renaming ‘Objects’ to ‘Purposes’, and adding the words ‘animal
welfare and’.113 Mr Eric Ball, former RSPCA WA President pointed out that while the
rationale for the local change is unclear, ‘it does not divert from the Objects in any
subversive way’.114

3.6

RSPCA Australia, of which RSPCA WA is a foundation member, has the following
objectives:


To prevent cruelty to animals by ensuring the enforcement of existing laws at
federal and state level.



To procure the passage of such amending or new legislation as is necessary
for the protection of animals.



To develop and promote policies for the humane treatment of animals that
reflect contemporary values and scientific knowledge.



To educate the community with regard to the humane treatment of animals.



To engage with relevant stakeholders to improve animal welfare.



To sustain an intelligent public opinion regarding animal welfare.



To operate facilities for the care and protection of animals.115

HAS THERE BEEN A CHANGE IN RSPCA WA’S OBJECTIVES?
3.7

As required by the Inquiry’s terms of reference, the Committee examined
RSPCA WA’s objectives. Questions have been raised in sections of the community
about the objectives of the RSPCA in Australia. There is a suggestion that
RSPCA WA has changed from its original remit in recent times.116 There is a

112

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 2 July 2015.

113

Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball OAM, 29 June 2015, p 15.

114

ibid.

115

Submission 72 from RSPCA Australia, 2 July 2015.

116

Examples include: Submission 11 from Daryl Stuart, 16 June 2015; Submission 18 from Paul Barrett,
19 June 2015; and Submission 56 from Jamie Chester, 1 July 2015.
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perception that it has ‘hardened its view in the face of significant changes in the use of
animals globally and locally.’117 Some have questioned whether RSPCA WA has
adopted other unwritten objectives or if it has changed its agenda.
3.8

Since their inception in 1824, the formal objectives of the RSPCA movement globally
have remained unchanged. If the stated objectives of the RSPCA WA have not
changed, then is it a perception that there has been a change? This appears to be the
case.118 As Mr Eric Ball, former President RSPCA WA, pointed out:
[O]bjects can be interpreted in a wider spectrum, and implemented
with a zeal or style out of character from the original intentions. This
has happened in recent years globally, and to some extent locally, and
the excesses have caused wider concern about the visions and
objectives of RSPCA management.119

THE MODEL RSPCA
3.9

While this Inquiry centres exclusively on the operations of RSPCA WA, references
have been made to controversy in the United Kingdom involving the ‘greater
RSPCA’, and parallels have been drawn to RSPCA WA.120 RSPCA UK has been
accused of heavy handedness in their investigations and in mounting politically
motivated prosecutions.121

3.10

One example cited, was the criticism levelled at the charity for eroding its credibility
by prioritising contentious political campaigns over animal welfare by prosecuting the
Heythrop Hunt, UK Prime Minister David Cameron’s local hunt.122 The Hunt, pleaded
guilty to the charges of animal cruelty laid by the RSPCA, claiming it could not afford
to fight the charges. At the conclusion of the case, the District Judge observed that the
RSPCA had spent a ‘staggering amount’ (£330,000 – 10 times the defence costs) to
bring the case in the magistrates’ court and observed that the RSPCA’s funds could

117

Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015, p 15

118

Submission 39 from Simon McPherson, 29 June 2015; Submission 56 from Jamie Chester, 1 July 2015;
and Submission 107 from Tobie Deale, 3 July 2015.

119

Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015.

120

Submission 58 from Commercial Egg Producers Association of WA, 1 July 2015; Submission 12 from
Russ Lewsey, 16 June 2015; and Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015.

121

Mr Stephen Wooler CB, ‘The independent review of the prosecution activity of the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’, 24 September 2014, p 9.

122

Richard Alleyne, ‘David Cameron's hunt convicted as judge questions RSPCA's £330,000 prosecution
costs’, The Telegraph, 17 December 2012.
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have been ‘more usefully employed’. This was followed by a rebuke by the Charity
Commission, the UK regulator of charities.124
3.11

RSPCA UK’s prosecutorial role was scrutinised in 2014, by an independent review
conducted by Mr Stephen Wooler CB, former Chief Inspector of HM Crown
Prosecution Service Inspectorate.125 Mr Wooler noted that there were several aspects
of the RSPCA’s enforcement work that required change in order to ‘bring its
enforcement work more in line with 21st century expectations and to maintain
confidence, particularly by providing accountability and improving transparency’.126

3.12

In response to the Wooler review, the Countryside Alliance—a vocal critic of
RSPCA—remarked:
RSPCA can improve the way it prosecutes but the real question is
whether it should prosecute at all. Relying on private prosecutions to
deliver animal welfare laws is a 19th century solution to a 21st
century problem.127

3.13

The Committee emphasises that this Inquiry centres exclusively on the operations of
RSPCA WA.

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRIES AND RSPCA
3.14

It is within this context that a parliamentary inquiry in the UK by the Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs Sub-Committee of the House of Commons into the welfare of
domestic pets has been established.128 One of their terms of reference is the
enforcement of animal welfare legislation, including prosecution of offences by the
RSPCA and others.129

3.15

Like RSPCA WA, the RSPCA (UK) itself does not have any statutory powers of
enforcement. In England and Wales, the RSPCA mounts private prosecutions. In
contrast, the Scottish equivalent of the RSPCA provides evidence to the State, which

123

ibid.

124

Motion RSPCA (Prosecutions), UK, House of Commons, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 29 January
2013. Available at:
< http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmhansrd/cm130129/halltext/130129h0001.htm>.
Viewed 18 May 2016.

125

Submission 121 from Australian Deer Association, 10 July 2015.

126

Mr Stephen Wooler CB, ‘The independent review of the prosecution activity of the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’, 24 September 2014, p 9.

127

Mr Tim Bonner, Countryside Alliance, ‘Wooler report vindicates our concerns over RSPCA prosecution
policy’, Media release, [September 2014].

128

House of Commons, Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Sub-Committee, ‘Animal welfare inquiry
launched’, Media Statement, 4 February 2016.

129

House of Commons Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Sub-Committee, ‘Animal welfare: domestic
pets inquiry’.
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130

then decides whether to take legal action. In Western Australia, the statutory
authority rests with RSPCA WA general inspectors appointed to enforce the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.
3.16

It was submitted to the Committee that a parliamentary inquiry into the RSPCA is ‘not
unique’.131 RSPCA New South Wales was the subject of a parliamentary inquiry by
the Legislative Council Standing Committee in 2010, which involved the removal of
koalas from the Waterways Wildlife Park in Gunnedah, after concern by inspectors for
the welfare of the animals.132

3.17

The raid was filmed by a television crew, as part of a reality television program,
raising questions over whether the RSPCA's actions were motivated by self-interest.
The Inquiry cleared the RSPCA NSW of any wrong-doing, however it was found that
the presence of the film crew ‘undoubtedly inflamed emotions’.133 Concerns were also
raised about whether consent had been given by the property owners to being recorded
prior to filming.134

3.18

In another example brought to the attention of the Committee, the Tasmanian Public
Accounts Committee initiated an inquiry into the RSPCA in Tasmania in 2013
following the sacking of its chief executive.135 That inquiry was established to
investigate RSPCA Tasmania's suitability to receive public funding, amid allegations
of dysfunction and mismanagement. They found that RSPCA Tasmania used its funds
for legal action against the Tasmanian State Government, its own employees,
individual members and RSPCA Australia rather than on its core business of animal
welfare. Further, they called on RSPCA Tasmania to be restructured before it received
future government funding.136

HAVE RSPCA WA’S PRACTICES AND POLICIES CHANGED?
3.19

A number of witnesses and submitters claimed that the RSPCA WA had ‘changed’ in
recent times and this was impacting on how it operated and how it used its powers.137
Keen to identify exactly what this allegation of change meant, the Committee inquired

130

Mr Stephen Wooler CB, ‘The independent review of the prosecution activity of the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals’, 24 September 2014, p 9.

131

Submission 90 from Pastoralists and Graziers Association WA, 3 July 2015, p 1.

132

New South Wales. Parliament. Legislative Council. General Purpose Standing Committee No. 5, ‘Inquiry
into the RSPCA raid on the Waterways Wildlife Park’, (Chair: Mr Ian Cohen MLC), Report no 32,
September 2010.

133

ibid.

134

Paula Kruger, ABC News, ‘RSPCA in strife over Animal Rescue’, 9 September 2010.

135

Submission 90 from Pastoralists and Graziers Association WA, 3 July 2015.

136

Tasmanian Parliament, Parliamentary Standing Public Accounts Committee, ‘RSPCA Inquiry’,
14 November 2013.
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Examples include: Submission 11 from Daryl Stuart, 16 June 2015; Submission 12 from Russ Lewsey,
16 June 2015; and Submission 13 from Trevor Ruwoldt, 17 June 2015.
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into what practices and policies of the RSPCA WA had changed given that its stated
objectives had not.
3.20

Mr Eric Ball made the Committee aware of examples that, in his opinion indicated
there had been ‘intended or unintended change of policy, and misdirection’, which in
his view ‘emanate from an arrogant style of executive management’.138 According to
Mr Ball, RSPCA WA had ‘changed focus’ and had:


severed its links with government



distanced itself from its members



a poor industrial relations record



gaps in training for inexperienced officers



confused food animal producers and others with mixed messages



tarnished its fundraising methods



deescalated its role in education



embarked on a spate of publicity about offenders



a prosecution focus rather than an emphasis on changing attitudes.139

RSPCA WA CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
3.21

RSPCA WA’s governance regime is set out in its Rules, Board Charter and Board
policies.140 The RSPCA WA Board Charter details its approach to corporate
governance encompassing board processes and continuous improvement.141 The
RSPCA WA Board, its governing body, is comprised of five appointed members to
complement the seven elected positions on the board. Members of the
RSPCA WA Board have the following responsibilities:


To improve the performance of RSPCA WA by setting its strategic direction
and monitoring its performance.



To ensure:
o

compliance of The Society with its vision, mission and values
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o

that it operates in a manner which is financially sustainable
and consistent with its objectives

o

that it monitors the conduct of Board Members, both as
individuals and collectively as the Board.142

The key functions of the RSPCA WA Board are set out in its Rules.143 These include:


strategy development



oversight and management



performance monitoring



risk management and compliance



stakeholder relationships and communications



and management of the chief executive officer.144

RSPCA WA advised that its Board comprises individuals with experience from the:


farm sector



livestock industry



state and local government



legal profession



financial services



commercial business development arena.145

3.24

In response to Mr Ball’s allegations, that it had changed, RSPCA WA informed the
Committee that it underwent an organisational restructure in 2012, when the Board
undertook to review RSPCA WA’s governance framework. In part, the review was in
response to amendments to federal legislation regulating the charity sector which
encouraged not for profit organisations to improve efficiency and accountability
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measures within their organisations by minimising their risks of mismanagement and
misappropriation of resources.146
3.25

An external consultant, Barrington Consulting Group (the Barrington Review) was
commissioned to carry out the governance review.147 According to the RSPCA WA,
the Barrington Review identified the following areas to be addressed:


the role and value of the board



the board’s engagement with the core business



board structure, succession and election



skills and experience of the board itself.148

3.26

The RSPCA WA Board implemented the recommendations of the Barrington
Review.149 The proposed changes were put to RSPCA WA members at the 2013
Annual General Meeting (AGM), who approved the changes.150 Prior to the AGM
members were sent information packs setting out the proposed changes.151 The
Committee reviewed and considered the material provided to the RSPCA WA
membership. A summary of the changes has been extracted from the four-page
covering letter sent to members prior to the AGM and appears in Appendix 4.

3.27

Subsequently complaints were made that the administrative processes relating to the
proposed reforms were flawed.152 A formal complaint was lodged with the
Department of Commerce, Consumer Protection, which found ‘substantial
compliance’ with the Associations Incorporation Act 1987 (AIA).153

3.28

Department of Commerce, Consumer Protection did however identify ‘a concern’
regarding the wording on the notice given to members.154 Section 24 of the Act
requires that the notice specify the intention to propose a special resolution. The
wording used by RSPCA WA did not specify a special resolution.155 However, as the
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issue regarding the wording on the notice did not appear to have restricted members
from voting, Consumer Protection did not take any further action. This was confirmed
by RSPCA WA in its response to the Committee’s preliminary findings,
recommendations and commentary.156
3.29

During the review, Consumer Protection identified that the RSPCA WA Member
Register was not being maintained in accordance with the requirements of the Act.157
Section 27 of the Act required that the register include the name and address (postal or
residential) of each member. The copy provided to Consumer Protection contained a
mix of email and other addresses. Also, junior members were not included on the
register. This was pointed out to RSPCA WA who immediately addressed the
concern. Again, Consumer Protection proposed that no further action be taken.158

3.30

The Committee therefore makes the following finding:

Finding 3: The Committee finds that the review undertaken by the Department of
Commerce into administrative processes relating to the changes to RSPCA WA Rules
found that while there was ‘substantial compliance’ with the Associations Incorporation
Act 1987, the Department of Commerce identified a concern regarding the wording on
the notice given to RSPCA WA members. Section 24 of the Act requires that the notice
specify the intention to propose a special resolution. The wording used by RSPCA WA
did not specify a special resolution.

RSPCA WA BOARD STRUCTURE
3.31

The Committee was made aware of allegations that there had been a ‘change in style
and substance’ by RSPCA WA.159 One such change is the composition of the
RSPCA WA Board. Mr Eric Ball voiced his concerns that the current composition is
not truly representative of RSPCA WA. In Mr Ball’s opinion, a fundamental
component of RSPCA culture is that it has always represented the views and
aspirations of the wider community. Mr Ball’s specific concerns centre on the fact
that:
40% of the Board is now an unelected quinary of persons who have
full Board powers to bring their beliefs and persuasions to bear on
the direction of RSPCA WA. They do not represent the members, they
are unelected. They need not be RSPCA members or have any prior
interest in RSPCA, or concern for the welfare of animals. And with
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their successive appointments including choosing themselves they
may continue in perpetuity as Board members. A Board of that
composition cannot be a barometer of the members' expectations; it
cannot faithfully represent the RSPCA. The question must then be
asked if in the future any group of such unknown persons can be
trusted to deliver the expected RSPCA services, and services for
government under the Animal Welfare Act.160
3.32

Mr Ball told the Committee that his concerns were based on his previous experience
when an animal liberationist group ‘infiltrated’ the RSPCA WA Board. As he
explained:
That was a period in 1985, and we do not want to go back historically
on events that are long past, but what happened was that changes to
the rules and elections were all conducted at the annual general
meeting by show of hands. There were no ballots to members, no
postal voting; everything was done in the meeting. There was an
annual general meeting when, suddenly, we had more people than we
had ever seen before at an annual general meeting. Subsequently, I
discovered that about 80 per cent of those people had become
members in the preceding month. It transpired that they were,
essentially, members of Animal Liberation, and the president of
Animal Liberation nominated for president of RSPCA and was elected
with a significant majority. He immediately set out then to move for a
change in the rules of the organisation. The rules of the organisation
were changed such that any person who had almost anything to do
with an animal would be excluded from membership of the RSPCA. It
would have removed about 80 per cent of the members, and that did
not happen because, as it turned out, the number of votes recorded at
the meeting was different from the number of people who signed the
attendance register and so the meeting was declared invalid. The
board immediately then sought to change the rules to introduce postal
voting for changes to the constitution and postal voting for elections.
That has prevailed ever since.161

3.33

Mr Ball cautioned that he was risk adverse to any circumstances in which the integrity
of the RSPCA WA Board was to be compromised, given that it had occurred in the
past:
What concerns me about the current change to the rules is—this is not
a reflection on current members of the board—that you can get a
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change in the composition of the board now: five people who are
unelected who have had nothing to do with the RSPCA, who, together
with two members who are elected, can decide to make massive
changes of direction to the organisation. The risk is going to be there
for as long as these conditions prevail. I just reflect back on how
easily it happened before, and how destructive the changes were when
that took place. The RSPCA lost public support for five years, it lost
funding for five years and we struggled to survive for about five years
because people were concerned that we were part of Animal
Liberation.162
3.34

Criticism has also been levelled at RSPCA WA for not appointing a veterinarian
surgeon, representative from DAFWA, or the Commissioner of Police or a delegate, to
the RSPCA WA Board, as had previously been the case.163 It was suggested to the
Committee that RSPCA WA would benefit from having a person with valuable
expertise in, and experience with prosecutions on the Board, given that RSPCA WA
itself has no authority to prosecute, although it employs inspectors who prosecute
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.164 Mr David van Ooran, CEO RSPCA WA
responded that RSPCA WA had a ‘very strong and effective working relationship with
the WA Police’ as they worked together on a range of issues.165

3.35

In relation to a representative of DAFWA being appointed to the Board, when the
administration of the AWA transferred to DAFWA in 2011, the Committee learned
that DAFWA did not exercise its option to fill their vacant appointee role on the
Board.166 The Committee was keen to probe this further, and when asked at a hearing,
Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, RSPCA WA President explained that:
When the vacancy came up, they were asked. We were in the midst of
a governance review and then one of the recommendations was that
we do not go down that track, so we ended up doing it differently. But,
it is also pertinent to say that because somebody or a government
department wants to nominate somebody to attend the board
historically, they were not necessarily the person with the best skill
level in terms of what was required and the level of discussion that
needed to go on in the board. That was also another factor: we need
to make sure that we have got those high-level skills going forward.167
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Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, DAFWA confirmed that it did not take up its
position on the RSPCA WA Board, but clarified that, at the time:
for us to be sitting at the RSPCA table would have simply had us
sitting outside the room a lot because we would have been dealing
with conflict-of-interest issues, and would not have been able to
influence from within the room RSPCA policy or its operationalising
of that policy any more, and perhaps less than if we were outside
doing our job on behalf of the government.168

3.37

Asked if she was disappointed that DAFWA did not have a representative on the
RSPCA WA Board, Mrs Bradshaw told the Committee that the corporate governance
of the organisation had evolved from the old days:
It has moved forward. I seem to get the impression that we are sort of
being targeted as a trigger-happy bunch of amateurs with malicious
intent. It is really not the case. What we are saying is we are a
professional charity with high standards of corporate governance.
The evolution of the organisation necessitates us to morph and
change, just like any other organisation. So we are not unhappy. We
are not happy. We sit in the middle. Should we have DAFWA or
somebody else? We deal with it in a different way. The way we get
input from the various organisations, from the various groups, from
the various lobby groups, we deal with it in a more operational way
to gather information. People who sit on the board need to be
strategic thinking. They are there to support the objectives of the
RSPCA and they are there for corporate governance and strategy
development. So, really it is just a question of evolution.169

3.38

According to RSPCA WA, their emphasis is now on skill-based appointments to
complement the member-elected positions on the Board.170 The skill-set and profiles
of the current RSPCA WA Board members is set out in Appendix 5.

3.39

Mrs Bradshaw was of the view that the previous composition of the Board, which
included nominees of certain government departments, and the veterinary surgeons’
board meant that ‘not necessarily the right level of strategic thinking was given’.171
According to Mrs Bradshaw the current model had strengthened RSPCA WA and also
served to mitigate against conflicts-of-interest on the Board:
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[Previously] sometimes those people coming in were conflicted
around the table. So when people come into that boardroom they are
there to support the objectives of the RSPCA, not to represent a
faction or another organisation that may be from without the
organisation. So in fact the changes to governance, far from what our
detractors are saying that it is some kind of ploy to infiltrate activists
into the organisation, it has actually strengthened the organisation.172
3.40

The Board currently comprised, what Mrs Lynne Bradshaw described as, ‘highly
skilled, independent professionals’ and ‘a broad church’.173 The appointees were
selected based on the identified skills needed to ‘support the vision and the strategic
direction’ that RSPCA WA was taking.
We do a skills matrix and a deficit. We look at that and then we evolve
the [B]oard to suit that. That is the way any normal [B]oard in any
reputable organisation would work.174

3.41

RSPCA WA stated that it is ‘proud of its standard of corporate governance’.175
It added that it had replaced its ‘dated committee based system’ with a ‘contemporary
governance model’ following three governance reviews in ten years and now has a
‘high standard of corporate governance’.176 Furthermore, RSPCA WA contended that
‘the combination of a skilled, professional Board and the conflict of interest processes
operate to prevent sectional interests affecting the direction of the Society’.177

3.42

The Committee notes that RSPCA WA strongly objects to the allegation and
submitted that its ‘Board is no more vulnerable to takeover by sectional or vested
interests than any other company board’ and strongly objects to this allegation.178

3.43

The Committee makes the following findings:

Finding 4: The Committee finds that there is a potential vulnerability in the current
structure of the RSPCA WA Board since the changes to its Rules. Resolutions could
make changes of direction to the organisation with agreement by only two elected
members of the Board who could vote with a quinary of unelected members which may
not be representative of the views of ordinary members.
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The Committee noted the decision by the RSPCA WA not to appoint a veterinary
surgeon to its Board. The Committee is of the view that the expertise of a veterinary
surgeon on the Board would be beneficial.

Finding 5: The Committee finds that notwithstanding the view of the RSPCA WA, the
Board should include a veterinary surgeon and a representative of the Department of
Agriculture and Food who are appointed if not elected from the membership.

FUNDRAISING STANDARDS
3.45

Due to its charitable status RSPCA WA enjoys favourable relief from income tax on
its collections and donations made to the charity are tax deductable. RSPCA WA
relies principally on public donations to fund its operations. The Committee heard
evidence of instances where RSPCA WA ‘might kindly be described as gilding the
lily’ in its fundraising practices.179 Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday
Times/PerthNow told the Committee that to some this might be considered a trivial
issue, but in his view any act or statement that has the potential to dent the credibility
or damage the RSPCA’s reputation should be of concern.180

Don Don appeal
3.46

As noted above, allegations were made to the Committee concerning RSPCA WA’s
standards in fundraising.181 The Committee was informed about a donor acquisition
appeal—a letter, dated 2 June 2014—which used:
untrue information and statements about an alleged local prosecution
designed to appeal to the heartstrings of WA recipients, but a
prosecution which the RSPCA WA has never undertaken.182

3.47

The matter of fundraising standards was raised with RSPCA WA in public hearings.
In a response to the submission of Mr Eric Ball, RSPCA WA acknowledged that the
case of ‘Don Don’ depicted in the donor mail appeal letter did not involve
RSPCA WA itself—despite the letter from David van Ooran, RSPCA WA CEO
giving that impression.183 In fact the letter related to a prosecution in the Goulburn
Court in New South Wales. Even though the letter was reviewed by the RSPCA WA
CEO prior to its release, RSPCA WA strongly denied that Mr van Ooran was deceitful
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in passing off the NSW incident as a WA case. According to RSPCA WA ‘[t]here is
no evidence that the CEO set out to deceive or that he acted dishonestly’.184 A copy of
the letter can be found in Appendix 6.
3.48

RSPCA WA defended its actions in the matter of Don Don and explained that they
used the details of the RSPCA NSW campaign to ‘save on costs’—which,
RSPCA WA claimed is a standard procedure used by other charitable organisations.185
The fact that many other charities conduct national appeals using the
same story to depict their work for economies of scale and efficiency
purposes was discussed and acknowledged by the Department.
Indeed, a number of RSPCA Member Societies (WA, QLD, NSW and
VIC) have previously used a donor acquisition appeal using the same
story to demonstrate the work of The Society.186

3.49

In July 2014 the Department of Commerce (DOC) investigated the matter following a
formal complaint.187 RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they provided an
explanation to the DOC, who advised that RSPCA WA’s use of the NSW case as part
of its fundraising appeal had been noted, and did not propose that further action be
taken.188 The DOC wrote to Mr van Ooran, CEO RSPCA WA and reminded him of
his obligations with respect to the Australian Consumer Law.189

3.50

In a written submission to the Committee, RSPCA WA acknowledged that there were
two versions of the Don Don letter circulated to potential donors:


The first version was sent to RSPCA WA’s existing donors and did not
contain the wording ‘Because we are not funded by the government’



The second version of the Don Don letter was sent to potential new donors.
This letter did state ‘Because we are not funded by the government’.190

3.51

According to RSPCA WA this form of words (‘Because we are not funded by the
government’) was intended to address the public misconception that RSPCA WA is
entirely funded by government. The letter continues: ‘with just over 5% of our
operating costs coming from state government grant...’. RSPCA WA informed the
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Committee that they had no intention to deceive or mislead potential new donors
regarding government funding.191
3.52

RSPCA WA did concede that the statement ‘we are not funded by the government’
may have been misunderstood if read without the text that followed. RSPCA WA
acknowledged that the message could have been less ambiguous. RSPCA WA
informed the Committee that since then ‘new procedures have been adopted to ensure
fundraising communications are checked by a number of key staff, to ensure they are
clearer’.192 In their response to the Committee’s invitation to comment on the
Committee’s preliminary findings and recommendations, RSPCA WA stated that:
‘The Society continuously seeks to improve its processes across the organisation’.193

Donor appeal – costs awarded and fines
3.53

The Committee was made aware of a further allegation containing a ‘false declaration
in pursuit of public money’.194 In a fundraising letter, dated 16 September 2014, the
RSPCA WA CEO mentioned a successful prosecution by RSPCA WA that resulted in
fines of $11,000 and the award of costs of $20,000 against the offender. The letter
stated that:
RSPCA didn’t receive any of the $31,000 worth of costs and fines the
puppy farmer was charged to pay. It all goes to the State. So where
did the money come from to care for the 50 animals we rescued? It
came from wonderful people like you.195

3.54

The assertion that RSPCA WA receives no costs, when awarded by the courts, is
untrue. Costs awarded to the prosecution are payable to RSPCA WA where a
RSPCA WA general inspector is the named prosecutor.196 This is provided for in
Section 86 of AWA. Fines imposed by the court on conviction are paid to the
government’s consolidated account. This is dealt with further in paragraph 6.23.

3.55

According to Mr Eric Ball, the ‘deliberate inference that RSPCA received nothing was
again misleading at best’ given that it omitted any reference to the Court awarded sum
of $20,000 to which RSPCA WA was the beneficiary.197 As John Flint, Assistant
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Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow, pointed out to the Committee, had the mail-out
said ‘fully funded’, it would have been correct.198
3.56

In a written response to the Committee pertaining to this allegation, RSPCA WA
acknowledged that it had erred:
The letter incorrectly stated: ‘RSPCA didn't receive any of the
$31,000 worth of costs and fines’. It should have read RSPCA didn't
receive ‘any of the $11,000 fine’ the puppy farmer was charged to
pay. This is because fines are paid by offenders to the State
Government, not RSPCA WA.
With respect to the costs of $20,000 payable to RSPCA WA, these
were not received directly from the offender. However, $17,000 was
recovered indirectly from the proceeds of sale of the seized animals.
As such, The Society did receive some costs and it was an error to say
RSPCA WA did not receive any of those costs.199

3.57

3.58

RSPCA WA explained that the proceeds generated from the sale/adoption of the
seized puppies generated $28,000. A sum of $3,000 is still owed to RSPCA WA by
the offender and pursuant to section 87 of the AWA the proceeds were distributed
thus:


$11,000 was paid by RSPCA WA into the Consolidated Account, to be
applied by the State Government against the fine.



$17,000 was applied towards RSPCA WA’s costs order (legal and veterinary)
of $20,000.200

When the error in the donor appeal letter became apparent to fundraising staff shortly
after the mail out, RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they took immediate
steps to resolve the problem and reported the error to the Department of Commerce,
Consumer Protection and the Charitable Collections Agency (CCA).201 RSPCA WA
stated that to correct the record, they posted a statement on its website explaining the
mistake. According to RSPCA WA:
The CCA felt it was unnecessary to re-mail everyone, as it would be
deemed prohibitive for a charity to do this, due to the cost.202
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3.59

RSPCA WA admitted that they had made a mistake and informed the Committee in a
written response that they had put new processes in place to ensure accuracy in their
fundraising materials.203 Mail appeal letters are now checked thoroughly by key staff
for content and clarity. Since the implementation of this new internal governance
measure, RSPCA WA advised the Committee that it was not aware of any further
errors made in its mail appeal letters.204

3.60

The Committee makes the following findings:

Finding 6: The Committee finds that some previous advertising by RSPCA WA could
be perceived as misleading to potential donors and members of the public it is seeking
to influence.

Finding 7: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has been careless in its accuracy in
some of its advertising campaigns, and that no matter how noble the cause, it is
important that material is factual and accurate.

Finding 8: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has implemented new internal
governance measures that ensure greater oversight of advertising material being
distributed.
RSPCA WA OPERATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
3.61

In accordance with its terms of reference, the Committee examined the operations of
RSPCA WA. RSPCA WA undertakes a wide range of activities pursuant to its
purposes and objectives. Guiding RSPCA WA is an overarching strategic plan.205
This, in turn is informed by RSPCA WA’s mission, vision, and values statements.
RSPCA WA’s mission is ‘[t]o improve the welfare of animals through leadership,
collaboration with stakeholders and the provision of quality services’.206 Its vision is
that ‘[a]ll animals are accepted as sentient beings and treated with dignity,
compassion and respect’.207

3.62

RSPCA WA undertakes a wide range of operations and activities, including:


educating the public about animal welfare matters
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24/7 animal cruelty call service



compliance and enforcement functions under the AWA



animal rescues



animal shelter and veterinary clinic



rehabilitation and re-homing of animals



community engagement events



advocating on key animal welfare issues, including seeking legislative reform.208

RSPCA WA’s education unit
3.63

Influencing behavioural change in relation to animal welfare is the stated aim of
RSPCA WA’s education program, with community education being key to the
prevention of animal cruelty and neglect. This was a point noted in a number of
submissions.209

3.64

According to RSPCA WA, education is a ‘core activity’ for them. It informs all
aspects of their operations, including their retail, adoptions, dog training, inspectorate,
veterinary clinic, communications, marketing units—and their volunteers.210 The
Committee recognised that all RSPCA WA general inspectors have an important role
to play in educating the public about responsible pet ownership.

3.65

The Committee was made aware of criticism of RSPCA WA in relation to changes to
its education programs.211 Concerns were raised with the Committee that the
RSPCA WA Education Unit had been ‘disbanded’.212 Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor,
The Sunday Times/PerthNow told the Committee at a public hearing that he had:
[received] information from people who worked at the RSPCA who
lamented the loss of what was once the education unit, and they
stressed to me the fact that the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals emphasises the word ‘prevention, and education is
about prevention, and they feel that part of that has been lost and
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maybe it is more reactive these days. But there were facilities there,
there was a special team and that team is not in place. Of course, it is
the RSPCA’s prerogative if it wants to change things up and change
strategy or whatever; that is their call.213
3.66

Given that public education and promotion of responsible companion animal
ownership is one of the approved purposes for which RSPCA WA received a
$500,000 grant from government, the Committee was keen to examine this issue. The
RSPCA WA’s 2014-15 annual report revealed that income derived from its education
services dropped from $53,414 to nil in 2015. RSPCA WA was asked to account for
the reduction.214

3.67

RSPCA WA explained that in 2013, they initiated an evaluation into their education
program arising from concerns that its education programs were not
benefiting/targeting the right cohort. The review identified that RSPCA WA’s
approach to community education needed to ‘encompass greater demographics and
deliver more effective programs that reached the wider community and particularly
areas of need.’215

3.68

Following the review of its approach to community education, the RSPCA WA Board,
approved a ‘shift’ as part of its strategic plans for the organisation. Consequently, the
RSPCA WA no longer generated income from providing school holiday programs—
hence the nil balance in the annual report.216

3.69

According to the RSPCA WA in the past, the delivery of a fee-paying school holiday
program targeting primary/lower secondary school children was the focus of its
education unit. While acknowledging that the programs were popular in terms of
attendance numbers, RSPCA WA indicated that ‘they appealed to children who
generally already had established empathy and compassion for animals’.217

3.70

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that the key change to the program model was
the appointment of an Education Coordinator in 2014. The rationale behind this newly
created role was to ‘bring authenticity and authority’ to the ‘development and delivery
of targeted community education programs across a range of age groups (including
both children and adults)’.218
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3.71

Increasing educational visits to schools in areas of need and delivering a community
action program are two planks in RSPCA WA’s revised education services. In 2014,
community action days were introduced in areas RSPCA WA described as
‘experiencing high levels of animal cruelty’. RSPCA WA explained that they were
now ‘taking a more active role in outreach activities’ to further their educative role in
areas of need.219 This included school visits.

3.72

The ‘Community Action day’ program is a collaborative venture with local
government authorities (LGAs), rangers, WA Police, veterinary clinics and other
welfare organisations to focus on communities with high incidences of cruelty
complaints. To date, community action days have been held in Rockingham, Broome,
North Perth and Balga.220 According to RSPCA WA their community education
program reached almost 2,500 people in 2014-15 in the promotion of responsible pet
ownership.221

3.73

In the 2014-15 project activity report submitted to DAFWA, RSPCA WA stated that it
planned an expansion of its school engagement program in the coming year, focussing
on schools in ‘hot spot suburbs’ or those experiencing specific animal cruelty
issues.222

3.74

RSPCA WA have partnered with Communicare in offering assistance in cases of
domestic violence by offering a foster care system for pets caught up in violent
relationships. According to the RSPCA WA, many victims of violent relationships
remain in the home as they do not want to leave their pet in case they would be
harmed. Another partnership, involving the Salvation Army has been developed by
RSPCA WA to educate and support the homeless by supplying pet food and
veterinary support. 223

3.75

The Committee provided RSPCA WA with the opportunity to comment on this
preliminary finding and recommendation and it advised the Committee of its
support.224

3.76

Based on the evidence, the Committee makes the following finding and
recommendation.
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Finding 9: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA’s ongoing education programs on
the treatment of animals through community action days and partnerships with
Communicare and the Salvation Army should be commended and are of value to the
community.

Recommendation 2: The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA continues its
education programs which promote better animal welfare outcomes.

RSPCA WA memberships
3.77

RSPCA WA started as a member based organisation and over the years it has had a
broad based membership.225 It has been described as a ‘good barometer of where
public opinion is at’.226 In the 1980s, the voting adult membership was about 6,000; in
the early 2000s it was about 3,000.227 Evidence presented to the Committee indicated
that there has been a recent change in the way in which memberships were handled by
RSPCA WA.228

3.78

According to Mr Eric Ball:
There has been no apparent drive to retain or increase RSPCA WA
membership. It appears that membership has been allowed to
diminish. I do not know how many members now form RSPCA but the
2014 annual report reveals that the annual member’s fee of $50 each
produced only $19, 777 which represents an annual membership of
only 395 persons.229

3.79

By comparison, based on 2009 figures, and using the same methodology, this would
equate to approximately 833 members. Based on 2015 figures, and using the same
methodology, it would equate to approximately 189 members.

3.80

For comparative purposes Mr Ball informed the Committee that in the past the
membership base of RSPCA WA had ‘generally exceeded’ that of the Royal
Agriculture Society of WA (of about 1,800 members) and WA Farmers’ Federation
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(of about 4,200 members). He also pointed out that the WA Voluntary Euthanasia
Society ‘boasts more than 800 members’.231
3.81

Based on Mr Ball’s rudimentary formula and the current figures, the Committee
sought clarification from RSPCA WA in relation to the reduction in membership
subscriptions from $41,668 to $9,441—which equates to a 75 per cent fall in income
generated from memberships over a six year period. This is depicted in Table 1 below.
Table 1
Membership subscriptions
2009-2015232
Financial
year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015

Income
generated
$
41,668
28,243
25,880
38,089
24,526
19,777
9,441

Number of
members
2,301
2,062
2,217
1,836
1,472
1,497
1,209

3.82

In response to the Committee’s question about dwindling financial memberships,
RSPCA WA stated that in 2014 its Board made the decision to ‘focus on building
active supporter bases through donors and other supporter networks’. They explained
that such an approach was ‘consistent with membership-based not-for-profit
organisations worldwide’. Moreover, that ‘[t]his strategy is widely regarded as not
only a better return on investment, but a more meaningful measure of an
organisation’s level of community support’.233

3.83

RSPCA WA contended that Mr Ball’s account of RSPCA WA membership is
inaccurate as he did not factor in life members—who do not pay membership fees
annually. Furthermore, in April 2013, the life member category of membership
ceased. RSPCA WA informed the Committee that the cessation of the life member
category meant that membership income was impacted as this had involved a single
payment of [an unspecified] larger sum.234
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The Committee was informed that as of 23 December 2015, RSPCA WA had 964 life
members and 15 honorary life members. Honorary life membership is bestowed upon
persons in recognition of outstanding services or assistance to RSPCA WA. Honorary
life members do not pay a membership fee.235 See Figure 1 below for RSPCA WA
memberships for the period 2009-15.
Figure 1
RSPCA WA Memberships 2009-2015236

3.85

RSPCA WA also pointed out that they have approximately 36,000 active supporters,
which is ‘an important indicator of community support’.237 Furthermore, according to
RSPCA WA the fall in income derived from memberships was ‘dwarfed’ by a
corresponding increase in donations and active supporters.238

3.86

Mr Ball was of the opinion that a strong membership base is integral to the
functioning of RSPCA WA and without members, it is susceptible to disconnecting
with its supporter base.239 Mr Eric Ball cautioned that:
RSPCA must resume its traditional position as the ascendant
protector of the welfare of animals in the State. And it needs members
to share the journey.240
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According to RSPCA WA, and in contrast to Mr Ball’s allegations of a disconnect, it
does have strong levels of community support. RSPCA WA informed the Committee
that results from independent market research conducted in 2015 supported this
claim.241 RSPCA WA also pointed to increased income derived from bequests and
other fundraising activities.242 See Table 2 below.
Table 2
Financial contribution of supporters and donors
2008-2015243
Income type
2008-09
2014-15
$
$
Donations
630,436
891,065
Legacies and bequests
1,551,920
2,778,730
Fundraising activities
1,928,701
2,478,105
Grants - government
250,000
500,000
Total
4,361,057
6,647,900
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ENFORCEMENT OF THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 2002
NATURE OF THE OFFENCES UNDER THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 2002
4.1

A conviction for cruelty to an animal carries significant penalties under section 19 of
the Animal Welfare Act 2002 (AWA). Animal cruelty is not a trivial offence. The
penalties for an individual is a minimum fine of $2,000 and a maximum fine of
$50,000 and five years’ imprisonment.244 Increased penalties apply where the offender
is a body corporate.245 A body corporate that is convicted of an offence is liable to
both minimum and maximum penalties of five times the respective fines to that
offence.

4.2

Offences under the AWA are simple—not indictable—offences.246 This is somewhat
unusual given the size of the maximum penalties.247 In Ginbey v The House of
Relocators, for example, a prosecution by an RSPCA WA general inspector, the
Magistrate imposed fines totalling $113,000 for five offences of animal cruelty and
these fines were upheld on appeal.248

4.3

Under the AWA, the death of an animal is insufficient on its own to prove a cruelty
offence where a person is charged with an offence under Part 3 of the AWA.249 In
Holding v Parkin, where the Honourable Justice Hall of the Supreme Court of
Western Australia commented, when considering a sentence imposed for a cruelty
offence:
Section 6 of the Sentencing Act 1995 (WA) requires that sentences be
commensurate with the seriousness of the offence. This requires
consideration of the circumstances of the commission of the offence.
In my view, the relevant factors in assessing the circumstances of an
offence of animal cruelty pursuant to s 19 of the Animal Welfare Act
are:
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1.

the nature of the harm inflicted on the animal

2.

the length of time during which the animal suffered

3.

the amount of suffering caused, that is the extent of any injury
or the degree of pain or the amount of distress

4.

the vulnerability of the animal, both in general and in relation
to the particular offender

5.

whether the conduct that caused the harm was a single act or
a course of conduct, and

6.

whether the conduct was deliberate, intentional or planned,
or was neglect of a duty to animals (one will not necessarily
be more serious than another, it will depend upon the
circumstances).

Of course in any particular case it will also be necessary to take into
account any mitigating factors, including those factors that are
personal to the offender.251
4.4

By virtue of it being a simple offence, an offender appears before the Magistrates
Court. A decision of a Magistrate can be appealed to the Supreme Court of
Western Australia. The Committee was informed that, while under Section 11 of the
Director of Public Prosecutions Act 1991, the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)
has the ability to take over any prosecution, whether indictable or not, they limit
themselves to indictable matters because of resource constraints.252 The Committee
was informed that the DPP as a matter of course does not provide oversight of
prosecutions for simple offences. In effect this means that prosecutions under the
AWA are not routinely prosecuted by the DPP.253

4.5

Some jurisdictions have introduced aggravated cruelty offences for persons who
perpetrate acts resulting in the death, deformity or serious disablement of an animal.254
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The AWA does not provide for aggravated cruelty offences.255 The Committee
believes that there is merit in introducing indictable aggravated animal cruelty
offences in the AWA, so that they can be tried and sentenced on indictment and
prosecuted by the DPP. These offences being indictable properly reflects the
seriousness of the offences.
4.6

The Committee therefore makes the following findings and recommendation:

Finding 10: The Committee finds that offences under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are
simple offences, and while the Director of Public Prosecutions has the ability to take
over any prosecution whether indictable or not, they limit themselves to indictable
matters because of resource constraints.

Finding 11: The Committee finds that other jurisdictions in Australia have enacted
indictable offences for serious cases involving aggravated animal cruelty.

Recommendation 3: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to provide for indictable aggravated cruelty offences, prosecuted by the
Director of Public Prosecutions.

THE APPOINTMENT OF INSPECTORS
4.7

Section 33 of the AWA requires that the CEO of DAFWA256 appoints as general
inspectors:
(a) those members of staff of RSPCA WA nominated by RSPCA; and
(b) … as many other people whom the CEO considers to be suitably qualified or
experienced as the CEO considers necessary for the purposes of the Act.257

4.8

The Committee was informed that the CEO of DAFWA has no discretionary power
over the appointment of any member of staff of RSPCA WA nominated by
RSPCA WA as a general inspector. The nomination by RSPCA WA is of itself
sufficient to require that the appointment be made by the CEO of DAFWA.

4.9

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, DAFWA explained to the Committee that
there was an anomaly in the AWA regarding the circularity in the
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appointment/revocation of RSPCA WA general inspectors. In the unlikely event that it
occurred, Mr Delane explained:
But it is easy to imagine circumstances where that would occur, but
you would expect it to be incredibly infrequent. It is open to me, given
that I have an obligation to appoint a person put forward by the
RSPCA, to immediately revoke their appointment and for us to play
tag on that until the matter is resolved sensibly. I am not expecting the
RSPCA to put forward staff who would be inappropriate to appoint
under the act, but that is the only way we could handle it at the
moment given my obligation to appoint someone put forward.258
4.10

In the Committee’s view, the lack of discretionary power over the appointment of
RSPCA general inspectors is of concern. RSPCA WA did not agree with this view.259
That the nomination by RSPCA WA is of itself sufficient to require that the
appointment be made by the CEO of DAFWA has the potential to be problematic.

4.11

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 12: The Committee finds that under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 the CEO of
the Department of Agriculture and Food has no power or discretion to decide whether
to appoint a person nominated by RSPCA WA as a general inspector under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.

Recommendation 4: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to include an express provision to provide that only the CEO of the
Department of Agriculture and Food has the power and discretion to appoint all
general inspectors.

4.12

In addition to the power to appoint RSPCA general inspectors, the CEO of DAFWA
also has the ability to appoint members of staff from:


DAFWA



Department of Parks and Wildlife



Department of Fisheries



a local government authority
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or any other person that the CEO considers to appoint.260

4.13

Under this provision, on occasion private investigators have been appointed as general
inspectors under the AWA.261

4.14

Appointments as general inspectors under the AWA are valid for a period up to five
years, unless:

4.15



the inspector ceases to be employed by the relevant organisation that
nominated them



the inspector resigns their appointment



the Director General of DAFWA revokes it.262

The Committee is not aware of the CEO of DAFWA invoking his power of revocation
under the AWA.

Number of inspectors appointed under the AWA
4.16

The AWA is enforced by inspectors appointed under section 33 of the AWA.263 In
Western Australia a number of government agencies and RSPCA WA-nominated staff
have roles and responsibilities in administering and enforcing the AWA, which Mr
Rob Delane, (then) Director General of DAFWA, described as ‘a very powerful and
contentious piece of legislation’.264

4.17

As at July 2015 there were 105 general inspectors appointed under the AWA as noted
in Table 3 below.
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Table 3
Number of general inspectors in
Western Australia as at July 2015
Organisation
Inspectors
RSPCA WA
14
DAFWA
18265
Other government agencies
12266
Local governments
59267
Other
2268

4.18

While this Inquiry was concerned with RSPCA WA general inspectors there has been
some cross over with general inspectors in other agencies. For example, WA Police
officers are ex officio general inspectors by virtue of section 5 of the AWA and local
government rangers can be appointed as general inspectors under the AWA.

4.19

DAFWA advised that there are 59 local government general inspectors active in local
government authorities. It was submitted to the Committee by Western Australian
Rangers Association (WARA) that although authorised as general inspectors, local
government rangers have a number of duties in addition to enforcing the AWA and
not all of these 59 inspectors are actively engaged in enforcing animal welfare under
the AWA.269

4.20

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they are not advised by DAFWA of the
identity of other general inspectors appointed under the AWA, and that this had
operational implications for them when working on the same case. RSPCA WA cited
by example that when an RSPCA general inspector is working alongside a local
government ranger they do not know if the ranger is authorised under the AWA or if
they are using the Dog Act 1976 and the Cat Act 2011.270

4.21

Currently information pertaining to general inspectors appointed under the AWA can
only be sought from DAFWA or the inspectors’ employing authority. DAFWA
advised that this could be requested through a freedom of information request (FOI),
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but that such a request may give rise to third party privacy issues and limit what is
made available.271
4.22

The Committee believes that there is general public interest in knowing details about
inspectors that have been appointed under the AWA. Currently this information is not
freely available to the public—unlike other public appointments.272 There is no
requirement for appointments to be gazetted or published.273 It is available upon a FOI
request to DAFWA as there is no public register of general inspectors.

4.23

The Committee is of the view that it is desirable for the administrator of the AWA to
be required to set out the numbers of general inspectors appointed during the year in
an annual report—or published on its website.

4.24

RSPCA WA agreed that it would be beneficial to have a list of appointments of
general inspectors made under the AWA to assist with the coordination of activities
under the AWA.274

4.25

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 13: The Committee finds that there is currently no publicly available list of
general inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Recommendation 5: The Committee recommends that details of inspectors appointed
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be published in the Western Australian Government
Gazette and that the Department of Agriculture and Food maintains a current list of
general inspectors on its website.

Instrument of appointment
4.26

As previously noted, the terms of appointment for general inspectors are determined
by the CEO of DAFWA and are set out in the instrument of appointment as per
section 33(3) of the AWA. The instrument of appointment is a simple one-page
document signed by the CEO of RSPCA WA and the CEO or delegate of DAFWA. A
copy of the instrument is available at Appendix 7.
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4.27

According to DAFWA the instrument of appointment is a simple document that
names the person being proposed to be appointed as a general inspector, lists any
terms of appointment that the CEO may require and provides a place to record the
decision to appoint by means of a signature. Technically, it is proof of that
appointment.275

4.28

The Committee was also made aware that once signed by the CEO (or delegate), the
person is effectively appointed as a general inspector. An identification card issued in
accordance with section 36(1) is not proof of appointment and is a subsidiary action to
the appointment.276

4.29

The Committee was also informed that the CEO of DAFWA can restrict the authority
of inspectors appointed under the AWA, except for police officers, by limiting:


the functions that may be performed by an inspector



the places where, times when, and circumstances in which the inspector may
perform the inspector’s functions.277

4.30

These restrictions in the authority of a general inspector can be imposed when the
inspector is appointed or subsequent to their appointment. It can also be varied or
cancelled at a later date subject to written notice by the CEO of DAFWA. Where no
terms are recorded the general inspector has no restriction on the functions, duties and
obligations the role permits.278

4.31

The Committee considered it noteworthy that terms of appointment are recorded on
the instrument by exception. general inspectors’ authority can be restricted to certain
local government areas, for a specified time period and/or in relation to functions and
powers under Part 4 Division 2 of the AWA. Each appointment is specific to the
individual concerned or the class of person to which the individual belongs (such as a
local government area).279

4.32

Upon receipt of the completed instrument of appointment, an identification card
(Certificate of Authority) is issued to each Inspector, identifying them as an authorised
inspector under the AWA.280 As a matter of DAFWA policy, evidence of a
current police clearance (less than three months old) must be provided to DAFWA
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before a certificate of authority is issued, and all training must be completed to a
satisfactory standard.281
4.33

The Committee noted that the instrument of appointment was raised as an issue in the
case of Re ‘I’ and Department of Agriculture and Food [2014] WAICmr 22.282 This
involved a request under the Freedom of Information Act 1992 involving an
RSPCA WA-inspector and DAFWA. Relevantly, Information Commissioner Sven
Bluemmel stated:
The instrument of appointment contains no reference to any duties,
functions or obligations owed by the complainant to DAFWA or any
direction, management or control of the complainant in the execution
of their functions under Part 4 Division 2 of the AW Act that would be
indicative of an employer/employee relationship or a contract for the
provision of services.
It may be desirable to see the scope of the appointment and the core
responsibilities to be clearly set out in such a document, not least for
the avoidance of doubt as to the nature of the appointment and its
obligations and duties. However I accept that the intention of the
instrument of appointment is to confer upon the appointee functions
and powers under Part 4 Division 2 of the AW Act and that the duties
and responsibilities are those set out in Part 4 Division 2 of the AW
Act.283

4.34

The Committee considered it noteworthy that the instrument of appointment does not
include a provision for the general inspector to sign to indicate their acceptance of the
appointment and the responsibility it entails. It does not contain, for example, a
reference to the duties, functions or obligations owed by the general inspector to
DAFWA. Further, it does not provide for the direction, management or control of the
general inspectors in the execution of their functions under Part 4 Division 2 of the
AWA.284

4.35

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
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Finding 14: The Committee finds that the instrument of appointment of general
inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 does not adequately detail the
duties, obligations and conditions of the appointment and it is not signed by and/or
agreed to by the general inspector.

Recommendation 6: The Committee recommends that all general inspectors appointed
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 sign their instrument of appointment which must
contain the duties, obligations and conditions of a general inspector so as to avoid any
doubt as to the nature of the appointment.

FUNCTIONS AND POWERS OF GENERAL INSPECTORS
Powers and obligations of general inspectors
4.36

The principal function of general inspectors is to enforce Part 3 (Offences against
animals) of the AWA. According to DAFWA, general inspectors also have the
following key functions under the AWA:


provide assistance to scientific inspectors



provide information and assistance to the CEO of DAFWA in relation to
matters arising under the AWA



enforce Part 2 (Use of offences for scientific purposes) of the AWA in relation
to schools.285

4.37

DAFWA advised the Committee that no general inspectors have been appointed to
enforce Part 2 of the AWA in relation to schools.286

4.38

The Committee was made aware that general inspectors can exercise a wide range of
powers under the AWA. These include:


enter places and vehicles with consent, notice or pursuant to a warrant – the
latter being in restricted circumstances upon application to a Justice287



care for animals or direct that they be cared for288

285

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015, p 3.

286

ibid.

287

ibid. AWA ss 38 and 39 and s 59 in relation to warrants.

288

ibid., s 40.
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destroy an animal in a humane manner where the Inspector reasonably
believes an animal is suffering so severely that destroying it would be the
humane thing to do289



seize animals where an Inspector reasonably suspects an offence is being or
has been committed or under warrant290



seizure of property where an Inspector reasonable [sic] suspects the property
is being or has been used to commit or may afford evidence of the commission
of an offence291



other powers such as searching for and obtaining evidence.292

The Committee was informed by DAFWA that there are a number of obligations on
all general inspectors when exercising the powers conferred on them through the
AWA. These include the obligation to:


Produce their identification card if requested to do so by a person in respect of
whom the inspector is about to or is exercising any of their powers.



Explain to a person, who is or will be affected by the exercising of a power,
why the inspector is exercising or proposing to exercise that power.



Notify when destroying animals—there is a statutory obligation on the
inspector who makes the decision to destroy an animal to notify the
appropriate person in the required time—of the destruction of the animal and
the reason for destroying it.



Provide care of seized animals and other property—inspectors must ensure
that a seized animal is properly treated and cared for until it is no longer
subject to seizure.



Provide care of seized property—inspectors must ensure that seized property
is kept in safe custody and maintained in the same condition as it was when it
was seized—to the extent that it is practicable to do so until it is no longer
subject to seizure.293

289

ibid., s 41.

290

ibid., ss 42 and 60.

291

ibid., s 43.

292

ibid., s 47. Cited in Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 28.

293

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015, p 3.
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Authorisation under the Animal Welfare Act 2002
4.40

All general inspectors, regardless of their employer have the power to commence
proceedings for an offence under the AWA pursuant to section 82 of the AWA. The
power to prosecute by a general inspector is conferred and confined by virtue of
section 82(1)(b) of the AWA in conjunction with the Criminal Procedure Act 2004
(CPA).

4.41

A general inspector is an ‘authorised person’ in terms of section 20 of the CPA, which
defines who is authorised to commence a prosecution for an offence. Section 20 of the
CPA provides:
20. Who can commence prosecution
(1) In this section, unless the contrary intention appears —
authorised person in relation to an offence, means —
(a) if under another written law a person or class of person is authorised
to commence a prosecution for the offence, that person or a person of
that class; or
(b) in any other case, a person —
(i) who is a public authority or an employee of a public authority; or
(ii) who is authorised in writing by a public authority to commence a
prosecution for the offence.
(2) If another written law limits who may commence a prosecution for an offence,
a prosecution for the offence may only be commenced in accordance with that
law.
(3) Subject to subsection (2), a prosecution for an offence may be commenced by,
and only by —
(a) one of the following acting in the course of his or her duties —
(i) an authorised person in relation to the offence;
(ii) a person referred to in section 80(2)(a) to (e);
(iii) a police officer;
or
(b) a person who, acting in accordance with the terms of an appointment
made under section 182, may prosecute the offence.
(4) This section does not affect the operation of an enactment that requires a
person’s consent, approval or authority to be given for the commencement of
a prosecution for an offence.
(5) A person acting in his or her private capacity cannot commence a
prosecution, unless another written law expressly provides otherwise.
(6) This section does not limit the functions of the DPP under the Director of
Public Prosecutions Act 1991.
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Private prosecutions
4.42

Some submitters were of the view that RSPCA general inspectors have no standing to
prosecute and were in fact initiating private prosecutions.294

4.43

It is worth highlighting that Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel,
State Solicitor’s Office, informed the Committee that the prosecution framework
under the AWA was unusual. Ms Thatcher described this power as:
either unique or very rare, because the vast majority of prosecutions
are brought by government departments or the police or by local
governments and come, therefore, within the government of
whichever tier you speak about.295

4.44

The phasing out of private prosecutions in Western Australia was based on a
recommendation of the Murray Report296 which followed a general trend to remove
the right for private individuals to bring prosecutions.297 Prior to May 2005, it was
open to anyone to commence a prosecution. This changed with the enactment of the
Criminal Procedure Act 2004—particularly section 20(5), which provides that:
A person acting in his or her private capacity cannot commence a
prosecution, unless another written law expressly provides otherwise.

4.45

Previously, there had also been provision for private prosecutions in the superior
courts pursuant to section 720 of the Criminal Code, by leave of the court. However,
this section was repealed in 2004.298

4.46

As the law currently stands, an individual acting in their private capacity cannot
commence a prosecution unless it is expressly provided for in another written law.299
In effect this means that only persons who are authorised under ‘another written law’
may commence a prosecution.300

4.47

The Committee notes that RSPCA WA-appointed inspectors fall into this category by
the powers conferred upon them by section 82(1)(b) of the AWA. It is the

294

Submission 71 from Mariana May, 28 June 2015; Submission 84 from Mr Mark Aldridge, 2 July 2015;
and Submission 93 from Ms Adele Culverwell, 1 July 2015.

295

Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Transcript of Evidence,
12 October 2015, p 5.

296

Hon Michael Murray QC, The Criminal Code: A general review, WA Crown Law, Department of
Attorney General’s Department, Perth, 1993.
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Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Transcript of Evidence,
12 October 2015, p 5.
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Criminal Procedure and Appeals (Consequential and Other Provisions) Act 2004.
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See for example s 44(2)(c) of the Dog Act 1976.
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Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court, Letter, 4 November 2015, para 6.
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RSPCA WA-inspector who is authorised to proceed with the prosecution of an
offence—in his or her name.301 It is noteworthy that RSPCA WA itself has no
standing to prosecute an offence under the AWA.
4.48

RSPCA WA acknowledged in their response to the Committee’s preliminary findings
and recommendations that this reflected the judgment of the Honourable
Justice Corboy in Culverwell v Ginbey [2016] WASC 3.302

4.49

The Committee therefore makes the following findings:

Finding 15: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA general inspectors who prosecute
under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are prosecuting in their official capacity as
appointed inspectors, not in their private capacity.

Finding 16: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA itself has no authority to prosecute
an offence under the Animal Welfare Act 2002. The power to prosecute rests with the
RSPCA WA employed general inspector appointed by the CEO of the Department of
Agriculture and Food.

RSPCA WA named as the prosecutor
4.50

The Committee was made aware of circumstances where it was alleged that
RSPCA WA had been named as the prosecutor on court documents. Although it is not
clear, DAFWA confirmed that it ‘has not always been the case’ that the prosecutor of
the actions in the Magistrates’ Courts is the inspector.303 RSPCA WA advised the
Committee that RSPCA WA general inspectors commence prosecutions in the name
of the Chief Inspector.304

4.51

Dr Turnbull, Veterinary Officer, DAFWA explained to the Committee that:
On the prosecution notice, the public authority would be DAFWA and
the person signing it would be the general inspector. On an RSPCA
one it would be the general inspector, and that inspector technically,
again where it says the ‘prosecuting authority’—the courts,
unfortunately, most of the time put ‘RSPCA’, which is a technical

301

Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Letter, 19 November 2015.

302

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

303

Mr Kevin Chennell Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and Food,
Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 19.

304

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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issue, which is again not necessarily consistent with the legislation,
but that is the way that the courts often record the transcripts and the
proceedings.305
4.52

Section 3 of the CPA defines a ‘prosecutor’ in a court of summary jurisdiction—the
Magistrates Court—to be ‘the person who commenced the prosecution or a person
who in court represents that person’. Relevantly, once commenced, Schedule 1,
clause 3(2)(b) of the CPA states that a prosecutor must be identified in the prosecution
notice. Therefore the appropriate prosecutor named in a prosecution notice is the
appointed, RSPCA WA general inspector—not RSPCA WA.306

4.53

The Committee clarified the issue with the Chief Magistrate, Mr Steven Heath. The
Chief Magistrate explained that for ‘convenience’ the:
prosecutor is named as the inspector and the inspector is also shown
as the person issuing the [prosecution] notice. In other matters the
RSPCA is shown as the prosecutor and the inspector merely shown as
the person issuing the [prosecution] notice.
The matter is further complicated in that for the purposes of entry in
the court’s computer system, on some occasions the RSPCA has been
entered as the party even where the prosecutor is showing as an
inspector.
I am told this practice was adopted as a matter of convenience so that
the matters in which the RSPCA inspectors were prosecuting charges
this could be easily identified and listed together.307

4.54

The Committee noted that the practice of the Magistrates’ Court was adopted as a
matter of convenience so that the matters in which the RSPCA WA general inspectors
were prosecuting charges could be easily identified and listed together. DAFWA
confirmed that when RSPCA WA general inspectors’:
commence a proceeding or a prosecution, they are acting as
inspectors under the Act. It is not the RSPCA that is undertaking the
prosecution or the legal action.308

305

Dr Maike Turnbull, Veterinary Officer, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 19.

306

Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Letter, 19 November 2015,
p 1.
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Mr Steven Heath, Chief Magistrate, Magistrates Court, Letter, 4 November 2015, paragraph 5.
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Dr Kevin Chennell Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and Food,
Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 19.
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4.55

The Committee is of the view that the Magistrates Court’s practice is confusing. It
sends an inaccurate message to the community that it is RSPCA WA who prosecutes
an accused for an offence under Part 3 of the AWA when, in law, the appointed
general inspector, nominated from members of staff of RSPCA WA is the prosecutor.

4.56

The Committee prefers section 3(1)(a) of the CPA be enforced. That is, the
RSPCA WA general inspector should be named as the prosecutor in the prosecution
notice. This accurately reflects that it is a particularly named general inspector—not
RSPCA WA—who prosecutes an accused under the AWA.

4.57

The Committee makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 17: The Committee finds that on some occasions RSPCA WA has been
entered in the Magistrates Court system as the prosecuting authority. It is the
RSPCA WA nominee appointed by the Department of Agriculture and Food who is the
prosecutor; this has caused confusion as to who the prosecuting body is.

Recommendation 7: The Committee recommends that the Attorney General advises
the Chief Magistrate to remind the Magistrates Court of Western Australia of sections
82(1)(b) of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 and 3(1)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004
so that correct parties are named in court proceedings.

Status of RSPCA WA inspectors as public officers
4.58

During the course of the Inquiry, the issue of whether an inspector employed by
RSPCA WA is a public officer was considered. The Committee received conflicting
advice about the legal status of RSPCA WA general inspectors which complicated
matters.

4.59

At a public hearing, Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State
Solicitor’s Office, informed the Committee that it was her understanding that
RSPCA WA general inspectors did not become public officers when they were
appointed under the AWA.309

4.60

Furthermore, Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General of DAFWA, informed the
Committee that based on advice from the State Solicitor’s Office to DAFWA,
RSPCA WA general inspectors were:

309

See for example, Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office,
Transcript of Evidence, 12 October 2015; Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State
Solicitor’s Office, Letter, date, p 4; Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation,
Department of Agriculture and Food , Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 16.
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not public officers … but [that] they carry out public functions;
therefore, they have responsibilities in a number of areas, the same or
very similar to what they would have if they were public officers; but
they are not public officers under the act [AWA].310
4.61

Subsequent to the hearing, Mr Delane provided supplementary information, which
clarified that:
General inspectors employed by the RSPCA are not public service
officers for the purpose of the Public Sector Management Act 1994
and neither the RSPCA, nor the inspector employed by it, are part of
the public sector constituted under that Act.
However, general inspectors do perform public functions pursuant to
their appointment under the AW Act when they are exercising
authority under that Act. When they perform those functions they are
subject to the rules which govern how public functions are performed.
These rules have been established through administrative case law.
They are essentially the requirements to act without bias, to perform
the function with the public interest foremost in their mind (rather
than themselves or their employers) and to be fair, open and
accountable about the decisions they make and how they exercise that
power.
Similar rules apply to officers of the public sector who are general
inspectors; however these rules have usually been converted to codes
of conduct for the sector as officers of the public sector are bound by
these rules during the whole of their employment. RSPCA employees
who are general inspectors are only bound by these rules when
performing the functions of a general inspector.
They are not otherwise obliged to comply with the policies of the
Government of the day.311

4.62

RSPCA WA pointed out that it was their understanding that the status of RSPCA WA
general inspectors needed to be considered in the following legislative context:
For the purposes of the Public Sector Management Act 1994,
RSPCA WA general inspectors are not public service officers, but

310

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 4.

311

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Supplementary
information: Response to questions on notice arising from the hearing on 16 November 2015,
7 December 2015, pp 3-4.
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when they perform functions under the Act they are subject to the
rules which govern how public functions are performed.
For the purposes of the FOI Act, RSPCA WA general inspectors are
an officer of an agency (being DAFWA).
For the purposes of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004, RSPCA WA
general inspectors act for and on behalf of DAFWA in commencing a
prosecution under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.312
4.63

RSPCA WA made the Committee aware that a determination of the Information
Commissioner involving an RSPCA WA general inspector and DAFWA was
currently being appealed.313 One of the issues in dispute is the finding that for the
purposes of clause 3(3) of Schedule I to the Freedom of Information Act 1992 (FOI
Act) an RSPCA WA general inspector is both an agency and an officer of an agency:
a general inspector is a person ‘employed’ (in the general sense of
‘using the services of’ that person) for the purposes of DAFWA and,
therefore, is an officer of an agency for the purposes of the FOI Act
even though no contract of employment exists between the
complainant and DAFWA.314

4.64

A recent Supreme Court of Western Australia decision also dealt with the status of
RSPCA WA general inspectors.315 This case is dealt with below. In light of the
conflicting viewpoints on the status of RSPCA WA general inspectors as public
officers, RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they would be seeking further
clarification from DAFWA, as the administrators of the AWA.316

Recent decision - Culverwell v Ginbey [2016] WASC 3
4.65

As previously noted, in paragraph 4.58, the Committee received conflicting advice on
the status of RSPCA WA general inspectors—as to whether they were prosecuting as
private individuals or under the authority of DAFWA.317 Mr Kevin Chennell,
Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation at DAFWA explained to the
Committee that:

312

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Responses to questions requested on 19 February 2016, dated
29 February 2016, p 3.
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The RSPCA are not public officers, but they are carrying out public
functions under the act [the AWA]. Under that [A]ct, they should act
without bias. They should perform their function in the public
interest—that should be foremost in their mind—rather than
representing themselves or their employer. They should be fair, open
and accountable about decisions they make and how they exercise
their powers. That is the basis on which they should operate.318
4.66

In Culverwell v Ginbey,319 Justice Corboy considered a case of animal cruelty. Among
other things, the appellant argued that the prosecutor—an RSPCA WA general
inspector—ought to have been following DAFWA’s prosecutorial guidelines and that
the prosecutor involved ought not to have been prosecuting. This is dealt with further
from paragraph 4.86. Throughout his decision, Justice Corboy made a number of
comments relating to the role of RSPCA WA general inspectors, as prosecutor for
matters concerning DAFWA.

4.67

Excerpts from the judgment of Justice Corboy are reproduced below:


‘Whether compliance with the [Prosecution] Policy was an administrative
‘pre-condition’ to the exercise of the discretion to prosecute was a matter for
DAFWA and those who were empowered by the Act to exercise the
discretion.’320



Justice Corboy rejected the proposition that RSPCA WA general inspectors
could ‘commence the action but then that the action should be prosecuted in
accordance with the prosecution policy of the Department’.321



Justice Corboy noted that section 82(1) of the AWA provided that a general
inspector may commence proceedings for an offence under the Act.
Section 33(1) provides that the CEO of DAFWA may appoint those members
of the staff of the RSPCA WA nominated by the RSPCA WA to be general
inspectors. Accordingly, an inspector who is an employee of the RSPCA WA
may commence a prosecution for an offence under the AWA.322



Justice Corboy said the observation of the majority in John L Pty Ltd cited
earlier indicates that at common law a person may prosecute a charge in a
private capacity even though they required the authority of another - such as
Minister of the Crown - to commence the prosecution. However, Arup and

318

Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and
Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 16.
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[2016] WASC 3.
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Corbyn indicate that the real party to criminal proceedings be somebody who
has control and direction over the party named prosecutor or that there may
another party to criminal proceedings where the named party commenced the
proceedings in the public interest as the representative of a statutory office.323


Justice Corboy said ‘the CPA expressly recognises that a person who is
named as the prosecutor may be acting 'for and on behalf of a public
authority'; that is, that the 'real' party to a prosecution may be someone other
than the named prosecuting party. That is consistent with the provisions of
the Official Prosecutions Act and, in this instance, with the entity that is to
receive any fines paid under the Act’.324



Justice Corboy added:
‘(a) The respondent's authority to commence the prosecution of the appellant
was derived from his position as a general inspector. His appointment
was made by the Director General of the then Assisting Department. The
respondent exercised his statutory powers for the purpose of giving effect
to the intention of the Act in the public interest. Accordingly, in my view,
the respondent exercised his statutory powers for and on behalf of the
Assisting Department, albeit that he was an employee of the RSPCA.
(b) The respondent exercised his statutory power to commence the
prosecution of the appellant for and on behalf of a public authority,
DAFWA. The respondent was carrying out a statutory function in the
public interest. The department was a real party to the prosecution,
notwithstanding that it allowed the respondent to arrange for
representation by a legal practitioner through his employer, the RSPCA,
and even if the department used The Society, in effect, as an agent to
oversee and manage prosecutions under the Act. ...
(c) The respondent commenced the proceedings as the holder of a particular
office and acting on behalf of DAFWA. He was ultimately subject to the
directions and control of DAFWA, even if the department used the
RSPCA to manage prosecutions under the Act. The legal practitioner
engaged as prosecutor to represent the respondent was ultimately subject
to instructions from the same source before and after the respondent
ceased to be a general inspector. According to the appellant, that was the
RSPCA but that (sic) if that was so, it is to be inferred from the
involvement of the respondent as a general inspector and the subsequent
involvement of another inspector that The Society acted pursuant to

323

ibid., para 39. Emphasis added to quote.
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ibid., para 145. Emphasis added to quote.
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whatever arrangement subsisted between it and DAFWA for the
management of prosecutions under the Act’.325


Justice Corboy further stated:
‘The Act expressly provides that employees of the RSPCA may be appointed
general inspectors and that general inspectors may commence proceedings
for offences against the Act. The Act identifies who may appear on behalf of
the CEO and or any officer of the Assisting Department in proceedings for an
offence under the Act. However, the Act makes no provision for the
representation of a general inspector who commences proceedings and who is
also a member of the staff of the RSPCA. The inference is that the general
inspector will either appear or make arrangements for representation as
permitted by the CPA. It would hardly be surprising that those arrangements
might be made through the general inspector's employer, the RSPCA. That
does not mean, however, that the inspector would be acting in a private
capacity in commencing the proceedings contrary to the prohibition in s 20(5)
CPA. The inspector commences proceedings as a person who is authorised to
do so by the Act; he or she is an ‘authorised person’ within the meaning and
for the purpose of the CPA. The inspector may then arrange to be represented
in court by another person - for example, by a legal practitioner (as occurred
in this case) - and for that person to appear before the court to present and
conduct the prosecution's case’.326
‘Further, as has been explained, in my view, an inspector acts 'for and on
behalf of a public authority' in commencing a prosecution under the Act. The
fact that the public authority, DAFWA, has an arrangement by which, or
which permits, inspectors to organise the conduct of a prosecution through
the RSPCA does not mean that the inspectors act in a private capacity in
commencing prosecutions.’327

4.68

The Committee noted that it was confirmed in Justice Corboy’s decision that
RSPCA WA general inspectors and DAFWA are inexorably linked. RSPCA WA
general inspectors, as prosecutors, are performing an act authorised by the AWA,
under a power granted by DAFWA. RSPCA WA general inspectors’ power to
prosecute under the AWA, is not a power to do so in a private capacity, but a power to
do so within the bounds of the authority of DAFWA.

Impact of Culverwell v Ginbey
4.69

As previously noted in paragraph 4.44, section 20(5) CPA provides that:

325
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A person acting in his or her private capacity cannot commence a
prosecution, unless another written law expressly provides otherwise.
4.70

While the AWA section 82(1) does grant power to an inspector to prosecute, it does
not make any ‘express’ provision that an inspector may act in his or her private
capacity. One could argue that the power to prosecute implies a right to act in a private
capacity, but there is certainly no express provision in this regard, as is required by
section 20(5) CPA. This is consistent with the decision of Justice Corboy.

4.71

The Committee was informed by Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State
Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office that there is:
a lack of clarity regarding the role of DAFWA in overseeing
prosecution action commenced by RSPCA inspectors. That is
compounded by the obvious circumstance that there are no express
powers for DAFWA to exercise oversight and management of
prosecutions commenced by RSPCA inspectors, and no express power
for DAFWA to take over a prosecution commenced by an RSPCA
inspector.328

4.72

Ms Thatcher highlighted by way of example the power in the Director of Public
Prosecutions Act 1991, which provided that the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)
has the power to take over any prosecution—including a prosecution commenced by
an RSPCA WA general inspector. However, in the AWA, DAFWA does not have this
express statutory power. On the strength of the recent Corboy J judgment, should
DAFWA seek to have more involvement and control over RSPCA prosecutions this
may need to be clarified in legislation.

4.73

Not everyone agreed that there was ambiguity in the legislative framework. According
to Chief Magistrate Steven Heath:
The decision of Justice Corboy
[2016] WASC 3 must speak for itself.

in

Culverwell

v

Ginbey

My interpretation of his reasons are no more valid than anyone else.
My understanding is that His Honour concluded that the Department
of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA) controls the appointment of
inspectors who are able to commence prosecutions. This enables
DAFWA to exercise oversight over prosecutions commenced by
RSPCA inspectors. It is clear that this is not a statutory mechanism
but an administrative one between the DAFWA and the RSPCA.

328
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In light of Justice Corboy's decision I do not believe that there is any
ambiguity in the current legislative framework.
Whether or not there should be any change to the position outlined by
Justice Corboy is entirely a matter for Parliament.329
4.74

4.75

The Committee was of the view that provisions could be incorporated into the AWA
to include that:


inspectors’ powers to prosecute are subject to DAFWA’s authority



all inspectors must comply with DAFWA’s prosecutorial guidelines (being
incorporated as a schedule to the AWA)



all inspectors must satisfy certain requirements, such as reporting to DAFWA



DAFWA has the ultimate authority to prosecute and may direct that an
inspector commence a prosecution, discontinue a prosecution, take alternative
management action, or take no further action



any other matters which ought be included to properly manage the
relationship between DAFWA and its inspectors and the carrying out of
prosecutions under the Act.

Where provisions are incorporated into the AWA to include that all inspectors carry
out their duties under the AWA as officers of DAFWA, Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior
Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office was of the view that this may give
rise to ‘DAFWA’s obligations to, and liability for the actions of, RSPCA WA
inspectors’.330 Currently, DAFWA’s oversight and management of its ‘employees’ is
well defined and multifaceted. All employees are obliged to ‘obey the lawful and
reasonable orders of their employer.’331 RSPCA WA inspectors are not DAFWA
employees. Further, Ms Carolyn Thatcher advised that:
Expressly providing that RSPCA inspectors commence and carry on
prosecution action under the authority of DAFWA would still give
rise to uncertainty if no further provision was made specifying
DAFWA's powers to direct the RSPCA inspectors in relation to the
commencement of a prosecution or to take over a commenced
prosecution.332
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The Committee was advised that amendments to the AWA stipulating that all
inspectors must comply with DAFWA’s prosecutorial guidelines by being
incorporated as a schedule to the AWA, may not be free from doubt either.333
Ms Thatcher explained that, for example, as prosecution guidelines are, of necessity,
general in nature they are open to interpretation and judgement as to their application:
An important part of the element of judgement provided for under the
Director of Public Prosecutions Prosecution Guidelines, employed by
the State Solicitor's Office, is the determination of whether it is in the
public interest to commence or continue a particular prosecution, on
particular charges. That is a determination to be made by the
prosecutor. Guidelines are important but are insufficient in
themselves to enable the effective oversight of prosecution action.334

4.77

The Committee was also informed that any requirement for general inspectors to
advise the administrator of the AWA, currently DAFWA, of the evidence gathered
prior to the commencement of a prosecution and/or during the life of the prosecution
would:
represent an effective measure to enable oversight only in
combination with authority to instruct an RSPCA inspector not to
prosecute a particular offence. Such a measure would be necessary to
enable DAFWA to exercise authority to instruct an RSPCA inspector
not to prosecute a particular offence. Otherwise DAFWA might be
better informed, but still otherwise powerless, in relation to the
oversight of that prosecution.335

4.78

Oversight of the decision to commence a prosecution could also be achieved by
requiring the administrator of the AWA to consent to the commencement of a
prosecution. A measure of this nature is contained in s 114(3) of the Environmental
Protection Act 1986 (WA).336

4.79

DAFWA advised the Committee that it would be seeking advice from the State
Solicitor’s Office about the implications arising from the decision of Justice Corboy in
Culverwell v Gibney.337 Further, that the Inspector Governance Framework (the
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Framework) would address the issue of the prosecutorial position of RSPCA WA
general inspectors.
4.80

The Framework is a process that was identified prior to the ‘Animal Welfare Review:
Draft report of an independent review of the investment in and administration of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia’, chaired by Mr Brian Easton (the
Easton Review) as an area requiring increased investment. 338 The Easton Review also
made recommendations in relation to matters that fall within this Framework such as
training, reporting and information management. See Appendix 3 for a summary of
the recommendations made by the Easton Review.

4.81

DAFWA advised the Committee that it had already begun the process, but that further
work required increased resourcing. The Framework was in the initial stages of
development pending the availability of resources identified in the Easton Review.
The Committee was also informed by DAFWA that some legal advice had already
been sought in relation to the Framework and steps had been taken to engage
specialist consultants to assist DAFWA in the development of the Framework.339

4.82

The Committee was not made aware of the existence of the Framework until recently
and details are scant. Similarly, RSPCA WA advised the Committee that they were
unaware of the Framework and would welcome further information given that it
would likely impact on RSPCA WA general inspectors.340

4.83

The Committee identified gaps in the current framework in terms of direct
government oversight, accountability and transparency of general inspectors appointed
under the AWA. There is a need for this to be addressed given that instituting criminal
proceedings under the AWA against an individual can have serious consequences. The
Committee noted that RSPCA WA general inspectors stand alone as employees of a
non-government organisation with substantial powers of prosecution.341 As previously
noted in paragraph 4.43, this is a responsibility usually reserved for the State.

4.84

According to a former RSPCA WA Chief Inspector, Mr Simon Eager, RSPCA WA is
an independent charity reluctant to compromise its independence.342 To supporters of
RSPCA WA, its independence is one of the strengths of the current system.343 To its
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Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015.
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detractors that RSPCA WA general inspectors are not the subject of adequate
government oversight, is a failing of the system.344
4.85

The Committee therefore makes the following findings and recommendations:

Finding 18: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA general inspectors act as an agent
for and on behalf of the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food.

Finding 19: The Committee finds that the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and
Food as the administrator of the AWA is responsible for oversight of all appointed
general inspectors, notwithstanding that DAFWA outsources the inspectorate
responsibilities through RSPCA WA general inspectors.

Finding 20: The Committee finds that while the decision of the Honourable Justice
Corboy found that RSPCA WA general inspectors are an agent of the Department of
Agriculture and Food, there is no statutory power for the Department to take over a
prosecution, or to exercise oversight under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Finding 21: The Committee finds that the Department of Agriculture and Food has
outsourced its inspectorate functions to the RSPCA WA. Its lack of proper
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 has led to the RSPCA WA acting
independently in its administration of prosecutions.

Finding 22: The Committee finds that it has been provided with little information in
relation to the Inspector Governance Framework which gives it little confidence in the
Department of Agriculture and Food’s capacity to provide such a framework.

Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to provide that all prosecutions are authorised and overseen by the CEO of
the Department of Agriculture and Food or a nominated representative.

Recommendation 9: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 be
amended to clarify the statutory powers and limitations of RSPCA WA general
inspectors conducting prosecutions under the Act on behalf of the Department of
Agriculture and Food.

344
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The exercise of the discretion to prosecute and guidelines followed
4.86

The Committee asked the representatives of DAFWA appearing before them to
explain the process involved when a DAFWA-employed inspector decides to escalate
an animal welfare matter to a prosecution. Mr Neil Sarti, Manager, Biosecurity
Compliance and Investigations at DAFWA explained that the decision to prosecute
rests with the inspector:
it is up to the general inspector to make that decision themselves, and
then up to the individual organisations as to whether or not they had
a process in place, but the responsibility still lies with the general
inspector.345

4.87

Dr Sarah Plant, Director, Emergency Management Capability at DAFWA went on to
explain DAFWA processes:
We have a prosecution enforcement policy with the department that
all inspectors know about, which basically says that when an
inspector believes that a prosecution is necessary and works up a
case—and within the animal welfare area the case is worked up with
input from Dr Turnbull and the principal inspector—once they believe
they have a prima facie case and they do a public interest test, it is
then put to the executive director of what used to be ARM, but it is
now BNR, who is not tied into the industry directorates directly, and
then the decision to prosecute goes from there to SSO for advice.346

4.88

The Committee was interested in understanding how RSPCA WA general inspectors
determine charges to commence an animal cruelty offence. Mr David van Ooran
explained that RSPCA WA had in-house general counsel providing ‘independent’ and
‘objective’ legal advice.347 He also told the Committee that a range of Perth’s leading
law firms were on RSPCA WA’s pro bono legal panel. Mr van Ooren pointed out that
these ‘very highly qualified, experienced set of pro bono lawyers’ provided advice and
assessed select investigation files.348
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350

4.89

As previously noted, both DAFWA and RSPCA WA based their decision to
prosecute on different internal, compliance, enforcement and prosecution policies.351

4.90

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they have clearly defined parameters in
place for their inspectors enforcing Part 3 of the AWA. RSPCA WA emphasised that
their compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy clearly stated that:


compliance through education is encouraged



enforcement decisions must be made based in accordance with clearly defined
criteria



enforcement action may increase in seriousness from informal action through
to a direction notice and, finally, a prosecution



the decision to commence a prosecution can only be made where specific tests
are satisfied and must be considered by the in-house Legal Counsel and/or the
prosecutions panel



RSPCA WA’s prosecution panel comprises the chief inspector, a general
inspector and RSPCA WA’s in-house legal counsel.352

4.91

DAFWA includes an ‘enforcement pyramid’ diagram which demonstrates DAFWA’s
focus on education and compliance, with prosecution as the last resort. See Figure 2
below.
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Figure 2
DAFWA enforcement pyramid353

Alternatives to prosecuting
4.92

DAFWA and RSPCA WA take a range of approaches that are alternatives to outright
prosecution of offences. These include:


education



counselling



monitoring



administrative sanctions



direction notices



civil suits in the Magistrates Court to require a course of action to be
undertaken



private settlement through deed or agreement as to costs and other factors.354

353

Department of Agriculture and Food, Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy, (Version 4 – July
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354
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Infringement notices
4.93

Another alternative to prosecuting an offender is the issuance of an infringement
notice. Infringement notices are a useful regulatory tool and provide an intermediary
between a warning letter and prosecution.355 Part 5, Division 3 of the AWA contains
provisions for the issue of infringement notices, for a prescribed offence.356 However,
no regulations have been made to prescribe offences under the AWA. In effect, a
general inspector is unable to issue infringement notices under the AWA. This part of
the AWA therefore has no effective operation and is contrary to the intention of the
Parliament when the legislation was enacted in 2003.357

4.94

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that the ability to issue infringement notices
would be a useful enforcement tool for their inspectors.358 The MoU between
RSPCA WA and DAFWA, signed in January 2014, stated that:
The introduction of regulations supporting infringement notices was
identified by RSPCA as high importance. Regulations are currently
being drafted.359

4.95

DAFWA explained to the Committee that in developing the regulations for an
infringement notice scheme under the AWA it became apparent that RSPCA WA
general inspectors could not participate in the scheme established under Part 3 of the
Fines, Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement Act 1994 (FPINE Act).360

4.96

According to DAFWA, RSPCA WA does not meet the definition of a ‘prosecuting
authority’ in Part 3 of the FPINE Act. The FPINE Act defines a ‘prosecuting
authority’ as:
prosecuting authority, in relation to an infringement notice, means the
person who or which, under the principal enactment, administers the
issuing of, and any subsequent proceedings in relation to, the notice.

4.97

The role of the RSPCA WA under the AWA is restricted to the nomination of
members of their staff to be appointed as general inspectors and the appointment of
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members of RSPCA WA staff as authorised persons for the purposes of an
infringement notice scheme.361
4.98

The AWA does not empower RSPCA WA to issue infringement notices or to
commence any proceedings for offences under the AWA (section 82). However under
sections 64, 67 and 68 of the AWA, RSPCA WA can appoint a person (other than an
inspector) to be authorised to extend or withdraw an infringement notice.362

4.99

It therefore follows that the prosecuting authority in relation to infringement notices
issued by RSPCA WA general inspectors would be individual inspectors themselves.
As a consequence, if the RSPCA WA were to participate in a scheme established
under Part 3 of the FPINE Act to enforce unpaid fines, each inspector would need to
be approved by the Fines Enforcement Registrar as an approved prosecuting authority
under section 13(1) of the FPINE Act.

4.100

DAFWA informed the Committee that they sought legal advice from the State
Solicitor’s Office in relation to this matter and that advice was provided to the Fines
Enforcement Registry. The Fines Enforcement Registry advised DAFWA that
individual inspectors would not be approved by the Enforcement Registrar to be
authorised as their own prosecuting authority.363

4.101

Consequently, according to DAFWA, this had resulted in delays in the finalisation of
the regulations in relation to infringement notices. DAFWA advised the Committee
that although the draft regulations had been completed, they had not been progressed
owing to the complexities highlighted above. DAFWA further advised the Committee
that it expected that the implementation of the recommendations of the Easton Review
would address the issues delaying the finalisation of the regulations.364

4.102

The Committee therefore makes the following findings and recommendations:

Finding 23: The Committee finds that general inspectors appointed under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 cannot issue infringement notices for prescribed offences considered
to be minor, despite provision in the Act for offences to be prescribed in regulations
and therefore subject to an infringement notice.

Finding 24: The Committee finds that Part 5, Division 3 of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 has no effective operation as no regulations have been made to prescribe offences
under the Act.
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Recommendation 10: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food enact regulations that immediately implement Part 5, Division 3 of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 to enable infringement notices to be issued by general
inspectors.

Recommendation 11: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food implements an infringement notice system for prescribed offences and a
money collection pathway through the Department, and that any amendment required
to implement the above be enacted through amendments to the Animal Welfare Act
2002 and any other required consequential amendments to other Acts.

Direction notices and reviewable decisions
4.103

Another alternative to prosecution for offences under the AWA are direction notices.
The AWA provides that general inspectors may issue directions under: section
40(1)(b), 47(1)(d), 47(1)(e) and section 47(1)(j). Directions under sections 40(1)(b)
and 47(1)(j) can only be given to ‘a person in control of the animal’ an inspector is
seeking to protect. This is in contrast to directions issued under section 47(1)(d) and
47(1)(e) that can be given to ‘a person’ whether or not they are in control of the
animal.365

4.104

A direction under section 40(1)(b) is limited to the provision of any food, water,
shelter, care or treatment to the animal the inspector considers necessary to ensure the
welfare, safety and health of the animal. Relevantly, a direction issued pursuant to
section 47(1)(j) has significantly broader powers allowing an inspector to give any
directions to a person in control of an animal that the inspector considers are necessary
to protect the welfare, safety and health of the animal.366

4.105

Notably, while sections 40 and 47 appear to provide similar powers there are a number
of differences:


A direction issued under section 40(1)(b) for food, water and shelter is not
reviewable by the Minister or the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT).



A direction issued under section 40(1)(b) for anything other than food, water
and shelter is reviewable by the Minister or the SAT.



A direction under section 47(1)(j) is reviewable.

365
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A direction under section 47(1)(d) is limited to directing a person (whether or
not they are in control of the animal) to take an animal to a specified place, or
to put it in a specified vehicle, within a specified time.



A direction under section 47(1)(e) is limited to directing a person not to
remove an animal from a specified place or vehicle for a specified time
(whether or not they are in control of the animal).



All directions issued under section 47 are reviewable by the Minister or the
SAT.367

Significantly, DAFWA has explained that as a direction notice issued under section
40(1)(b) of the AWA for food, water or shelter is not reviewable by the Minister or
SAT it is to be used only where there is an urgent and immediate need for the
provision.368

Non-reviewable decisions
4.107

The Committee was made aware of a case in March 2014 where non-reviewable
direction notices were issued, relating to shelter for horses, under section 40(1)(b) of
the AWA.369 The Committee was apprised that this had significant impact on the
people involved, the business itself and questionable animal welfare outcomes.370 The
matter was raised with RSPCA WA at a public hearing, and it made further
submissions in respect to this issue, subsequent to the hearing.

4.108

The Committee was also informed that there were different interpretations of the
meaning of what ‘shade’ and ‘shelter’ is reasonably necessary to ensure the welfare,
safety and health for horses in open paddocks.371 RSPCA WA was of the view that not
providing shade or shelter constitutes an offence of cruelty to animals under section 19
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of the AWA, although shade and shelter are not defined terms in the AWA.372
RSPCA WA was also of the view that as the definition of shelter ‘varies according to
context, namely the animal to be sheltered and the situation in which the animal is
living’, it would be beneficial for this to be addressed in Codes of Practice’.373
4.109

The Committee was keen to ascertain why a RSPCA WA general inspector would
chose to issue a non-reviewable direction notice under 47(1)(j) of the AWA, rather
than a reviewable notice, under section 40(1)(b). The Committee raised the issue with
RSPCA WA at a public hearing given that there were differing accounts of what had
occurred.374

4.110

The Committee felt that it was difficult to get the complete understanding of
enforcement choices and why this particular section was invoked as the RSPCA WA
general inspector who issued the first direction notice did not appear before the
Committee despite being invited to do so.375 In the interests of procedural fairness, the
Committee had wanted to hear directly from the RSPCA WA general inspector
involved, however the Committee was advised by Mr David van Ooran, CEO
RSPCA WA that the inspector would not be appearing in person, but that she intended
making a written submission to the Committee.376

4.111

Despite Mr David van Ooran foreshadowing at a public hearing on 23 November 2015
and in a letter dated 21 March 2016, that the Inspector Rogers would be making a
submission to this Inquiry in lieu of her appearance, the Committee did not receive a
submission until 9 May 2016.377 It was unfortunate that the submission by
RSPCA WA, including a statement by Inspector Rogers in relation to the incident,
was received so close to the Committee’s reporting date that it was too late to be
considered in detail by the Committee.378

4.112

It is for this reason that the Inspector response has not been included in the
Committee’s final report as this would have precluded procedural fairness being
afforded to the other parties involved. The Committee emphasises that it has given
balanced consideration to all evidence presented to it and has afforded natural justice,
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procedural fairness and a right-of-reply to all witnesses over the course of the Inquiry.
The late submission by RSPCA WA and Inspector Rogers is no exception to this.
4.113

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that prior to issuing a direction notice on
17 March 2014 RSPCA WA general inspectors were unaware of the DAFWA view
that section 40(1)(b) notices could be interpreted as only authorising those notices in
emergency situations.379 There is no provision in the AWA that this section only be
applied in emergency situations.

4.114

According to RSPCA WA, DAFWA had not previously advised them that section
40(1)(b) of the AWA was only to be used in emergency situations. This is despite
direction notice training facilitated by DAFWA in November and December 2013,
which was attended by RSPCA WA general inspectors.380

4.115

The Committee was informed by RSPCA WA that they had understood from the
DAFWA training that a direction notice could not be issued under section 47(1)(j) of
the AWA in instances where the inspector had not personally seen the animals.
RSPCA WA alleged that the DAFWA training did not state that section 40(1)(b) of
the AWA should only be used in emergency situations.381

4.116

In support of this, RSPCA WA provided the Committee with text from a slide from
the DAFWA direction notice training which stated, in relation to 47(1)(j) of the AWA,
that:
A direction cannot be given to protect animals that the inspector has
not seen to protect against a future bad outcome. Section 47(1)(j) to
protect.382

4.117

It is RSPCA WA’s view that it was only after Drs Matthew and Ina Carrick lodged a
formal complaint with DAFWA about the incident, that it became apparent that there
was ‘legislative ambiguity’ as to when notices under section 40(1)(b) and 47(1)(j) of
the AWA should be issued.383

4.118

According to RSPCA WA the ambiguity in the AWA in relation to direction notices
was confirmed in an internal DAFWA briefing note, obtained by RSPCA WA and
forwarded to the Committee, which stated that:

379
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It would appear that the intention of the act was that section 40
direction would not be subject to review as it would only be used for
serious and immediate remedy of urgent issues, where the delays
associated with the review process would not be acceptable.
However, it is not explicitly in the Act and it is open for an inspector
to issue a Direction Notice for the provision of shelter or protection
under section 40 or section 47.384
4.119

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that their interpretation of section 40(1)(b) of
the AWA was that it:
refers to a person of interest providing; for the animal’s welfare,
safety and health. In contrast, section 47(1)(j) refers to a person of
interest ‘protecting’ the welfare, safety and health of the animal.385
[and it] is not clear and … it is not apparent that section 40(1)(b) is
only to be used for emergency situations.386

4.120

On 5 June 2014, following the incident involving the RSPCA WA general inspector
and the notice recipients, DAFWA issued advice to DAFWA general inspectors and
RSPCA WA general inspectors clarifying their view on the scope of when sections
40(1)(b) and 47(1)(j) notices should be issued387

4.121

Dr Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, DAFWA informed the
Committee that it was ‘policy advice’ and, as such, general inspectors ‘are under no
obligation legally to adhere to it.’388 As RSPCA WA noted, the AWA does not
expressly state that notices under this section shall only be used in emergency
situations.

4.122

When questioned at a public hearing about the matter, Mr Rob Delane (then) Director
General said:
The DEPUTY CHAIR: I understand that they were lawful under the
act, but was there not a conversation between DAFWA and the
RSPCA that perhaps it was unwise to use that section of the act in
that circumstance and that there was a lack of understanding in that
circumstance?
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Mr Delane: Perhaps I might answer this way: our approach is—it is
in our published policy—to always endeavour to use the most
appropriate powers and therefore the appropriate clauses under the
act. Usually, because of the very nature of the business we are
dealing with, that will involve a mechanism that involves a reviewable
decision if that is appropriate. So that is our approach.
In history, if you like, if we go back, we can find lots of areas where
someone else might have done things differently; we might have done
things differently. I guess that goes to my principal point that, ideally,
all general inspectors are using what would be regarded as best
practice or good practice and they would be doing it consistently such
that any two or three general inspectors would reach exactly the same
conclusion in dealing with a particular case.389
4.123

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that in April or May 2014 they had requested
‘refresher training [from DAFWA] on Direction Notices or clear examples of the
required content of direction notices’, to clarify matters, but this had not yet
occurred.390

4.124

The Committee queried why the RSPCA WA Chief Inspector had issued a second
direction notice when the original one was still valid.391 RSPCA WA advised that its
Chief Inspector occasionally issued direction notices in support of inspectors based in
regional areas to protect their safety and security given that they are sole operators.392

4.125

Despite the RSPCA WA Chief Inspector admitting that she did not personally see—
nor inspect—the animals, she explained to the Committee that she issued the nonreviewable direction notice based on:


photographs



the evidence of the attending inspector



veterinary advice that horses require shelter in hot conditions.393
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Amanda Swift, Chief Inspector RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 23 November 2015; and
RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Greenough Equine Veterinary Centre, Drs Matthew and Ina
Carrick, 13 September 2015, Attachment 1.
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4.126

RSPCA WA contended that the matter could have proceeded differently had there
been open lines of communication between the parties at the initial visit.394

4.127

Based on the evidence presented to it, and consideration of all the relevant matters, the
Committee makes the following findings and recommendations:

Finding 25: The Committee finds that there may be some legislative ambiguity in the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 as to when an inspector may issue notices under section
40(1)(b) and section 47(1)(j). The Act does not specify these notices are to be issued only
in emergency situations.

Finding 26: The Committee finds that it is not expressly stated in the Animal Welfare
Act 2002 that a notice under section 40(1)(b) is only to be issued in emergency
situations.

Finding 27: The Committee finds that some direction notices under section 40 of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 are not reviewable by the Minister. A direction issued under
section 40(1)(b) for food, water and shelter is not reviewable by the Minister or the
State Administrative Tribunal. A direction issued under section 40(1)(b) for anything
other than food, water and shelter is reviewable by the Minister or the State
Administrative Tribunal.

Recommendation 12: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to delete the words ‘in relation to the provision of care or treatment’ from
section 71(1)(b)(i) so that all direction notices are reviewable by the Minister to afford
procedural fairness to the parties involved.

Finding 28: The Committee finds that there is no proper definition of shelter either in
the Animal Welfare Act 2002 or regulations. Differing interpretations have led to
confusion when direction notices have been issued by RSPCA WA general inspectors,
particularly when issuing direction notices under section 40(1)(b) of the Animal Welfare
Act 2002 which are not reviewable by either the Minister or the State Administrative
Tribunal.

394

84

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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Finding 29: The Committee finds that a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002
has led to confusion in the interpretation of the terms ‘shelter, care or treatment’ in the
Act.

Recommendation 13: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to:


insert a clear definition of ‘shelter, care or treatment’



require a general inspector to identify the type of shelter required in any
direction notice issued for the provision of shelter.
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5.1

5.2

The Committee heard evidence about the partnership between DAFWA and
RSPCA WA, and RSPCA WA’s relationship with industry groups. DAFWA and
RSPCA WA are intricately linked by:


provisions in the AWA relating to the authorisation of RSPCA WA staff as
general inspectors



a funding arrangement, as DAFWA provides a grant of $500,000 per annum
to the RSPCA WA in return for undertaking certain obligations.

See Chapter 6 of this report for further detail on this funding.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD
5.3

Although known by different names over the years, DAFWA was established in
1894.395 DAFWA’s vision is that it be an enabler of ‘[a] progressive, innovative and
profitable agriculture and food sector that benefits Western Australia’.396 Its role
involves undertaking a range of compliance and enforcement activities under the
AWA and a range of animal welfare activities including the development of animal
welfare policy and in relation to livestock.

5.4

DAFWA is the agency responsible for assisting the Minister for Agriculture and Food
in the administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 (AWA). DAFWA has been the
administrator of the AWA since 2011. Previously the Department of Local
Government (DLG) had responsibility for the administration of the AWA.

Reason for transferring the administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to the
Department of Agriculture and Food
5.5

The Committee requested that DAFWA provide the rationale for transferring the
administration of the AWA from the Department of Local Government (DLG) to
DAFWA in 2011. The (then) Director General, Mr Rob Delane advised the
Committee that the key reason for the transfer was ‘to enable improved animal
welfare outcomes to be provided by the Government’.397

395

Department of Agriculture and Food, Annual report 2014-15.

396

Department of Agriculture and Food, Strategic plan 2014-17, p 6.

397

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 19 February 2016,
p 1.
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Further, Mr Delane explained that at the time of the transfer:
DLG was not in a position to leverage additional resources to meet
the growing pressures on animal welfare services and increasing
community expectations and had a strong reliance on support from
DAFWA in addressing legislation and regulation development
associated with livestock welfare.398

5.7

In his response, Mr Delane also noted that DAFWA already had a:


significant role in animal welfare in the animal production industries



played an important role in the development of national animal welfare
standards



had a greater regional presence than DLG.399

5.8

The Committee noted that the transfer of responsibility for administration of animal
welfare to DAFWA was consistent with most other Australian jurisdictions where
equivalent legislation is administrated by their agriculture portfolio.400 This is
illustrated in Table 4 below.

398

ibid.

399

ibid.

400

ibid., pp 1-2.
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Table 4
Comparison of animal welfare administration arrangements in Australian
jurisdictions401
Jurisdiction
Australian Capital
Territory
New South Wales
Northern
Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia

Administrator
Territory and municipal services
Department of Primary Industries
Department of Primary Industry
and Fisheries
Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries
Department of Environment,
Water and Natural Resources
Department of Primary Industries,
Parks, Water and Environment
Department of Environment and
Primary Industries
DAFWA

Enforcers
RSPCA, Territory and Municipal
Services
RSPCA, Animal Welfare League,
Police
DPI&F, Police
DAF, RSPCA, Police
Primary industries and Regions
SA, DEWNR, RSPCA, Police
DPIPWE, RSPCA, Police
DEPI, Other state government
officers, RSPCA, Police
DAFWA, RSPCA, Police, Local
Governments, Department of
Parks and Wildlife & DOC

DAFWA strategic plan and policy framework
5.9

DAFWA was asked to provide the Committee with details of its strategic plan and
policy for animal welfare. Mr Delane confirmed that DAFWA did not have an
‘overarching and comprehensive strategic plan and policy for animal welfare in
Western Australia’.402 He noted that prior to the AWA being transferred to DAFWA,
DLG also did not have a strategic plan in place for animal welfare in Western
Australia.

5.10

Mr Delane explained to the Committee that this issue was identified and addressed in
the ‘Animal Welfare Review: Draft report of an independent review of the investment
in and administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia’, chaired
by Mr Brian Easton (the Easton Review),403 which also proposed that DAFWA be
resourced to implement the 19 recommendations of that review. According to Mr

401

Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015.

402

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 19 February 2016,
p 2.

403

Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015.
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Delane additional funding had not yet been provided to DAFWA to implement the
recommendations of the Easton Review.404
5.11

Mr Delane informed the Committee that in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities for the regulation of animal welfare between DAFWA and
RSPCA WA, a compliance flow chart was created. The flow chart provided to the
Committee by DAFWA illustrated how convoluted the roles and responsibilities of
DAFWA and RSPCA WA are for the regulation of animal welfare. See Figure 3:

404

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 19 February 2016,
p 2.
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Figure 3
Animal Welfare Act 2002 compliance flow chart405

.

405

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 19 February 2016, p 3.
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DAFWA’s experience in administering the AWA
5.12

The Committee heard evidence that DAFWA was inexperienced in terms of enforcing
and administering the AWA.406 It was alleged that while DAFWA do a ‘sterling job’
in promoting agribusiness, unlike RSPCA WA they do not have a background in
animal welfare.407 While the RSPCA has long advocated for laws to protect animal
welfare, this had not historically been the role of successive departments of agriculture
in Western Australia.408

5.13

The Committee questioned whether there had been changes in relation to the transfer
of the administration of the AWA from DLG&C to DAFWA and subsequent funding
cuts to DAFWA. According to Mr Anthony York, (then) Senior Vice President,
Western Australian Farmers Federation:
Yes. I think there has been a perception by the agricultural sector, as
represented by our members, that there has been a withdrawal of
investment from the public sector and from the government. The funds
have been diminishing over many years. There is a perception that
this latest relationship, having the RSPCA involved in administering
the Animal Welfare Act, is another example of government
outsourcing its obligations according to acts of Parliament.409

5.14

Mr York further observed that in recent years DAFWA had grappled with budgetary
constraints and restrictions on investment in certain areas. Mr York queried whether
DAFWA had sufficient oversight of RSPCA WA general inspectors since it had
assumed responsibility for the AWA in 2011.410 According to Mr York, the
administration of the AWA ‘is being outsourced’.411 When it was put to Mr York by
the Committee that DAFWA was not doing its job, his reply was unequivocal:
Hon SALLY TALBOT: So DAFWA is not doing its job.
Mr York: Absolutely, and I hope that is in our submission. It is a twosided thing. You might say that the behaviour of the RSPCA where we
have grievances has been allowed to occur because there has been a

406

Dr Jennifer Hood, Transcript of Evidence, 21 September 2015, p 2.

407

ibid.

408

ibid.

409

Mr Anthony York, Senior Vice President, Western Australian Farmers Federation, Transcript of
Evidence, 17 August 2015, p 5.

410

ibid., p 2.

411

ibid., p 5.
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vacuum of oversight in terms of the administration of the Animal
Welfare Act.412
5.15

RSPCA WA observed that ‘there is a level of uncertainty within DAFWA with respect
to asserting its supervision over non-RSPCA WA inspectors’.413

5.16

RSPCA WA in its response to the Committee’s preliminary finding submitted that
‘there are clear and sufficient accountability measures for RSPCA general inspectors
contained in both the Act and the Grant Agreement’.414

5.17

The use of powers of enforcement by RSPCA WA general inspectors is dealt with in
Chapter 7.

5.18

The Committee makes the following finding:

Finding 30: The Committee finds that a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002
led to the Department of Agriculture and Food being uncertain of its obligations and
the requirements applying to RSPCA WA general inspectors under the Act.
An alternative administrator of the AWA?
5.19

It has been suggested to the Committee by some submitters that alternatives to
DAFWA administering the AWA include:


[The Department of Commerce, which] is well resourced with a strong
investigations’ team and ran a successful prosecution against Mrs Faye
Armstrong, a dog breeder/seller, under both consumer protection laws and
the AWA. The DOC worked in conjunction with [Department of Local
Government], when it administered the Act, to achieve this major
conviction.415



The definition of a General Inspector in the Act is a police officer and [WA
Police] would be well placed to administer the Act. WAPOL has worked with
DLG [now Department of Local Government and Communities] on animal
cruelty cases, including a successful livestock prosecution.416

412

ibid., p 6.

413

Including RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to
the Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

414

ibid.

415

Department of Commerce, ‘Suspended prison term for seller of diseased dogs’, 6 February 2015.

416

Examples include: Submission 15 from Rainer Repke, 19 June 2015, Submission 85 from Simon Eager,
2 July 2015; and Submission 74 from Vets Against Live Export, 1 July 2015.
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[The Department of Local Government and Communities, which] is
experienced in investigations and administered the Act from 2002 to 2011.
There is synergy with the aims of the Department as it also administers the
Dog Act 1976 and the Cat Act 2011.417

5.20

Interestingly, in the Armstrong case mentioned above, the then administrator of the
AWA, the Department of Local Government, appointed a Department of Commerce
(DOC) officer as a general inspector under the AWA. Consequently, the DOC
inspector charged the offender for breaches of the AWA. This was in addition to being
charged for breaching an enforceable undertaking that she had entered into with the
Commissioner for Consumer Protection. This was the first successful enforcement of
a breached Australian Consumer Law undertaking anywhere in Australia consequent
to the new laws coming into effect in January 2011.418

5.21

The Committee noted that whichever department is tasked with responsibility for the
administration of the AWA, it must be properly resourced.419 Additional
responsibilities for animal welfare have not historically been accompanied by
additional resources. DAFWA has been subjected to significant budgetary cuts in
recent times.420 According to Dr Hood, DAFWA is ‘hardly the most powerful
department anymore; it has been cut to the bone’.421

5.22

DAFWA, like other state government agencies, has not been immune to ‘challenging
budgetary and cost settings’.422 Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, DAFWA has
acknowledged that DAFWA has had to ‘tighten its belt in response to a challenging
economic climate’, but that its commitment, which includes animal welfare, ‘remained
undiminished’.423

5.23

It was also suggested to the Committee that an independent office of animal welfare
could be an alternative to the current arrangements in place for the administration of
animal welfare. A Private Members’ Bill before the Senate provided for the
establishment of a Commonwealth statutory authority to assume responsibility for
advising on the protection of animal welfare in Commonwealth regulated activities.424

417

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Supplementary
information, 21 February 2016, p 1.

418

Department of Commerce, ‘Backyard dog breeder ordered to pay compensation’, 28 August 2012.

419

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Supplementary
information, 21 February 2016.

420

Department of Agriculture and Food, Annual report 2014-15.

421

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Transcript of
Evidence, 21 September 2015, p 16.

422

ibid, p 48.

423

ibid., p 8.

424

‘Voice for Animals (Independent Office of Animal Welfare) Bill 2015’, introduced by Senator Lee
Rhiannon (Australian Greens) on 25 June 2015.
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The Bill was referred to the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport
Legislation Committee (the Senate Committee) on 25 June 2015. However, the Senate
Committee did not support that the Bill be passed.425
5.24

The Senate Committee found that there was widespread disagreement, even among
animal welfare groups, as to the structure and tone of any new animal welfare body.
The Senate Committee did not support the establishment of a statutory authority,
noting that the substantive functions of which were already achieved through existing
mechanisms.426 Senator Lee Rhiannon (Australian Greens) had an opposing view and
tabled a dissenting report.427

5.25

On the administration of the AWA, the Committee makes the following finding and
recommendation:

Finding 31: The Committee finds that the Department of Agriculture and Food being
responsible for administering the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is consistent with other
jurisdictions within Australia, and that there is no evidence that any other department
is better placed to administer the Act.

Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food remain responsible for the administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

FORMAL TIES BETWEEN RSPCA WA AND DAFWA
Memorandum of understanding between DAFWA and RSPCA WA
5.26

DAFWA recognises that RSPCA ‘plays an important role’ in the enforcement of
animal welfare legislation in Western Australia.428 The relationship between DAFWA
and RSPCA WA in the enforcement of Part 3 of the AWA has been formalised in a
memorandum of understanding (MoU). The MoU only remains in effect while a grant
agreement between the parties remains in effect.429

5.27

The MoU identifies the respective activities, working relationships and standards of
conduct of both the parties. The MoU is recognition that both DAFWA and

425

The Bill was referred to the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee on
25 June 2015. The Committee did not support that the bill be passed. See: Senate Rural and Regional
Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee, ‘Report: Voice for Animals (Independent Office of Animal
Welfare) Bill 2015’, October 2015.

426

ibid.

427

ibid.

428

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 10, Recital, p 1.

429

ibid., p 33.
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RSPCA WA agreed that they are committed to partnering to enforce animal welfare
legislation in Western Australia consistently and to achieve improved animal welfare
outcomes and regulatory excellence.430
5.28

The MoU detailed the roles and responsibilities for the regulation of animal welfare
between DAFWA and RSPCA WA. Under the terms of the MoU, RSPCA WA
agreed:


Not to impede DAFWA or the Minister in fulfilling their obligations under the
animal welfare legislation.



To inform DAFWA of relevant matters (including for example, a conviction
for an offence that may affect the suitability of the person to be an authorised
inspector under the AWA).



To inform DAFWA of an inspector ceasing employment with the
RSPCA WA and to arrange for their identification card to be returned.431

5.29

While the MoU sets out the intentions and expectations of each of the parties in
relation to working cooperatively on legislative responsibilities and obligations and to
ensure regulatory consistency in the general operations of inspectors, it is not intended
to be legally binding between DAFWA and RSPCA WA.432

5.30

DAFWA has acknowledged that RSPCA WA has policies, or may advocate policies,
that are at odds with those of the Western Australian Government.433 The export of
live animals for food is an example of a policy where RSPCA Australia—of which
RSPCA WA is a member—and the Western Australian Government differ.434

5.31

To deal with these policy conflicts between the parties, the MoU stipulated that both
DAFWA and RSPCA WA must delineate their enforcement role and enforcement
policies from other policies.435

Separation of animal welfare operational roles from regulation and compliance
5.32

The apparent conflict between the roles of DAFWA’s animal welfare activities and
other roles, and its overarching vision of enabling the agricultural and food sector has
been the subject of some comment in this Inquiry.436

430

ibid., Annexure 10, Recital, p 1.

431

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 10, para 4.

432

ibid.

433

ibid., para 8.1.

434

RSPCA Australia. ‘Policy F3: Export of live food animals’, reviewed 24 December 2012. See also
‘Policy H4: Export of animals from Australia’ and Position paper ‘F1: Export of live food animals’ in
Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 3.

435

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 10.
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5.33

DAFWA’s advice to the Committee was that since assuming responsibility for the
administration of the AWA, it had ‘deliberately separated its animal welfare
compliance responsibilities from all its other animal research, development,
production and education roles’.437 Responsibility for animal welfare matters is now
housed in the Animal Welfare Regulation Project (AWR).

5.34

The AWR project administers and enforces the AWA.438 The Committee was
informed that the AWR included the Livestock Compliance Unit, scientific licensing
regulation, and a policy and legislation area.439

5.35

AWR sits within the Biosecurity and Regulation Directorate where the project
manager reports directly to the Executive Director. There is no director for animal
welfare regulation. Other activities of DAFWA involving animal welfare, such as its
Animal Ethics Committee which oversees DAFWA’s use of animals for scientific
purposes pursuant to its licence, sits within the Grains and Livestock Industries
Directorate.

5.36

DAFWA further advised the Committee that policy development for animal welfare—
such as presence on national committees developing animal welfare standards and
guidelines and managing animal welfare issues within industries—has until recently,
been performed by staff in the Grains and Livestock Industries directorate.

5.37

The Committee was informed that due to the significant reduction in funding and
resources at DAFWA, some of this work is now being undertaken by staff in the
AWR project. This includes, for example, membership of committees and policy
groups developing standards and guidelines for animal welfare. DAFWA stipulated
that the role of AWR staff in this context is to promote effective animal welfare
regulation and they do not represent or support industry interests.440

436

Examples include: Submission 85 from Simon Eager, 3 July 2015; Submission 87 from Dean Lyon,
3 July 2015; and Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance,
Transcript of Evidence, 21 September 2015, p 6.

437

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015, p 4.

438

Dr Tony Higgs, Principal Veterinary Officer, Manager Animal Welfare Regulation, Biosecurity and
Regulation, Department of Agriculture and Food, Western Australia, Email, 23 February 2016.

439
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440
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The organisational separation of animal welfare compliance is depicted in Figure 4 below.
Figure 4 DAFWA - Separation of animal welfare compliance role from other activities441

441
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DAFWA’s scientific licence – conflicts of interest
5.39

Under the AWA the Director General of DAFWA is the licensee of the scientific
establishment and is also the person who decides if there are to be any prosecutions
under the Act. To contributors to this Inquiry, that is an ‘unacceptable’ conflict of
interest.442

5.40

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance,
previously held the position of WA’s first scientific inspector appointed under the
AWA.443 This entailed responsibility for the regulation of the use of animals for
scientific research under the AWA—including the use of animals for scientific
purposes on DAFWA’s research stations.444 Dr Hood was previously employed as the
Manager of the Animal Welfare Branch, when DLG was the administrator of the
AWA.445

5.41

It was during Dr Hood’s tenure as scientific inspector that DAFWA came close to
losing its scientific licence. Dr Hood told the Committee that she ‘probably erred’ in
not revoking its scientific licence.446 Under questioning Dr Hood revealed that the
incident she referred to did not become public knowledge and that indeed DAFWA
would have been responsible for charging itself if it had lost its licence.447 Some of the
complaints that led to an investigation emanated from within the department itself and
others were external to DAFWA.448 As a result of the investigation, conditions were
placed on DAFWA’s licence.449

5.42

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 32: The Committee finds that to address the perception of conflicts of interest
within its duties, the Department of Agriculture and Food introduced deliberate
separation between the animal welfare policy development directorate and its provision
of the regulatory functions of the inspectorate.

442

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Transcript of
Evidence, 21 September 2015, p 6; Mr Eric Ball, Transcript of Evidence, 17 August 2015.

443

Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant, Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Transcript of
Evidence, 21 September 2015. Dr Hood appeared before the Committee under the compulsion of a
summons.

444

ibid.
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Recommendation 15: The Committee recommends that the Department of Agriculture
and Food continue to implement its conflict of interest management framework.

RSPCA Inspectorate
5.43

RSPCA WA advised the Committee that the policy and advocacy work of
RSPCA WA is distinct and separate from the investigation and enforcement work
undertaken by RSPCA WA-inspectors.450 RSPCA WA has a team of general
inspectors appointed under the AWA, which is known as the Inspectorate.

5.44

In the 2014-15 financial year the inspectorate personnel consisted of eleven
RSPCA WA general inspectors.451 They are managed by a Chief Inspector.452 There
are six inspectors based in the metropolitan area. There are regional inspectors based
in Bunbury, Geraldton, Albany and Kalgoorlie.453

5.45

The RSPCA WA Inspectorate comprises five focus areas. These include:


policy and procedure



performance management and training



legislative change



inspectorate education role



proactive intelligence gathering.454

5.46

RSPCA WA was asked at a public hearing to clarify how they separate the
enforcement duties of its general inspectors from other activities. Mr David van
Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, explained that the inspectorate’s role is about ‘regulation,
compliance, enforcement and prosecution’.455 Furthermore, the CEO ‘is not involved
with the regulation compliance enforcement prosecution work. That is very well
separated, and it is very well documented’.456

450

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015.

451

RSPCA WA Grant Agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1, para 1, p 1.

452

The term ‘chief inspector’ does not appear in the AWA.

453

RSPCA WA Grant Agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1, para 5, p 4.

454

RSPCA WA, Grant Agreement project annual report 2012-13, p 8.

455

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 19.

456

ibid.
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5.47

The Committee was informed by RSPCA WA that it made a distinction between
policies or activities that were not connected with enforcement and explained that they
were physically separate. RSPCA WA general inspectors have no involvement with
any of its ‘other’ work.457 This is so ‘that the proper enforcement of the Act by either
party is not compromised or brought into disrepute’.458

5.48

According to Mr David van Ooran:
There was a great example of that only recently, when there was an
issue with a live export vessel that departed Perth, that experienced
mechanical trouble after five days into the voyage, returned to the
shore. There was concern from media and the community about the
welfare of the cattle on board. In the end, the owner of the vessel
himself turned to the RSPCA to inspect the vessel off the shore.
We conducted that activity with professionalism and with our usual
integrity—in fact, Inspector Swift was one of those officers; another
one was a veterinarian—and conducted that inspection, as I said,
without fear or favour but with complete objectivity and
professionalism. It is not only intensive animal industries; it is also
companion animals, it is also the police, it is also the local
government rangers constantly making contact with the RSPCA,
seeking guidance and advice on all things to do with regulation. They
are very well regarded and they do that job very, very well. To date,
we have seen no evidence in the submissions that suggests that there
is an issue with the regulatory work as opposed to the other work of
the RSPCA.459

Regulatory consistency in the application of the Animal Welfare Act 2002
5.49

The Committee was informed that DAFWA and RSPCA WA—through the MOU—
were working towards ‘regulatory excellence’,460 with the objective being, to:
ensure that regulatory actions carried out by general inspectors
under the Act are legally robust, consistent across agencies and
embody the concept of natural justice and procedural fairness,
including being free from the impact of regulatory bias as far as

457

ibid.

458

ibid., Annexure 10, para 8.2.

459

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 19.

460

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 10, para 7.4.
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possible the perception of conflict of interest both organisation agree
to work towards regulatory excellence.461
5.50

The ‘Strategy for achieving regulatory consistency in the application of the Animal
Welfare Act 2002’ (the Strategy) is outlined in Schedule 3 of the MoU. It aims ‘[t]o
increase the communities’ [sic] confidence in the regulatory functions of general
inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002’.462 The Strategy states that
both DAFWA and the RSPCA WA are committed to the goal of achieving regulatory
excellence as it promotes ‘community confidence in the existing arrangements to
provide welfare for the animals of Western Australia’.463

5.51

While the objective of the Strategy is to ensure that the regulatory actions of general
inspectors are applied consistently, the framework relates only to the activities of
DAFWA and RSPCA WA general inspectors under the AWA. In practical terms, this
means that DAFWA does not exert, nor does it intend to exert, influence over
RSPCA WA policies other than those regulatory activities under the AWA.464

Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policies
5.52

In a bid to ensure that the regulatory actions of general inspectors are applied
consistently, the MoU stipulates that DAFWA and RSPCA WA will:
Maintain and apply up to date prosecution policies based on the
relevant principles detailed in the ‘Statement of Prosecution Policy &
Guidelines 2005’ (Director of Public Prosecutions for Western
Australia).465

5.53

Both organisations have developed their own compliance, enforcement and
prosecution policies, namely:


DAFWA: Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy466



RSPCA WA: Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy.467

461

ibid.

462

ibid., Annexure 10, Schedule 3.
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ibid.
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ibid.
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ibid, clause 8.
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Department of Agriculture and Food, Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy, (Version 4 –
July 2012).

467

RSPCA WA Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy, in Submission 72 from RSPCA WA,
1 July 2015.
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The stated purpose of RSPCA WA’s compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy,
is to:
provide strategic focus and guidance for the Inspectorate and to
ensure:




5.55

transparency and accessibility for the public
that, where required, properly assessed cases proceed to
prosecution
that The Society supports the delivery of quality regulatory
procedures.468

The stated purpose of DAFWA’s compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy is
to:





promote consistent enforcement action across all sections of
DAFWA
guide and assist officers in the performance of their functions
encourage a pro-active compliance approach where staff are
confident and supported in their roles
improve compliance with DAFWA legislation.469

5.56

It is worth noting that RSPCA WA’s stated purpose does not make reference to
alternative methods for compliance and enforcement other than prosecution. In
contrast, DAFWA’s stated purpose has a focus on encouraging compliance.
RSPCA WA informed the Committee that it encouraged compliance with the AWA
through education and, if necessary, enforcement. RSPCA WA emphasised that the
reduction and/or prevention of animal cruelty is paramount to them.470

5.57

According to RSPCA WA, their compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy has
been ‘designed to be consistent’ with the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)’s
statement of prosecution policy and guidelines and DAFWA’s compliance and
enforcement policy.471 RSPCA WA submitted that their prosecution policy ‘reflects
best practice across RSPCA organisations throughout Australia’. It has been in force
since 2013.472

468

ibid.

469

Department of Agriculture and Food, Compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy, (Version 4 – July
2012).

470

Submission 72, from RSPCA WA, x July 2015, Annexure 12.

471

ibid.

472

RSPCA WA Grant Agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1, p 2.
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5.58

The Committee was informed that prior to this, RSPCA WA adhered to DAFWA’s
compliance, enforcement and prosecution which was a stipulation of a 2012 Grant
agreement.473

5.59

According to former RSPCA WA Chief Inspector, Mr Simon Eager, RSPCA WA
‘robustly resisted’ adoption of DAFWA’s compliance, enforcement and prosecution
policy. Mr Eager explained that:
During my time as The Chief Inspector with the organisation, there
was a considerable degree of tension between the RSPCA and the
administrating DAFWA. A major part of this was surrounding the two
different prosecution policies of the respective organisations. The
RSPCA had its own prosecution policy, but then came under pressure
to adopt the DAFWA prosecution policy, which it robustly resisted;
maintaining the argument that the RSPCA WA’s an independent
organisation, with the backing of one of the best brand names in the
world, and that is should not be conforming to wishes of a
government department.474

5.60

When the grant agreement was renegotiated in 2014 this clause was ‘conspicuously
missing’.475 It does not appear in the current grant agreement. See Appendix 7.

5.61

Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation at DAFWA
confirmed to the Committee that RSPCA WA general inspectors were not bound by
DAFWA’s compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy.476

5.62

That an RSPCA WA general inspector is not bound by DAFWA’s prosecution policy
was considered in the recent case of Culverwell v Ginbey in the Supreme Court of
Western Australia.477 This was dealt with previously from paragraph 4.65.

5.63

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA explained that it had:
a very clear compliance–enforcement–prosecution policy that has
been independently developed and it aligns very much with the
department of agriculture’s compliance, enforcement and prosecution
policy. But it does have some differences … we do not have access to
the State Solicitor’s Office, like the department of agriculture do, so

473

Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow, Transcript of Evidence, 19 October 2015,
p 3.

474

Submission 85 from Simon Eager, 3 July 2015, pp 1-2.

475

Mr John Flint, ‘Prosecutions dogged by muddled thinking’, The Sunday Times, 10 May 2015, p 14.

476

Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and
Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 16.

477

Culverwell v Ginbey [2016] WASC 3
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there has to be, quite simply and logically, some slight differences.
However, it is an effective tool. 478
5.64

The criteria governing the decision to prosecute are essentially the same in both
policies with incidental different wording. RSPCA WA’s prosecution panel decides a
course of prosecutorial action for its employed general inspectors whereas DAFWA’s
Director General confers with the State Solicitor’s Office, which indicated to the
Committee that RSPCA WA act independently of DAFWA.

5.65

The Committee therefore makes the following finding:

Finding 33: The Committee finds that the criteria governing the decision to prosecute
are essentially the same in both the compliance, enforcement and prosecution policies
of RSPCA WA and the Department of Agriculture and Food with incidental different
wording.

The model litigant principles
5.66

In a further bid to achieve regulatory excellence, the MoU seeks to ensure that the
‘Legal Profession Conduct Rules’, in particular, Rule 44, guides prosecutors working
on behalf of both DAFWA and RSPCA WA. Rule 44 refers to the duties of
prosecutors and the requirement that appropriate prosecutorial standards are, at all
times, met.479

5.67

The MoU between RSPCA WA and DAFWA also provides for the adoption of a
‘clear and unambiguous duty on the State to act fairly and honourable [sic] in the
course of litigation’.480 While the Western Australian Government has not issued
model litigant guidelines for its legal practitioners there is an expectation that the
obligations incumbent on all State advocates also apply to those prosecuting under
state legislation, such as general inspectors:
The Animal Welfare Act is government legislation enforced by public
officers it is expected therefore that all enforcement activities will
adhere to the model litigant principles regardless of the agency
employing the inspectors.481

5.68

The obligations of a model litigant include, but are not limited to, the:


duty not to use the court’s process for reasons other than to win litigation

478

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 10.

479

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 2 July 2015, Annexure 10, Schedule 3, Appendix.ii.

480
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duty to disclose to the court important relevant facts known to them



duty not to mislead the court, and particularly to inform the court of any
relevant authority or legislation that is directly in point yet adverse to their
client’s case



duty to only plead arguments that have an appreciable prospect of success so
as not to waste time and money



more general duty not to waste time and money



duty to act honestly and fairly



duty not to take advantage of an opponent’s purely technical errors, and



duty to avoid delay.482

Training of general inspectors
5.69

Closely aligned to the strategy for achieving regulatory consistency in the application
of the AWA, is the training of general inspectors. Consistency in the training of
inspectors was raised as an issue during the Inquiry.483

5.70

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they had raised the issue of inconsistent
training, resourcing and infrastructure and co-ordination with DAFWA.484

5.71

The Committee was advised that Mr Delane (then) Director General, DAFWA was
‘seeking further legal and policy and operational advice’ as to whether:


all inspectors should be required to have completed training prior to their
appointment



they should be required to complete ongoing training



they should be required to operate in accordance with consistent operating
procedures and consistent compliance and enforcement policies.485

5.72

Mr Delane advised the Committee that it was unlikely different requirements would
be imposed on inspectors employed in other agencies; rather there would be an

482

ibid.

483

See for example, Submission 33 from Eric Ball, 29 June 2015.

484

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of
Agriculture and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 7.

485

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
14 September 2015, p 4.
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‘across-the-board requirement for all general inspectors’.486 There is no legal
requirement in the AWA for an inspector to have a particular level of training.487
5.73

Mr Neil Sarti, Manager, Biosecurity, Compliance and Investigation at DAFWA
explained to the Committee that before a person was ‘authorised or appointed by the
director general’ they had to complete an online course which sets out the animal
welfare regulatory framework requirements.488 Mr Sarti explained that the Certificate
IV is ‘the practical standard for people to operate at the investigative level’.489

5.74

Mr Rob Delane said that it was his ‘emerging view that all general inspectors should
be required to have completed training to an appropriate competence and
standard’.490 Mr Delane informed the Committee that the issue of consistency, and
setting a benchmark for training needed to be looked at in the context of the
‘systematic not just the operational’.491 He elaborated that:
If we only deal with these in the operational, then there are so many
variations in every case that you can get yourself into difficulty.
The general inspectors, whoever they work for, can find their own
micro-operating environment quite difficult. What we need to do is try
to lift up above that, minimise the risks of inconsistent handling and
therefore minimise the risk of disputes around whether the act is
being appropriately interpreted and applied.492

5.75

Mr Eric Ball also raised the issue of training of general inspectors as an issue. He
pointed out to the Committee that when proper processes are not followed, it may be
underscored by a lack of training.493 According to Mr Ball:
If the inspectorate, the front line of representation for RSPCA, is
untrained, what confidence can the public have in the management of
this important association of members and iconic leader of public
opinion across the State? What has gone so wrong?494

486

ibid.

487

Dr Maike Turnbull, Veterinary Officer, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015.

488

Mr Neil Sarti, Manager, Biosecurity, Compliance and Investigation, Department of Agriculture and Food,
Transcript of Evidence, 14 September 2015, p 5.

489

ibid.

490

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
14 September 2015, p 5.
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RSPCA WA rejected Mr Ball’s assertion and countered it by stating that:
It is our view that RSPCA WA Inspectors are possibly the best trained
and most competent inspectors of their type, across agencies, in the
country.495

5.77

DAFWA also advised the Committee that it provided access to an online training
module for inspectors appointed under the AWA—and had done so since its
development in 2011.496 The online training module had (since 2016) been provided to
all animal welfare inspectors and nominees. Previously it was only available internally
to DAFWA staff.497

5.78

According to RSPCA WA the online training course offered by DAFWA is ‘a basic
introduction’ to the AWA and ‘does not qualify a person to understand or administer
the Act’. RSPCA WA informed the Committee that its inspectors receive ‘substantial
supplementary training’.498

5.79

RSPCA WA advised the Committee that it had ‘dedicated substantial resources’ into
the development of supporting materials to assist its general inspectors.499
The Committee considered and reviewed RSPCA WA’s standard operating
procedures, which supported this claim. RSPCA WA also provided the Committee
with the details of all recent training undertaken by RSPCA WA general inspectors.

5.80

Furthermore, training is one of the approved purposes for which RSPCA WA received
a government grant. The specifics of the grant agreement are dealt with further in
Chapter 6.

Tensions between RSPCA WA and rangers
5.81

The Committee was made aware of tensions between RSPCA WA general inspectors
and local government rangers, but it did not inquire into the particulars of individual
grievances.500

495

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Responses to questions on notice, 24 September 2015,
Question 4, p 5.

496

ibid.
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ibid.
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RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of
Agriculture and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 5.

499

ibid.

500

Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow, Supplementary information: Response to
questions on notice, 28 October 2015; Mr Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers’ Association, Letter,
4 March 2016; Mrs Amanda Swift, Chief Inspector, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 23 November
2015; RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Clarification of RSPCA WA evidence (23 November
2015), 10 March 2016.
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5.82

It was RSPCA WA’s view that the problems have arisen with rangers because
although local government rangers are appointed as general inspectors under the
AWA, they did not have the necessary specialised training, infrastructure and legal
and other resources to undertake enforcement activities under the Act.501

5.83

In emphasising how well trained RSPCA WA general inspectors were, RSPCA WA
contended that:
Local Government general inspectors do not have the benefit of the
same extensive training and materials. RSPCA WA is of the view that
there should be a higher level of standardised training for all general
inspectors.502

5.84

This point was also raised with the Committee by the WA Rangers’ Association:
Since the Department of Agriculture has taken over, there has been
limited training available to new and existing General Inspectors.
Easier access to information and guidelines need to be a priority.
This also relates back to sufficient training.503

5.85

Yet, DAFWA informed the Committee that:
Through the DAFWA RSPCA policy group, attended by
representatives of the WA Rangers Association, DAFWA has offered
to provide further training to LGA general inspectors. The Rangers
Association did not see training as necessary as they undertook very
little in the way of enforcement of the Animal Welfare Act. The
general consensus from rangers was that they had limited resources
and animal welfare was not their prime focus.504

5.86

According to RSPCA WA:
At a day to day level, local government rangers attend to deal with
animal welfare issues and, after an initial assessment or preliminary

501

Mrs Amanda Swift, Chief Inspector, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 23 November 2015; RSPCA
WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of Agriculture
and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 7; RSPCA WA: Supplementary information: Letter of
clarification of RSPCA WA evidence (23 November 2015), 10 March 2016.

502

ibid., p 6.

503

Mr Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers’ Association, Letter, 4 March 2016, para 2.
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Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February
2016.
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enforcement activity, regularly contact RSPCA WA and request they
attend and take over the job.505
5.87

RSPCA WA explained that, in their view, a better animal welfare outcome is achieved
when RSPCA WA inspectors are involved in the initial attendance. The Committee
was informed by RSPCA WA that in cases where matters were transferred at a later
date:
problems can arise due to the lack of training in evidence gathering
and investigations for local government rangers.506

5.88

RSPCA WA advised the Committee that this had occurred and impacted a potential
prosecution:
the rangers failed to identify and caution relevant people and there
was uncertainty as to the legal basis upon which the dog was
removed. Further, the rangers' statements were of a poor quality and
missing vital information such as exhibit movements and notebook
entries. As a result, RSPCA WA inspectors were unable to proceed
with the investigation and potential prosecution.507

5.89

RSPCA WA further advised the Committee that:
it is reluctant to routinely accept the transfer of matters from local
government rangers in the absence of [an] agreed framework
including clear investigative standards being met prior to the
transfer.508

5.90

In RSPCA WA’s view responsibility rests with the administrator of the AWA—
DAFWA—to ensure that:
All inspectors are appropriately trained, resourced and supported
with access to legal expertise and infrastructure.
If general inspectors appointed under the Act are not able to fully
undertake their enforcement activities, then this is a matter for
DAFWA to resolve. RSPCA WA submits that DAFWA could consider
putting in place a framework to regulate the transfer of matters from
local government rangers to RSPCA WA Inspectors. This framework

505

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of
Agriculture and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 7.
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could take the form of a Memorandum of Understanding which
provides for the transfer of matters that meet the standards required
for criminal prosecution.509
5.91

DAFWA advised the Committee that 66 local government personnel had completed
the online course in support of their appointment as general inspectors.510 Also, an
estimated 25 LGA staff attended training on the AWA provided by DAFWA in
2011-12 in Busselton, Wanneroo and Roebourne.511

5.92

DAFWA further advised that they held two sessions on direction notice training for all
general inspectors. Inspectors based in non-metropolitan areas were able to attend by
telephone or video link. LGA inspectors attended both sessions.512

5.93

In his submission to the Inquiry, Mr Ball alleged that RSPCA WA’s standards had
‘deteriorated’ in recent times.513 Others suggested to the Committee that this may
have been, in part, due to the high turnover of staff in recent years.514 RSPCA WA
refuted these allegations and informed the Committee that since 2011 there had been
‘major improvements in performance, standards, behaviours, policies and
procedures’ within the organisation.515

5.94

In 2013-14 an independent review of RSPCA WA’s inspectorate was conducted.
According to RSPCA WA, the review had informed the manner in which the
inspectorate executed its duties. RSPCA WA stated that the review had assisted them
in ‘improving the standards, efficiencies and effectiveness of the Inspectorate.’516

5.95

Furthermore, RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they had ‘developed and
maintained high investigative and prosecutorial standards’ and pointed out that their
inspectors are called upon by other inspectors ‘to undertake enforcement work when
they lack the requisite training and resources’.517
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RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of
Agriculture and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 7.
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RSPCA WA Grant Agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1.
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5.96

The use of the enforcement powers vested in RSPCA WA general inspectors is dealt
with in Chapter 7.

5.97

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 34: The Committee finds that there is no legal requirement in the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 for general inspectors to have consistent and comprehensive levels of
training.

Recommendation 16: The Committee recommends that an appropriate benchmark of
standardised training be developed for general inspectors, that must be completed
prior to being appointed by the CEO of the Department of Agriculture and Food, and
that regular training be undertaken by all general inspectors to ensure operational
competence.

Liaison between DAFWA and RSPCA WA
5.98

As previously noted, both DAFWA and RSPCA WA acknowledge that, on occasion,
they will need the assistance of each other in the discharge of their duties. While the
Committee was apprised of how the relationship between DAFWA and RSPCA WA
‘works on paper’—in line with the terms of the MoU and a grant agreement—the
Committee examined how the relationship works in practice.

5.99

Given the complexities in the relationship and the circumstances that gave rise to the
establishment of the Inquiry, the Committee was keen to inquire into this matter.

5.100

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General of DAFWA informed the Committee that
operationally the relationship ‘works extremely well’.518 He elaborated that:
operationally, things are working really well. So there is a
willingness. I have yet to meet a general inspector who is not very
committed to what their role is, including compliance with the
legislation that they are empowered with. It is a matter of getting that
right and also being clear about what are the responsibilities of the
general inspector themselves, of their employer—in this case, the
RSPCA—and us. I think if we are all very clear about that and the
procedure that is in place, this whole area is going to operate a lot
more smoothly and with a lot less contention.519

518

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
14 September 2015, p 2.

519

ibid., pp 6-7.
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5.101

RSPCA WA President, Mrs Lynne Bradshaw characterised RSPCA WA’s working
relationship with DAFWA as ‘very good’.520 Mrs Bradshaw explained that the
appointment of a new CEO at RSPCA WA coincided with the transfer of the AWA
from DLG to DAFWA.

5.102

Mrs Bradshaw conceded that while there may have been issues at first, both parties
have worked through these issues towards a ‘partnership for animal welfare’.521
Initially, taking into account that they are very different
organisations—one government bureaucracy and one independent
charity—I think we worked through those issues that we had initially.
We have a very good working relationship with them. 522

5.103

Mr David van Ooran agreed: the RSPCA WA’s view of its relationship with DAFWA
was that it was a good one.523 Mr van Ooran added that there were ‘no barriers’ in the
communication channels between RSPCA WA and DAFWA.524 Both parties engaged
in regular ‘conversations and meetings from the director general down’.525
Furthermore, he said that: ‘their engagement and our engagement is improving’.526

5.104

Mr Eric Ball had a contrary view, informing the Committee that he was aware of
‘periods of great friction’ in the relationship between RSPCA WA and DAFWA.527
Other submitters and evidence presented to the Committee supported this view.528

5.105

The Committee was also made aware that RSPCA WA had resisted direct government
intervention in their inspectorate activities.529 The Committee was informed that when
the CEO of the DAFWA sought to assert his authority over RSPCA WA general
inspectors, through their employer, this was unwelcomed.530 What appeared prima
facie as being a simple transaction between the administrator of the AWA and one of
the entities charged with enforcing it, became protracted and acrimonious—and
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concluded with the CEO of DAFWA providing letters of retraction and an apology to
general inspectors employed by RSPCA WA.531
5.106

It struck the Committee that despite protestations to the contrary from the parties,
there was a perceived level of mistrust between RSPCA WA and DAFWA. The
Committee was privy to correspondence which reinforced this.532 Furthermore, at a
public hearing Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow informed
the Committee that:
Former RSPCA inspectors—and I have spoken to several—have
explained that after the act moved to DAFWA in 2011, DAFWA was
much more hands on as an overseer than the department of local
government. The RSPCA inspectors had more of a free rein before.
Inspectors were wary of DAFWA officers interfering in their domain.
The fact that DAFWA was the farmer’s friend did not help.
At an operational level, in 2013 and 2014, tensions between some
DAFWA officials and the RSPCA were boiling. The DAFWA officers,
including Sarah Wylie and Mark Stuart, had been asking questions
after getting complaints from people who felt very harshly treated by
the RSPCA. DAFWA officers were even sitting in courtrooms taking
notes. FOI documents show occasions where DAFWA officers were
getting frustrated asking questions but not getting much in the way of
helpful response.533

5.107

In support of his allegations about the nature of the tense relationship between
RSPCA WA and DAFWA, Mr Flint added that:
there were a number of emails between Mark Stuart and chief
inspector Amanda Swift in June last year. Mr Stuart was asking
questions about one case and he was being told that the matter was
before the courts, that being as much information as he was going to
get. He had to remind her of section 37(1)(d) of the Animal Welfare
Act, which requires general inspectors to provide information and
assistance to the CEO of the department in relation to matters arising
under the act.

531

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to submission of Mariana May and Mark Aldridge,
13 November 2015. See also Names withheld, Letter, 9 September 2015; Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant,
Animal Welfare, Ethics and Regulatory Compliance, Tabled papers 1, 2 and 3; Mr Rob Delane, Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015.
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In another email, regarding a different matter but around the same
time, Mr Stuart got an email from one of the RSPCA’s pro bono
lawyers, warning him that his questions of the RSPCA could be
construed as seeking to influence the RSPCA’s conduct of the
proceedings and that he should direct all further questions to this
particular lawyer.
In another matter, where DAFWA had engaged an external
investigator in relation to a complaint about the treatment of an
animal in RSPCA care, the director general, Mr Delane, wrote letters
to chief inspector Swift and another inspector, which included the
following observation:
‘The findings of the investigator were limited due to an inability to
obtain direct evidence from you and a lack of compelling evidence
within the investigation report provided by RSPCA WA.’
These and other examples do not convey to me the absolute clear
transparency and accountability that Mr van Ooran spoke about
when he sat here. I should add that the RSPCA disagreed strongly
with the views formed by some DAFWA officers, and your committee
is aware that Mr Delane apologised this year to chief inspector Swift
with regard to a strongly worded letter he sent her in April 2013.
Some of the mistrust that existed in 2013 and 2014 is illustrated by
several very broad FOI applications lodged by the RSPCA and some
of its inspectors, seeking information on themselves held by
DAFWA.534
5.108

RSPCA WA stated that they had ‘no comments to add’ to the Committee’s invitation
to respond to the finding below.535

5.109

The Committee makes the following finding:

Finding 35: The Committee finds that while the Department of Agriculture and Food
and RSPCA WA commented that the relationship has improved, their working
relationship has been strained in the past.

534

ibid.; Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow, Supplementary information:
Response to questions on notice, 28 October 2015.

535

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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RSPCA WA’S RELATIONSHIP WITH INDUSTRY
RSPCA WA and the agricultural industry
5.110

A major theme during the Inquiry was the relationship between the RSPCA WA and
the agricultural sector.536 Given the objectives and the long established enforcement
role of RSPCA WA general inspectors, it is perhaps not surprising that there would be
some tensions between these groups. Dr Jennifer Hood, former Manager of the
Animal Welfare Branch at the Department of Local Government (DLG), when it was
the administrator of the AWA, informed the Committee that:
Farming groups somehow came to expect that the RSPCA would
change its long held enforcement practices to fall into line with how
DAFWA enforced the Act, whilst promoting agriculture. This, of
course, put the RSPCA on a collision course with farming and
hunting lobby groups that thought the transfer of the administration
of the Act from the Department of Local Government (DLG) to
DAFWA would mean the RSPCA would be more curtailed in how it
enforced the Act in relation to livestock.537

5.111

Dr Hood added that the issues between RSPCA WA and the agricultural sector run
deeper than public relations, and have grown out of ‘DAFWA’s inexperience, lack of
expertise, lack of willpower and lack of funding’.538

5.112

A contrary view was proffered by Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday
Times/PerthNow as noted in paragraph 5.106.539

5.113

The Committee was informed that the poor relationship between the agricultural
sector and RSPCA WA predated when DAFWA commenced administering the AWA
in 2011.540 It was said that the agricultural sector views RSPCA WA with a ‘degree of
suspicion’.541
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5.114

This in part, had been driven by the 2011 live export ban which upset many farmers
given that RSPCA WA was part of the exposure with Animals Australia, an animal
rights group.542 In Dr Hood’s opinion farmers became more mobilised, which was
understandable because their livelihood was affected and that pressure had built up
since then.543

5.115

Distinction has been made between support from individual farmers and support from
industry. Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President RSPCA WA acknowledged that the farming
community does embrace animal welfare: those that don’t are ‘very much in the
minority’.544 In terms of support for the RSPCA WA from farmers, Dr Hood stated:
‘I think it is possible that the majority of farmers support the RSPCA, but that does not
always equate with support from industry bodies.’ To illustrate her point, Dr Hood
gave the example that just over half of Australian veterinarians are members of the
Australian Veterinary Association.545

5.116

Dr Hood stated that in her experience leading the Animal Welfare Branch (AWB) at
DLG that some farm group leaders viewed proper enforcement of the AWA as being
an attack on farming itself.546 While she was Manager of the AWB, Dr Hood was also
privy to the ‘fighting’ that went on between and within some farming groups:
It was made very clear to me that WAFF and PGA were lobbying
hard to have carriage of the AWA transferred from DLG to DAFWA.
Now that that has occurred and industry does not have to worry about
the AWB anymore, I am unsurprised that criticism is now being aimed
at the RSPCA.547

5.117

The Committee heard that improving relationships between RSPCA WA and the
agricultural sector was a ‘two way street’.548 The Committee was made aware of
criticisms levelled at the RSPCA WA that its focus should be on companion
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animals—and not livestock/farm animals. Yet, RSPCA WA rejected the assertion
that it is anti-farming and claimed that the majority of farmers supported them.550
Animal rights v animal welfare
5.118

Within the animal protection movement there are a number of organisations that work
to end cruelty toward animals, but are guided by different ideologies regarding the
moral status of nonhuman animals, namely ‘animal welfare’ and ‘animal rights’.551
The distinction between the two perspectives was raised by submitters to the
Inquiry.552 It was also noted by RSPCA WA in its response to the Committee’s
preliminary findings and recommendations.553

5.119

The animal welfare position holds that it is acceptable to use animals for human
purposes. It recognises a moral and legal obligation to regulate the humane treatment
of animals so that unnecessary suffering is not imposed on them. This was the
prevailing view until it was challenged in the 1970s by the emergence of the animal
rights position.554 The animal rights position:
rejects welfarism on theoretical grounds (even humane animal use
cannot be justified morally) as well as practical grounds (regulation
simply does not work and fails to protect animal interests). The rights
position proposes that recognizing the moral significance of
nonhuman animals requires that animal exploitation be abolished and
not merely regulated.555

5.120

Detractors of RSPCA WA alleged that it had become an ‘animal activist’ organisation
by which the Committee understood the detractors to mean promoting animal rights
rather than animal welfare.556 RSPCA WA itself rejected the assertion that it was an
animal activist organisation.557 Others have argued that RSPCA WA is not an animal
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rights organisation. Some have even argued that being a little activist is a good
thing. It was submitted to the Committee that:
By the very nature of its business, the RSPCA needs to be pro-active
in an effective, non-confrontational manner. The Society always tries
to educate, assist and be active in matters regarding animals.
Sometimes being a little Activist will bring good outcomes and
publicity will help the animals' cause and keep the public informed of
the latest trends in animal care and protection.559
5.121

It was observed by one submitter that there has been a ‘significant deviation’ over the
past ten years by the RSPCA WA from being an animal welfare organisation
concerned with investigating welfare related matters towards an organisation
concerned with animal activism and anti-industry campaigning. This was due in part
to the:
need by the RSPCA WA to generate public funding for their
organisation and operating budget. They must appeal to donations
and they have increasingly used anti-industry campaigns to generate
this public support in a rapid and effective way.560

5.122

According to WAFF, which represents over 4,200 members—including grain
growers, meat and wool producers, horticulturalists, dairy farmers, commercial egg
producers and beekeepers—the Western Australian farming community has ‘serious
concerns’ that RSPCA has moved beyond its charter and responsibilities.561 WAFF
believes that the interpretation of the definition of ‘animal welfare’ as opposed to
‘animal cruelty’ lies at the heart of the issue.
The RSPCA's vision is to prevent ‘cruelty’, a malicious intent to harm
an animal, by actively promoting their care and protection by
ensuring the enforcement of existing laws at Federal and State level.
The farming industries vision focusses on the enhancement of ‘animal
welfare’, through the adoption and implementation of agreed national
animal welfare codes of best husbandry practices, standards and
guidelines. 562

5.123

Driving RSPCA's ‘recent and alarming change of direction and involvement in
animal activist campaigns’, according to WAFF is a push by ‘RSPCA directors, with
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little or no experience of the farming industry, to meet new financial aspirations for
the organisation’.563 It is WAFF’s view that this puts RSPCA WA at risk of alienating
themselves from the farming community:
RSPCA WA is now widely regarded within the farming community as
anti-farming and reflecting the views promoted by a number of
animal activist groups with an agenda of establishing animal welfare
standards that go beyond regulatory requirements for farmed
animals.564
5.124

Ms Kim Haywood, Executive Officer, Policy, WAFF was of the view that there has
been a ‘change of direction’ for RSPCA WA:
the key change that has resulted in a lot of distrust and a lot of
removal of membership from rural communities and urban
communities is this change of direction to more of an activist-based
policy to generate income to support RSPCA going forward. That has
been the critical issue for the farming community. It is this change of
direction, change of policy that all obviously stems from things like
the pictures on the back of buses and the issues around live export
and that kind of thing.565

5.125

When probed further about a change in public perception rather than the change in
RSPCA WA policy, Mr Anthony York, (then) Senior Vice President, WAFF said:
We are arguing there has been a change of their policy, how they act
and how they behave. I have just said that. If we object to that, we get
forced into being on the other side of the argument. We still have
discussions with the RSPCA and we still want to have discussions but
we seem to agree to differ.566

5.126

Mr York elaborated that in the relationship between RSPCA WA and WAFF, both
parties had become a ‘part of the political public debate’.567
We are being seen as on opposite sides of a debate. We are being
forced into it by the way the public operate and the way the media
operate.568
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5.127

WAFF stated that a clear example of this ‘propaganda’ is evident on RSPCA WA’s
website.569 The home page of RSPCA WA contained a ‘strap line’ with a link to
RSPCA Australia’s live exports webpage.570 WAFF contended that this generalisation
suggested that the entire industry is cruel and ‘is in stark contrast to the approach
taken by the RSPCA WA to individual incidents of animal cruelty to companion
animals’.571

5.128

In a media report, Mrs Lynne Bradshaw agreed that:
Meat exports vs live exports, the real story’ pop-up link to the
national RSPCA website, displayed prominently on the state website,
could give a casual browser the ‘wrong impression’ of the RSPCA’s
objectives.572

5.129

The live export ban of 2011, in which RSPCA Australia supported Animals Australia,
a known animal rights group, increased tensions between farm groups and the
RSPCA.573 Farming groups felt aggrieved by this stance.574 RSPCA WA pointed out
that it had been opposed to the export of live animals for thirty years due to both the
suffering caused by long-distance transport and the lack of control over animal
welfare practices in importing countries.575

5.130

WAFF representatives were questioned as to how they responded to RSPCA WA not
recognising better animal welfare outcomes in recent times and their continued
opposition to the live export industry.576 Mr Anthony York, (then) Senior Vice
President replied:
All I can say is I am particularly disappointed that that is the case
and I would have thought that the RSPCA would have been far more
productive if they had been supporting the initiatives and of the
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influence that our live trade and ESCAS has had in a global sense in
terms of animal welfare outcomes.577
5.131

The Committee obtained a copy of a letter that Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President,
RSPCA WA circulated to select members of Parliament, which included the following
‘facts’:
Animal rights and animal activist groups do not believe animals
should be farmed. In contrast, the RSPCA supports farming animals
humanely for food and fibre. Our position on this is clear and it has
not changed. We work at a State and national level with many
farming peak bodies, regional farming groups and individual farmers
to not only respond to animal cruelty reports they make to the
RSPCA, but to also assist them to improve animal welfare on their
farms.…
Some farmers expressed concern about the RSPCA's policy which
does not support the export of live animals for slaughter. However,
they generally share our concerns about the welfare issues associated
with travelling very long distances by sea and the potential for cruel
slaughter practices in destination countries without protection from
animal welfare laws such as those in Australia. Producers are keen to
point out that control of their animals is assumed by the export
companies once they are at port. Recognising this, RSPCA is
continually working with the relevant Federal authorities to improve
export and slaughter standards for animals exported.578

5.132

Furthermore, RSPCA Australia stated that it recognised that there needed to be a
balance between good animal welfare and commercial realties:
RSPCA WA is of the view that the needs of individual animals can be
met while, at the same time, providing the community with food and
fibre, and having a productive and profitable livestock sector.579

5.133

According to Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President, RSPCA WA was not trying to:
put farmers out of business, we are actually trying to help them
understand what the new world order is.580
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Understanding the new world order
5.134

When questioned at a public hearing by the Committee, about comments she made in
the media pertaining to a ‘new world order’,581 RSPCA WA, President, Mrs Lynne
Bradshaw replied that while she did not recall making the statement; she assumed it
alluded to the importance of animal welfare and the way that animals are treated in the
modern era.582 Mrs Bradshaw said that the situation now is ‘very different than it used
to be and people are much more on the front foot’.583
I guess the message is: get on the bus of change and look out the front
window, not the rear-view mirror. With that in mind as a worldwide
change to practices I think it is important.584

5.135

Describing its approach to improving animal welfare as ‘pragmatic’,
RSPCA Australia stated that it worked in concert with a variety of the farming
industry-peak bodies to effect positive changes in animal husbandry practices and
management practices across the sector more generally.585

5.136

Mrs Bradshaw made the point that:
We offer farmers in some industries such as egg, chicken meat and
pork production an opportunity to become involved in the RSPCA
Approved Farming Scheme. Producers who attain best practice
animal welfare on their farms will achieve RSPCA accreditation,
which helps tap into consumer demand for higher welfare food and
obtain generally higher prices for their produce. Our best practice
farming guidelines are based on animal welfare science, not opinion.
RSPCA WA regularly engages with local farming communities
throughout the State. In July and August [2015], some RSPCA WA
Board members, the Chief Executive Officer and I attended and spoke
at DAFWA organised meetings for sheep farmers in Moora,
Merredin, Katanning, Wickepin, Ravensthorpe and Esperance. We
found strong interest in the RSPCA from farmers in all locations and
received many requests for more information regarding sheep welfare
and the potential for an Approved Farming Scheme for sheep
producers, which we hope to be able to offer in the future.586
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The RSPCA Australia Approved Farming Scheme (the Scheme) was established in
the mid-1990s. It aimed to:
improve the welfare of farm animals on a commercial scale in
Australia and provide a means of leading a consumer-driven change
to producing higher welfare food.587

5.138

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that the Scheme:
provides guidance and a trustworthy choice to consumers wanting to
purchase products from higher welfare farming systems, as well as
offering farmers a voluntary pathway to higher welfare standards in
their production practices. There is an RSPCA Approved Farming
Scheme for meat chickens, layer hens, turkeys and pigs.588

5.139

Representatives of WAFF told the Committee that they had a ‘mixed opinion’ with
regards to the Scheme.589 Mr Anthony York explained that WAFF had not taken a
position ‘either for or against that sort of activity’ as they were mindful that some of
their members might see the benefits commercially.590 He added:
the RSPCA [approved food] can be a great positive influence as well
as a negative influence, and it is every farmer’s right to engage in a
marketing edge, and if they perceive that being RSPCA endorsed
might give them a commercial advantage, I do not see any reason why
we are in a position to object to that.591

5.140

WAFF was not aware of any commercial sheep or cattle producers partnering with the
Scheme. WAFF was aware of partnerships in the poultry industry.592 Ms Kim
Haywood, Executive Officer, Policy, WAFF told the Committee that the RSPCA did
look into the creation of an RSPCA milk brand, but that that was rejected by the
industry as a WA Farmers milk brand already existed.593

5.141

Asked what the impact of the RSPCA-approved scheme might be on members of
Pastoralists and Graziers Association of WA and producers, Mr Ian Randles replied
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that as chicken and pork are intensive industries and are vertically integrated, it was
easier for those industries to comply with the Scheme.594
5.142

The Committee heard about the concept of ‘green-washing’, where it is alleged that
the RSPCA uses the Scheme to extract money from industry and to do otherwise
would make them ‘subject to the jaundiced eye of the RSPCA’.595

5.143

This is a point refuted by RSPCA WA. They informed the Committee that all aspects
of the Scheme were managed by RSPCA Australia.596 Annual contributions of each
member society (including RSPCA WA) subsidised the scheme. RSPCA WA advised
the Committee that it did not receive any of the proceeds from the Scheme. The
Scheme was not-for-profit, with fees used by RSPCA Australia to operate the
program.597

5.144

According to RSPCA Australia, the approved farming scheme is underpinned by its
animal welfare standards, which took into account:
animal welfare science as well as advice from veterinary and other
specialists, similar programs overseas, industry best/leading practice
and the practical experience of producers.598

5.145

RSPCA Australia pointed out that their standards go beyond what is required by law.
The Committee heard that therein lies the tension with industry.599

RSPCA WA and the racing industry
5.146

Another industry perspective was gleaned from representatives of
Racing and Wagering WA (RWWA), who work in concert with RSPCA WA in
furthering animal welfare outcomes in WA. RWWA is a statutory authority
responsible for the three codes of racing in Western Australia: thoroughbreds, harness
and greyhounds. According to Richard Burt, Chief Executive Officer, RWWA:
Foremost in the running of those three racing codes is the promoting
of welfare—it is actually in the purpose of Racing and Wagering.600
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5.147

RWWA informed the Committee that its Integrity Unit is focused on maintaining the
highest of animal welfare standards.601 The Committee heard that RWWA is vigilant
in ensuring that welfare is foremost in WA’s racing codes.

5.148

As the ‘police’ of the racing industry, RWWA told the Committee that they did not
have any current concerns about animal welfare in the racing industry.602
Mr Denis Borovica, General Manager, Racing Integrity did clarify that RWWA is:
concerned about animal welfare all of the time. Racing animals come
to the track nearly every day. They are inspected by vets every day;
we monitor it very closely. We recognise we operate in a high-risk
area, so we need to respond to the diligence that is expected in that
place. As I said, these are not pet animals, they do not spend their life
on a couch, they spend their life as athletes being prepared to race
and we need to make sure that is done in accordance with the higher
standards.603

5.149

RWWA and RSPCA WA have a MOU in place.604 The Committee was also made
aware of a joint extensive investigation by RWWA and RSPCA WA into WA’s
greyhound industry. Operation QUATRO, as it was known, investigated live baiting
and the training of greyhounds in Western Australia. It was launched in February
2015, in response to allegations of live baiting in the greyhound industry in the
Eastern States aired on ABC TV’s Four Corner’s.605 Live baiting is illegal in all
Australian states and territories.

5.150

On 27 February 2015, RSPCA WA announced it would be offering a $10,000 reward
for key information about live baiting in WA leading to a successful animal cruelty
prosecution. At the time RSPCA WA Chief Inspector Amanda Swift stated:
On 27 February 2015, RSPCA WA announced it would be offering a
$10,000 reward for key information leading to a successful animal
cruelty prosecution Although there have been no recently confirmed
reports of live baiting in WA (it appears the last live game incident
occurred in 2008), RSPCA WA is currently receiving a number of
reports indicating that it is likely the practice is continuing to occur in
Western Australia.606
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RSPCA WA Chief Inspector Amanda Swift also said that RSPCA WA had ‘received
several reports which we are looking into’.607 The findings of the Operation
QUATRO investigation confirmed that live baiting is not undertaken in Western
Australia.608 The extent of the RWWA-RSPCA WA investigation is noteworthy:


167 inspections were undertaken: some had been conducted in company with
RSPCA WA inspectors, the majority of which were unannounced



involved investigating the transport of Western Australian greyhounds to the
Eastern States for training purposes



completion of statutory declarations by all licensed persons as to their state of
knowledge or involvement with training practices

5.152

Only one serious offence for failing to provide evidence to investigators was recorded
resulting in an 18 month disqualification (subsequently confirmed on appeal to the
Racing Penalties Appeal Tribunal). Other minor offences, not related to live baiting
were also recorded.609

5.153

According to RWWA, utilising the extensive powers available to stewards pursuant to
the Racing and Wagering Western Australia Act 2003 (the RWWA Act) and from
information received from the public and industry participants, ‘every single lead and
complaint received was fully and thoroughly investigated’. This included:


covert surveillance at unusual times



vehicle and property searches, and monitoring as required



rules of racing relating to the use of live game have also been strengthened
with the introduction of new mandatory penalties as a further deterrent
strategy.610

5.154

The $10,000 reward offered by RSPCA WA remains unclaimed.611 Significantly, both
RSPCA WA and RWWA, after comprehensive investigations, did not uncover any
evidence that would support an accusation of live baiting being conducted or practised
in WA. Mr Denis Borovica, General Manager, Racing Integrity made it quite clear to
the Committee that ‘there is no room for any greyness in that area’.612
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Western Australia has a renowned reputation for being incredibly
tough and severe in relation to welfare matters and have had many
prosecutions through the years that we have undertaken ourselves as
a result of our own investigations, where ultimately the penalties that
we deliver are often far higher than any court can deliver, because to
disqualify a licensed person, many of whom that is all they know—
how to train a dog or how to train a horse—and a disqualification is
a worldwide ban to do what often in cases is the one thing they know
how to do and is far more punitive on someone. It is livelihood
destroying for people who have established properties for one
purpose alone and that purpose has gone, and there is no way of
going down the road and getting a licence from someone else to do
the same job.613
5.155

In light of the evidence presented to, and considered by it, the Committee makes the
following findings and recommendation:

Finding 36: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA is an animal welfare organisation,
and has developed distinct policy in concert with RSPCA Australia based on animal
welfare science. Notwithstanding that RSPCA WA is an animal welfare organisation,
their long-term policy opposing live export and joint campaigns with RSPCA Australia
and animal rights groups have contributed to a perception by some sections of the
community that RSPCA WA is straying into animal rights advocacy.

Finding 37: The Committee finds that Racing and Wagering WA has strict policies
regarding animal welfare within the industry and considerable enforcement powers
that Racing and Wagering WA actively enforce. No evidence of live baiting has been
identified in Western Australia.

Finding 38: The Committee finds that despite the RSPCA WA offering a $10,000
reward for information leading to a conviction of animal cruelty, the reward remains
unclaimed.

Recommendation 17: The Committee recommends that RSPCA WA publicly confirms
that no evidence of live baiting has been discovered in Western Australia despite an
extensive co-investigation by RSPCA WA and Racing and Wagering WA, and that the
RSPCA WA’s $10,000 reward for information leading to a conviction of animal cruelty
remains unclaimed.
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Animal hoarding and interagency cooperation
5.156

One of the Committee’s terms of reference is an examination of the RSPCA WA’s
operations. RSPCA WA raised animal hoarding as an issue that significantly impacted
their operations and highlighted the need for inter-agency cooperation to deal with this
emerging issue.614

5.157

The Committee was apprised that animal hoarding is a misunderstood community
issue that affects both human and animal welfare. It is a ‘a poorly understood,
maladaptive, destructive behaviour whose aetiology and pathology are only beginning
to emerge’.615 The hoarding of animals can often be a private, hidden crime and is
difficult to detect.616 Animal hoarding has been described as:
[t]he most difficult form of animal maltreatment for the legal system
to address precisely because of the overwhelming and poorly
understood contribution of mental health issues, and the paradoxical
relationship between professed good intentions and terrible
consequences for animals.617

5.158

Animal hoarding is recognised as a distinct mental health issue and was added to the
‘Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders’ (DSM—5) in 2013.618 In
2013, the Department of Health’s online survey on the number of hoarding and
squalor cases (which did not specifically focus on animal hoarding) reported that the
number of households identified as living in squalor in each local government area
varied between ‘less than five’ to ‘over 21’; with many respondents ‘unsure’.619

5.159

RSPCA WA advised the Committee that there has been a recent ‘spike’ in animal
hoarding cases in Western Australia and there is ‘a lack of a collaborative and
coordinated response’ to this issue.620 In 2013, the Department of Health issued

614

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to submission of Mariana May and Mark Aldridge,
13 November 2015.

615

Gary Patronek and JN Nathanson, ‘A theoretical perspective to inform assessment and treatment
strategies for animal hoarders’, Clin Psychol Rev, April 2009, vol. 29, 3, pp 274-81.
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Gary Patronek and Jane N Nathanson ‘Understanding animal neglect and hoarding’, in Lacey Levitt,
Thomas Grisso, Gary Patronek (eds.), Animal maltreatment: Forensic mental health issues and
evaluations, Oxford University Press, New York, 2015, pp 159-250.
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American Psychiatric Association, ‘Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders’. (5th edn).
Arlington, VA: American Psychiatric Publishing NEED, 2013, in, Lacey Levitt, Gary Patronek, and
Thomas Grisso, ‘Animal maltreatment: forensic mental health issues and evaluations’, New York:
Oxford University Press, 2015.
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Health Directorate newsletter, September 2013, vol. 31, p 11-2.
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guidelines on hoarding and severe domestic squalor, and published a toolkit to
assist local government authorities.622 Despite this promising start, the Committee was
informed that other agencies had so far failed to respond.623
5.160

The Committee sought advice from other inspectors appointed under the AWA to
ascertain if they could confirm this. Given that all police officers in WA are general
inspectors under the AWA, the Committee was interested in WA Police’s experience
with animal hoarding cases.624 They advised that:
WA Police does not maintain specific data on animal hoarding. The
Health Department guidelines were written for Environmental Health
officers in Local Government and WA Police is not defined as a
service provider. Any incidents of animal hoarding reported to Police
are reported to the RSPCA.625

5.161

The Committee was informed that when an animal hoarding case was referred to the
RSPCA WA it responded by removing the animals but it did ‘not have access to
services which provide psychological help, assistance with day to day chores or help
with cleaning services’.626 Any collaboration between agencies in an animal hoarding
matter was voluntary. RSPCA WA emphasised that:
[a] coordinated multi-agency response is required, whereby agencies
work collaboratively and collectively to develop appropriate
approaches, due to the complex and multi-faceted nature of these
issues.627

5.162

When the Committee canvassed the views of a number of stakeholders on this public
health matter, the response was disappointing.628 It was acknowledged that the
hoarding of animals is an under-recognised public health issue and that animal
hoarding cases:
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Department of Health, Public Health Division, 2013, ‘Hoarding and severe domestic squalor: A guideline
for Western Australia’.
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tend to fall within multiple jurisdictions or into the jurisdictional
cracks between state and local government agencies and
departments.629
5.163

Hon Helen Morton MLC, (then) Minister for Mental Health, agreed that to
successfully address the problem, a multidisciplinary approach involving a range of
agencies working together was required.630

5.164

Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation at DAFWA
informed the Committee that RSPCA WA and DAFWA were:
currently in dialogue on the issue of hoarding and it is certainly no
easy matter for this state to address, and requires the contribution
and efforts of multiple agencies if we are going to have success with
this as a problem of society.631

5.165

The Committee was made aware that in other Australian jurisdictions, there was a
co-ordinated response to animal hoarding and squalor. For example, in Victoria, the
Department of Health had a successful model for dealing with hoarding and squalor.
RSPCA WA informed the Committee that RSPCA Victoria had signed up to be a part
of an inter-agency response to hoarding in Victoria,632 where there is a memorandum
of understanding between agencies that clearly spelt out how each was expected to
respond when hoarding cases were identified.633 In New South Wales, the Catholic
Community Services NSW is funded to provide ‘comprehensive assessment, service
coordination, advocacy/referral and case management for people living with hoarding
and squalor’.634

5.166

RSPCA WA advocated that a funded inter-agency service be established in Western
Australia. The Committee was of the view that the idea had some merit. A coordinated
response in the development and implementation of inter-agency protocols to improve
responses to the ‘human’ element of hoarding would be a worthwhile exercise.635
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Patronek, Gary J. ‘Hoarding of animals: An under-recognised public health problem in a difficult-tostudy population’, Public Health Reports, volume 114, January/February, p 85.
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5.167

There are no government funded animal hoarding programs in WA. The lack of
government support is concerning for a variety of reasons. The least of which is that
appointed inspectors do not have access to the inter agency support identified by the
(then) Minister and can only take action under the AWA rather than seek assistance
from other agencies.

5.168

Besides being an inefficient and ineffective manner to deal with the issue, the
Committee believes that it also moved what is ostensibly a mental or public health
issue into the criminal justice realm. Research into the nature and extent of the
psychopathology of hoarders by mental health agencies may assist. Comprehensive
data collection regarding prevalence rates was also a worthwhile consideration.

5.169

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 39: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA should be recognised for their
efforts in highlighting a deficiency in public policy in relation to animal hoarding.

Recommendation 18: The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture
and Food liaise with the Ministers for Health and Mental Health to develop and
implement an inter-agency protocol, involving RSPCA WA to respond to the mental
health, social, environmental and animal welfare issues in cases of animal hoarding.

636
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FUNDING IN CONTEXT
6.1

It is fair to say that in one way or another, state government and public donations fund
the administration of the laws protecting animals from cruelty.637

6.2

In addition, the Government has recently committed funds to other organisations that
provide animal welfare services. The Government recently committed funding for a
further two years to support companion animal shelters to support the rescue, care and
shelter of neglected and abandoned companion animals. This included:


Cat Haven, Shenton Park ($75,000)



Dog's Refuge Home, Shenton Park ($75,000)



Animal Protection Society, Southern River ($12,500)



Swan Animal Haven, South Guildford ($12,500)



K9 Rescue Group, Nambeelup ($12,500)



SAFE Animal Shelter (State-wide) ($12,500).638

6.3

RSPCA WA derives the majority of its income from the public—in the form of
donations, bequests, and fundraising. It also receives $500,000 from government,
which constituted only 6 per cent of its revenue for the 2014-15 financial year.

6.4

As some submitters pointed out, RSPCA WA hasn’t always been funded by
government.639 Regarded as a ‘worthy cause’, RSPCA WA was the recipient of small
periodic government grants of approximately $2,000 in the late 1990s.640 It wasn’t
until a decade later that significant financial support was given in the form of a capital
grant of $550,000 towards the construction of an animal shelter in Malaga. The state

637

Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015.

638

Hon Tony Simpson MLA, Minister for Local Government, Funding for cat and dog shelters extended,
Media Statement, 16 July 2015.

639
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government provided an annual financial grant of $250,000 from 2002 which it
increased to $500,000 in 2012.641
6.5

The recurrent grant of $250,000 from 2002 coincided with the introduction of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 (AWA) and was provided to assist RSPCA WA in
undertaking inspectorate work and community education activities. At that time, the
grant was administered by the DLG.642 Coinciding with the transfer of the
administration of the AWA to DAFWA in 2011-12 the state government increased
funding to RSPCA WA to $500,000 per annum.643
The first grants precluded RSPCA from using the funds for
inspections and prosecutions. This was motivated by concerns from
the commercial animal industries that RSPCA would escalate its
surveillance of their industries. With no evidence of that occurring the
restraint was later removed and more general uses approved.644

6.6

See Table 5 for below for details of government grants provided to RSPCA WA since
2000.
Table 5
RSPCA WA government grants since 2000645
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

State Government
Grants
550,667
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
500,000
500,000
500,000*
550,667

Specific Purpose
Shelter construction
Education - Not inspectors
Education - Not inspectors
Education - Not inspectors
Education - Not inspectors

* The 2013 annual report Page 46 shows Grants – Government $920 000

641
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The WA Lottery Commission 2000-13 grants to RSPCA WA are noted in Table 6.
Table 6
RSPCA WA Lotteries Commission grants 2000-2013646
Year
Lotteries Commission
Specific purpose
grants
$
2000
458,058
Shelter construction
2001
15,000
Shelter
2002
2003
2004
59,306
2005
54,219
2006
140,216
2007
2008
2009
166,585
2010
136,576
2011
324,837
2012
2,744
Towards information technology, buildings,
2013
413,128
vehicles and equipment to enhance the
capacity of the RSPCA to provide improved
animal welfare services, and community
education on the humane care and treatment
of animals.

6.8

The Committee also noted that RSPCA WA headquarters in Malaga was situated on
Crown land. The 2014-15 RSPCA WA annual report specified that land and buildings
included a carrying value of $2,453,727 (2014: $1,855,025).647

6.9

The land accommodating RSPCA WA’s operations is held as a reserve under a
management order. The management order stated that the land must be used for the
purpose of an approved activity. In the event that the usage of the site no longer
complied with its restricted use, the Governor of the State of Western Australia has the
power to cancel the management order, in which case the value of the buildings
improvements thereon may be forfeited.648 The Committee was also advised that the
City of Swan provides RSPCA WA with an exemption to its rates.649

646

ibid., Appendix 2.

647

RSPCA WA,
Annual
report
2014-15,
p 45.
Available
at:
< https://www.rspcawa.asn.au/perch/resources/rspca-wa-annual-report-2015.pdf >. Viewed 18 May 2016
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GRANT AGREEMENT BETWEEN DAFWA AND RSPCA WA
6.10

The Government contributes $500,000 per annum to RSPCA WA subject to the terms
and conditions of a grant agreement.650 Once the grant agreement is acquitted, the
terms of the grant agreement allow for an extension subject to agreement by the
parties.

6.11

Since taking over administration of the AWA, DAFWA has entered into two funding
agreements with RSPCA WA. The Committee understands that the grant agreement
between the DAFWA and RSPCA WA signed in 2012 covered the period of 2011-12
and 2012-13. A new grant agreement was signed on 15 January 2014, which covered
the periods 2013-14 and 2014-15.

6.12

The Committee was informed that the 2014 grant agreement was extended for
six months to the end of 2015, with an option for a further six months. This was
extended on 17 December 2015 for a period of 12 months until June 2016. Following
the execution of the grant agreement, DAFWA acquitted the grant payment for the
period 2014-15 on 8 February 2016.651 Details of the current grant agreement are
attached in Appendix 8.

Approved purpose of the grant
6.13

Under the grant agreement, RSPCA WA is to use the grant funds solely for approved
purposes.652 With the overarching aim of improved animal welfare outcomes in
Western Australia, the approved purpose of the grant agreement is to make a financial
contribution to RSPCA WA activities and programs relating to:


public education and promotion of responsible companion animal ownership



training of RSPCA WA general inspectors



enforcement of the AWA in relation to companion animals



a 24 hour complaint receipt, assessment and response service for public
reports of cruelty.653

6.14

The project definitions and/or anticipated outcomes in the Grant Agreement are noted
below in Table 7.

650
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RSPCA WA Grant Agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
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Table 7

654

Grant Agreement project definition and/or anticipated outcomes
Description
Training of inspectors

Enforcement activities

24-hour complaint receipt and
assessment service for public
reports of cruelty to animals.

Public education and promotion
of
responsible companion animal
ownership

6.15

Development and timeframes
All RSPCA inspectors will undergo appropriate
introductory training prior to undertaking duties as a
general inspector.
RSPCA will endeavour to train all inspectors at Certificate
4 level (or higher) in Investigations or Statutory
Government Compliance over the two year term, unless
all officers are trained to this level.
RSPCA inspectors appointed under section 33(1)(a) of the
Act will undertake compliance and enforcement activities
under the Act in relation to companion animals.
This service will:
 Receive complaints and reports from the public in
relation to animal cruelty;
 Assess the complaints and reports from the
public; and
 Provide an appropriate response. Where the
provision of the response is delegated to a third
party, the RSPCA will follow up with the third
party or the complainant as soon as reasonably
possible to ensure a satisfactory resolution.
The RSPCA will undertake programs and promotions with
the expectation of ongoing development and expansion.

The Committee makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 40: The Committee finds that the money that is acquitted under the current
Grant Agreement is for four separate activities:

654



training of inspectors



enforcement activities



24-hour complaint receipt and assessment service for public reports of
cruelty to animals



public education and promotion of responsible companion animal
ownership.

ibid., Item 2.
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Recommendation 19: The Committee recommends that Recommendation 17 of the
Easton Review be adopted.
Animal cruelty reports
6.16

Through the Grant Agreement, RSPCA WA is the principal recipient of, and
respondent to, reports of cruelty to companion animals.655 The Grant Agreement
between RSPCA WA and DAFWA defines a companion animal as ‘any animal other
than commercial livestock’.656 Commercial livestock is defined as:
any livestock present at an aggregation point and in relation to
livestock at any place other than an aggregation point means more
than 50 head of cattle or buffalo, more than 150 sheep, goats or deer,
more than 500 poultry [and] more than 10 pigs.657

6.17

RSPCA WA and DAFWA have put arrangements in place detailing how each of them
deals with cruelty reports. The categorisation of an animal welfare issue identified by
a report of animal cruelty is based on the four-level approach outlined in the Grant
Agreement.658 See Table 8 below.
Table 8
Levels
Level 0
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Definitions of cruelty report levels659
Description
No animal welfare issue identified.
The welfare of the animal/s is compromised but the management of the
situation is consistent with what would be expected of a reasonable person in
the circumstances.
The welfare of the animal/s is compromised and the situation is not consistent
with (is less than) what would be expected of a reasonable person in the
circumstances.
The person in charge of an animal is considered to have intentionally or
recklessly caused harm or failed to take action that is consistent with what
would be expected of a reasonable person in the circumstances.

6.18

DAFWA informed the Committee that it does not fund RSPCA WA to undertake
compliance and enforcement activity in the commercial livestock sector. This function
is carried out by DAFWA’s Livestock Compliance Unit.660 However, the Grant

655
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Agreement does not limit RSPCA WA general inspectors in their enforcement
activities. DAFWA pointed out that should RSPCA WA general inspectors wish to
operate in the commercial livestock sector, they are not financially supported by the
Government to do so. Any monies used for this purpose would need to be raised from
non-government sources and does not form part of the Grant Agreement.661
RSPCA WA recovery of costs and fines
6.19

Significantly, the Grant Agreement requires DAFWA and RSPCA WA to conduct and
meet the costs of its own prosecutions.662

6.20

Mr David van Ooran, RSPCA WA CEO explained to the Committee that in successful
prosecutions RSPCA WA seeks recovery of costs where actual costs have been
incurred.663 In some instances, legal counsel appears on a pro-bono basis and as such
no costs are incurred. On occasions where RSPCA WA does not receive services on a
full-pro-bono basis, costs are claimed.664

6.21

The Committee was informed that on occasion, RSPCA WA also claimed other
reimbursement costs. When RSPCA WA has sought reimbursement costs, it has
usually related to veterinary treatment expenses that RSPCA WA general inspectors
incurred for animals in their care. RSPCA WA does not claim a daily boarding fee
relating to food, water, shelter and other needs such as exercise—these costs are borne
by RSPCA WA.665

6.22

These expenses arise because, following an inspector’s seizure of an animal under
section 42(1) of the AWA, the general inspector is required to ensure it is properly
treated and cared for, pending the outcome of the court proceedings. The resolution of
some proceedings can be lengthy, particularly if the subject of protracted litigation.666

6.23

As previously noted, in paragraph 3.54, fines imposed as a result of successful
prosecutions conducted by RSPCA WA general inspectors are not received by the
RSPCA WA but are credited to the State Government’s Consolidated Account.667 This
is provided for in section 86 of the AWA. These fines are not due or recoverable by

661
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Mr David van Ooran, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015.
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RSPCA WA, but are enforceable by the government through the Fines Enforcement
Registry.668
6.24

Further, where animals are ordered to be forfeited to the Crown and sold, the funds are
directed to the payment of any fines in the first instance; then the payment of unpaid
costs, and any proceeds remaining are credited to the Consolidated Account.669

6.25

RSPCA WA was asked to provide details of how many prosecutions in 2013-14 were
represented by pro-bono legal counsel; the judgments, the fines imposed and any other
costs that were awarded in regard to those prosecutions.670


RSPCA WA received pro-bono assistance in six of its 22 prosecutions in
2013-14.671



The total costs awarded to the RSPCA WA in these cases were
$167,185.11.672



As at 31 August 2015, $30,656.80 of the above costs had been recovered.673

6.26

RSPCA WA explained to the Committee that in the example above the costs
recovered equated to a recovery rate of less than 20 per cent.674 Furthermore, it was
‘very unlikely’ to recover all the outstanding costs. 675

6.27

A consideration in debt recovery proceedings is the capacity of the defendant being
able to pay the relevant sum. To recover the outstanding monies, RSPCA WA would
have to bring separate debt recovery proceedings to obtain reimbursement costs
(as per section 56 of the AWA) or legal costs (as per section 58 of the AWA).

6.28

It was submitted to the Committee, by RSPCA WA that it would be preferable for
them if sections 56 and 58 of the AWA were amended so as to make these costs orders
directly enforceable, without having to separately bring civil proceedings to sue for a
debt.676
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Reporting requirements under the Grant Agreement
6.29

Questions have been raised with the Committee about what accountability measures
are in place regarding the acquittal of the Grant Agreement—whether the reporting
requirements on the funded activities ensure adequate accountability for the
expenditure of public money.677 As the funding is from the public purse, there is an
expectation that the processes are sufficiently robust to ensure adequate oversight.

6.30

Mr Eric Ball submitted to the Committee that, in his view:
Past grants have not been prescriptive, but generalised, and while the
monies may have been applied in appropriate activities there is no
reporting as to where the monies have gone, no reporting of the value
obtained from the investment, and importantly no evidence that the
government's animal welfare objectives have been met.
There are therefore two parts to this issue. It may be desirable or
necessary to have:


firstly, an important directive from government as to the
specific use of the funds to further the animal welfare
objectives of the government, and



secondly, an appropriate audit evidencing that the funds have
been applied in the manner intended.

Grant Agreements, carefully crafted, can achieve these ends.
The Agreement can prescribe very specific uses, such as to fund the
relevant training and salaries of RSPCA General Inspectors for the
administration of their proper duties under the Act, or to provide
relevant training and salaries and essential equipment for RSPCA
Education Officers' Monies should not drift into general funds which
may be used for other purposes, particularly those aligned to other
RSPCA purposes which may be at odds with government objectives,
or have the effect of dividing the community.678
6.31

The reporting requirements for the acquittal of the Grant Agreement are specified in
Schedule 3 of the Grant Agreement (See Appendix 8). In summary, the RSPCA WA
must:

677

Submission 26 from Kerry Lippett, 24 June 2015; and Submission 58 from Commercial Egg Producers
Association of Western Australia, 1 July 2015.
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6.33



provide the reports and financial statements specified in Schedule 3 to
DAFWA679



RSPCA WA provides an activity report and a financial statement of income
and expenditure (see Appendix 9)



keep proper financial records in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles and practices.680

In particular, as per the terms of the Grant Agreement, RSPCA WA has agreed to
provide DAFWA with:


all relevant information where a complaint has been made against an
inspector employed by the Organisation



all relevant information in relation to a reviewable decision under the Act



any other information requested which relates to proper enforcement of the
Act.681

Under the Grant Agreement, upon a request from DAFWA CEO, RSPCA WA is also
required to provide the following:


the number of reports of cruelty to animals received



the number of out of hours cruelty reports referred to WA police



the number, and nature of investigations undertaken



the number of seizure of animals and property under the Act and the relevant
parts of the Act under which they were seized



the number of forfeitures of animals or property to the Crown under the Act
(s 44 & 57)



the number of prosecutions undertaken, details of prosecution results and
disposal and prohibitions orders;



any other significant issues thought appropriate by the Organisation.



details of any complaints received by the organisation in relation to its
activities (or those of its officers) under the Act, including details as to the

679
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resolution of those complaints and of the disciplinary action (if any) taken
against any person as a result of those complaints.682
Grant Agreement Project Annual Report
6.34

As previously noted in paragraph 6.31, the principal reporting requirement of the
Grant Agreement is stipulated in Schedule 3 of the Grant Agreement itself. (See
Appendix 8).

6.35

RSPCA WA is obliged to supply DAFWA with a ‘completed and signed annual
report on the project’ within forty business days of the end of each reporting period.683
RSPCA WA’s financial statements have to be certified by the CEO of RSPCA WA
and an independent auditor. The Grant Agreement specifies that the project annual
report is to include:
(a) A final statement of income and expenditure consisting of an
expenditure statement (exclusive of GST) detailing budgeted
expenditure in accordance with the Approved Purpose of Grant
and actual expenditure on the project described in the request
(sic) Approved Purpose of the Grant (Schedule 2)
(b) A detailed report outlining:
(i) an over view [sic] of organisational activity and any
significant steps taken to improve process in the regulatory
arena
(ii) details of inspector training undertaken, including the
names’ of inspectors and the specific training undertaken
(iii) evidence of public education and promotion of responsible
companion animal ownership such as press releases, new
[sic] articles, publications, etc
(iv) relevant stakeholder engagement activities undertaken.684

6.36

A copy of the 2014-15 project annual report provided to DAFWA is available in
Appendix 9.

6.37

Further requirements in the Grant Agreement include:

682
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Clauses that cover the general undertakings of the RSPCA WA, for example:
that the Grant Agreement is executed ‘with integrity, good faith and probity in
accordance with good corporate governance practices’.685



Clauses covering the repayment and retention of grant funds686 and the
limitation of liability.687



Provision for any changes to the RSPCA WA constitution, under the terms of
the Grant Agreement, to be provided to DAFWA, prior to being lodged with
the Department of Commerce.688

6.38

The Grant Agreement also specifies that RSPCA WA has to comply with a number of
special conditions, including that it must maintain adequate public liability and
workers’ compensation insurances.689 Prior to the grant funds being released,
RSPCA WA staff and volunteers involved in delivering services to children are
required to advise DAFWA that the necessary assessment notices required under the
Working With Children (Criminal Record Checking) Act 2004 section 12(1)(a) have
been obtained (or are not required).690

6.39

The Committee notes that the Grant Agreement anticipates parliamentary scrutiny
whereby confidential information can be disclosed as:
required by any law, judicial or parliamentary body or government
agency or the Minister to whom the administration of the Act has
been committed.691

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR GOVERNMENT FUNDING
6.40

According to RSPCA WA there were ‘substantial reporting requirements in the grant
agreement relating to both operational matters and financial matters which ensure a
high level of accountability by RSPCA WA’.692 The acquittal requirements were noted
above at paragraph 6.30.

6.41

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, explained that an audited financial report,
signed by the CEO and verified by an independent auditor, is sent to DAFWA each

685
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Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, Annexure 11, Schedule 3, Item 1.3.
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ibid., Annexure 10, para 4.
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693

year to account for the acquittal of the grant. An independent audited financial
report is also published in the RSPCA WA’s annual report.694 Mr van Ooran added
that RSPCA WA is required to provide an annual project report outlining the activities
of that special purposes grant ‘in great detail’.695
6.42

In contrast, DAFWA told the Committee that it does not seek nor require detailed
expenditure against the Grant Agreement; RSPCA WA provides and DAFWA accepts
a summary statement from the organisation as a whole as it relates to the four items in
the Grant Agreement.696

6.43

DAFWA added that it had sought further information in previous years from
RSPCA WA.697 This further information related to ‘other aspects of the report’ rather
than details of where the $500,000 had been expended.698 Dr Sarah Plant, Director,
Emergency Management Capability at DAFWA ,explained their attitude to seeking
further clarification as follows:
I suppose it comes down to, we have always acknowledged that it is a
contribution to those activities, not funding all of those activities, so
we have not sought further clarification.699

6.44

When asked if DAFWA were satisfied with how the RSPCA WA had spent the grant
monies, the (then) Director General, Mr Rob Delane said:
I think we are satisfied and I think the information we have provided
is more than sufficient to indicate that the RSPCA expenditure in the
areas for which the funding was provided exceeds the amount
provided. Have we been able to track every dollar? Well, no; that
would be pointless. If we sent in auditors, it would be pointless, if we
had the authority to do that.700

6.45

Mr Delane explained to the Committee that unless DAFWA asked for a forensic audit,
they had no way of knowing how the money was handled by RSPCA WA. Although

693

ibid.
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ibid.
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ibid.
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Dr Sarah Plant, Director, Emergency Management Capability, Department of Agriculture and Food,
Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 22.
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Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and
Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 23.

698

Dr Sarah Plant, Director, Emergency Management Capability, Department of Agriculture and Food,
Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 23.
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ibid.
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Mr Rob Delane, Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 23.
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the grant is for a specific purpose, unless specific transactions relating to a special
account were tracked, there was no way of knowing if there were transfers or
repayments made outside the scope of the Grant Agreement.701 Further, Mr Delane
acknowledged that while DAFWA have been unable to ‘track every dollar’, he
believed that it would be pointless to undertake an audit given that the estimated cost
of the RSPCA WA-run inspectorate exceeded the state government grant.702
6.46

Despite Mr Delane’s comments, it is specified in the Grant Agreement that the
Auditor General does have the authority to access and examine RSPCA WA’s records
and information pertaining to the Grant Agreement. Clause 6(b) and (c) (under the
heading ‘Freedom of Information Act 1992 and Financial Management Act 2006’) of
the Grant Agreement stated that:
(b) The Parties [i.e. DAFWA and RSPCA WA] acknowledge and
agree that, despite any provision of this Agreement to the
contrary, the powers and responsibilities of the Auditor General
under the Financial Management Act 2006 are not limited or
affected by this Agreement.
(c) The Organisation [i.e. RSPCA WA] must allow the Auditor
General, or an authorised representative, to have access to and
examine the Organisation’s records and information concerning
this Agreement.

6.47

DAFWA and RSPCA WA also agreed that the powers and responsibilities of the
Auditor General under the Financial Management Act 2006 are not limited or affected
by the Grant Agreement. RSPCA WA confirmed this in its response to the
Committee’s preliminary findings.703

6.48

Mr Eric Ball, pointed out to the Committee that:
No-one should object to an audit of the application of public monies.
It would demonstrate the propriety with which the RSPCA is using
public monies. And the cost of this audit should be minimal if it is
included in the normal annual audit of The Society's affairs.704
With these appropriate checks in place the government could feel
confident that its animal welfare intentions are being met, its
obligations in support of the Animal Welfare Act are being fulfilled,

701

ibid.
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ibid.
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RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015, p 8.
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and its support for RSPCA continues as a cost-effective means of
protecting animals in WA.705
6.49

RSPCA WA representatives were questioned at a public hearing about accounting for
the grant:
Mrs Bradshaw: What you are asking is just the use of the $500 000,
full stop.
The CHAIR: Yes, to be separately accounted for.
Mrs Bradshaw: So the opening balance is $500 000; the closing
balance is nil, so what happens in between. DAFWA are entitled to do
things differently. If somebody wants to change the way, it does not
change the result, so to speak. But we are open to any suggestion of
what is going to be easier, and for the organisation, too, to be able to
account for things, we need —
The CHAIR: Yes; that is what I was getting at, because one of our
terms of reference is the use of the government funds. I know it is only
half a million dollars compared with a very large expenditure, getting
close to $5 million, that The Society undertakes, but if that was
separately accounted for on a dollar-for-dollar basis, that would give
a bit more accountability for the government.706

6.50

Dr Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation at DAFWA told the
Committee that DAFWA was satisfied that the grant money had been appropriately
applied and used to good effect for the State.707 Mr Rob Delane noted that on
‘occasions, we have thought that the RSPCA might have made it easier by allocating
all the funds very clearly and overtly to certain areas’.708

6.51

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that:
There is no barrier to DAFWA seeking detailed financial or
operational information from RSPCAWA and the Grant Agreement
facilitates this.709

705

ibid., p 9.

706

Hon Rick Mazza MLC, Chair and Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence,
23 November 2015, p 9.

707

Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation, Department of Agriculture and
Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 23.
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Mr Rob Delane, Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 23.
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6.52

The Committee requested a more detailed financial statement pertaining to the
government grant from RSPCA WA. The Committee was supplied with a detailed
statement that covered expenditure in excess of the grant monies. RSPCA WA made
the point that they are providing what DAFWA has asked of them. This was a point
RSPCA WA emphasised in its response to the Committee’s preliminary findings.710

6.53

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that to provide specific itemised income and
expenditure relating only to the $500,000 Grant Agreement monies would be
‘impractical’:
In fact, it is RSPCA WA's understanding that no other State
Government grant recipient of this nature is required to maintain a
‘cashbook’ style journal of each and every expenditure item,
especially when there are multiple funding sources and the funding
only supports a percentage of the cost to deliver the service(s). This
would be counterproductive and hypothecating that this should be the
practice runs against basic efficiency principles.711 712

6.54

The potential benefits of the partnership arrangements between RSPCA WA and
DAFWA are indisputable. Clearly, government is getting a good deal. However, the
risks associated with such an arrangement, are equally evident if not managed well—
the Committee believes that benefits of the partnership could be lost. Detailed
disclosure is the community’s safeguard against potential maladministration. That the
amount given is only a contribution to the overall cost of the service is irrelevant. The
public needs unequivocal assurances that public money is being acquitted as it should.

6.55

Poor governance erodes public confidence and can leave parties vulnerable to
criticism. The Committee found that contrary to its expectations, the level of detailed
financial reporting in relation to the grant acquittal was unsatisfactory. The financial
statements included income and expenditure over and above the $500,000 grant from
government. The Committee noted that to date, DAFWA had given tacit approval to
the extent of the detail in previous reports. This is evidenced by the fact that DAFWA
has been content to accept the summary report provided to it by RSPCA WA.

6.56

See Table 9 below for an extract of the summary statements of income and
expenditure covering the period 2014-15. The complete report is available in
Appendix 9.

710

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

711

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information, dated 29 February 2016, Question 6.

712

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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Table 9
Grant Agreement summary statement of income and expenditure
2014-15
Income for the period
Grant funds received
Total income
Expenditure for the period

Public education & promotion of responsible
companion animal ownership
Enforcement of the Act in relation to companion
animals
24-Hour complaint receipt, assessment & response
for public reports of cruelty
Training
Total expenditure
Net loss

500,000
500,000

Labour and
Overhead
Costs
648,440

Other Costs

Total Costs

186,709

835,149

1,391,889

213,342

1,605,231

-

99,422

99,422

2,040,329

35,676
535,149

35,676
2,575,478
2,075,478

FURTHER ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES?
6.57

The Committee believes that DAFWA must be responsible for fostering a culture of
openness in its relationship with RSPCA WA given that public monies are being
expended. Mr Rob Delane (then) Director General DAFWA was unable to explain to
the Committee why the Grant Agreement or the project annual reports by RSPCA WA
were not tabled in the Parliament or made public.713

6.58

It was the Committee’s view that making this information available could ameliorate
criticisms about the lack of government oversight, transparency and accountability in
the administration of the AWA by DAFWA.714

6.59

In light of the evidence presented to it, and considered by it, the Committee makes the
following findings and recommendations:

Finding 41: The Committee finds that no budgeted expenditure in accordance with the
Grant Agreement has been reported, and having viewed and considered the statements
of income and expenditure for the 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15 financial years, despite
the apparently robust provisions of Schedule 3, the Committee is of the view that
consideration must be given to requiring a more methodical examination of the
reporting requirements of the Grant Agreement to include a more detailed report of
expenditure by RSPCA WA.

713

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015; Mr Rob Delane, Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015.

714

Submission 87 from Mr Dean Lyon, 3 July 2015.
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Recommendation 20: The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement clearly
set out a requirement for a more detailed financial report showing budgeted and actual
income and expenditure by RSPCA WA.

Finding 42: The Committee finds that the project annual report required by the Grant
Agreement has not been tabled in the Parliament or made public by the Department of
Agriculture and Food.

Recommendation 21: The Committee recommends that the Grant Agreement project
annual report be made public within 60 days of receipt of the report by the
Department of Agriculture and Food.

VALUE FOR MONEY
6.60

The Committee heard evidence that the grant to RSPCA WA from government
represented value for money.715 RSPCA WA informed the Committee that the actual
expenditure on the approved Grant Agreement purposes far exceeded the grant monies
of $500,000. The actual cost expended on the Grant Agreement purposes by
RSPCA WA is currently in excess of $3 million. Accordingly, grant monies equate to
no more than 6 per cent of the actual expenditure.716 Further, RSPCA WA advised the
Committee that these actual costs did not include the following:


probono legal work provided by law firms and barristers



costs of infrastructure; such as vehicles, equipment, kennels, cat facilities
and veterinary expenses



additional Inspectorate costs relating to the role of Inspectors with
respect to commercial livestock under the Act. These costs include
salaries, vehicle and equipment costs, training and legal fees.717



the cost of The Society’s independent auditor is $20,000, which includes
the work carried out as required within the Grant Agreement.718

715

Submission 109 from Dr Joe Kosterich, 3 July 2015; and Submission 17 from Margaret Herley, 19 June
2015.

716

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015, p 34.
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ibid., pp 33-4.
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6.61

The ‘Animal Welfare Review: Draft report of an independent review of the
investment in and administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in
Western Australia’, chaired by Mr Brian Easton (the Easton Review), recommended
that the current administrative model is the ‘most appropriate model to meet
community expectations and accountability provisions within the terms of the Act and
currently available resources’.719

6.62

The Easton Review looked into alternate service delivery models, whereby either
RSPCA WA or DAFWA would take sole responsibility for administering the AWA.
The Easton Review discounted both of these options by determining that if
RSPCA WA had sole responsibility, this would mean a gap in government
involvement. A government-only alternative would ‘result in a loss of community
commitment and access to the substantial community funded services by the
RSPCA’.720

6.63

The Easton Review also undertook a value for money assessment based on the
framework suggested by Department of Treasury.721 The Committee was not privy to
the value for money assessment. Mr Michael Barnes, Under Treasurer, advised the
Committee that the value for money framework took the following ‘modules’ into
consideration:


service/program specific value for money



agency wide value for money revenue



performance measurement and management



services to meet citizens' needs



maximising value through competition and innovation



workforce issues



benefit incidence, and



asset investment and management.722

6.64

RSPCA WA contends that government gets exceptional value for its contribution of
$500,000. Many other submitters to the Inquiry agreed.723 In response to the

719

Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015.

720

ibid.

721

ibid.

722

Mr Michael Barnes, Under Treasurer, Department of Treasury, Letter, 10 February 2016.
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Committee’s preliminary findings and recommendations, RSPCA WA supported the
Committee’s view.724
6.65

The Committee makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 43: The Committee finds that the $500,000 grant provided to the RSPCA WA
by the Department of Agriculture and Food represents good value for money for
government.

Recommendation 22: The Committee recommends that the funding to RSPCA WA as
part of the service agreement with the Department of Agriculture and Food be
increased.

723

Examples include: Submission 19 from Ashley Morris, 20 June 2015; Submission 24 from Jo Adams,
22 June 2015; and Submission 27 from Hazel James, 25 June 2015.

724

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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ENFORCEMENT OF ANIMAL WELFARE LEGISLATION
7.1

One of the Committee’s terms of reference is an examination of RSPCA WA’s use of
its powers. In fact RSPCA WA has no legal powers in the enforcement of animal
welfare legislation despite some confusion in this regard.725 In order to address this
term of reference, the Committee considered the RSPCA WA general inspectors’ use
of their powers—powers that are conferred on them by virtue of their nomination by
their employer, and their appointment by the CEO of DAFWA under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 (AWA) as a general inspector.

7.2

Some have questioned the appropriateness of permitting individuals employed by a
private charity to carry out a public function usually reserved for the State.726 Many
other legal commentators agree that the situation is unorthodox.727 According
Dr Malcolm Caulfield:
RSPCA(WA) should not be involved in enforcing the animal cruelty
law in any case. It defies logic to have a private organisation
enforcing part of the criminal law. The responsibility should be that
of government.728

7.3

It has been contended that the power of prosecution is the most intrusive power of the
State. According to Mr Stephen Wooler, former Chief Inspector of HM Crown
Prosecution Service Inspectorate (UK), who inquired into the RSPCA in the UK,
contemporary expectations are that the power to prosecute is exercised:


in an objective and impartial manner in accordance with policies that are clear
and transparent

725

Previous RSPCA WA annual reports have stated: ‘RSPCA WA is the only animal welfare organisation in
Western Australia with powers of enforcement under the Animal Welfare Act 2002’. See for example,
RSPCA WA annual report 2012-13, p 2.

726

Examples include: Submission 90 from Pastoralists and Graziers Association of WA, 3 July 2015;
Submission 9 from John Edwards, 16 June 2015; Submission 18 from Paul Barrett, 19 June 2015; and
Submission 74 from Vets Against Live Export, 1 July 2015.
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See for example: E. J. Ellis, 'Making sausages and law: the failure of animal welfare laws to protect both
animals and fundamental tenets of Australia's legal system' (2010) (4) Australian Animal Protection Law
Journal 6-26; Bruce, Alex, Animal law in Australia: An integrated approach, LexisNexis Butterworths,
Chatswood, NSW, 2012; Cao, Deborah, ‘Historical development of animal law’, Animal law in Australia,
Lawbook Co., Pyrmont, NSW, 2015; and Peter Sankoff, Steven White and Celeste Black (eds), ‘Animal
law in Australia’, 2ed, Animal law in Australia, Federation Press, Leichhardt, NSW, 2013.
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free from the influence of executive government or other extraneous influence



by bodies that are publicly accountable.729

7.4

RSPCA WA submitted to the Committee that RSPCA WA general inspectors are
‘highly accountable in undertaking their enforcement role’.730 RSPCA WA general
inspectors have been entrusted with significant powers under the AWA and they have
a unique position within the Western Australian legal framework.731

7.5

In effect RSPCA WA general inspectors take instruction from a private organisation—
their employer, a private charity—with the inspectors exercising a public function. It
is therefore incumbent on them to discharge their enforcement role with due regard to
the responsibility that this entails and conduct themselves in a manner that aligns with
contemporary community expectations of accountability and transparency for all
public officers.

7.6

Concerns have been raised with the Committee about the degree to which the actions
of RSPCA WA general inspectors live up to the standards of a reasonable, objective
and competent prosecutor: the model litigant. The Committee was apprised of
concerns about the manner in which some investigations and prosecutions have been
handled by RSPCA WA general inspectors.732

7.7

Given that similar assertions were made by a number of individuals who engaged with
the Committee, the Committee did assess that the grievances when viewed
collectively were worthy of consideration. The Committee did not pursue individual
cases nor grievances against individual RSPCA WA general inspectors. Rather, and
consistent with its terms of reference, the Committee relied on individual cases only to
examine whether they pointed to any systemic issues relevant to its terms of reference.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY UNDER THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 2002
7.8

Throughout the Inquiry, the Committee noted the difficulty in sourcing a current and
holistic picture of prosecutions under the AWA. This is in part, because all offences
are non-indictable and heard in the Magistrate’s Court, unlike the District or Supreme
Courts, where some judgments are available on the court websites. For matters dealt
with in the Magistrates’ Court transcripts are only available upon request by

729

Mr Stephen Wooler CB, The independent review of prosecution activity of the RSPCA, 24 September
2014, pp 35-6. Available at:
< http://www.rspca.org.uk/webContent/staticImages/Downloads/WoolerReviewFinalSept2014.pdf>.
Viewed 18 May 2016.
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RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Transcript of Evidence,
12 October 2015.
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Submission [Private] from Names withheld, 2015; Names withheld, Transcripts of Evidence, 2016.
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completing a form and supporting affidavit. Some requests, such as those for
transcripts, attract a fee. Further, it is typically only the high profile cases that are
reported by media outlets.
7.9

There is no formal mechanism in the AWA to prompt general inspectors to report
back to the administrator of the AWA, or the Parliament, about their enforcement
activities. Through the Grant Agreement with DAFWA, RSPCA WA is required to
lodge such an activity report, as previously noted in paragraph 6.31, but this sits
outside of the AWA. Over time this has the benefit of building up a profile of animal
welfare enforcement activity by RSPCA WA general inspectors in Western Australia.
However it does not include non-RSPCA WA general inspectors.

7.10

The Committee was informed that as there is no requirement for DAFWA to be
advised of such activities and local government general inspectors do not provide
DAFWA with any statistics in relation to their activities under the AWA. DAFWA
advised that it is not aware (formally or anecdotally) of any prosecutions being
commenced by a local government general inspector under the AWA since assuming
responsibility for the Act in July 2011. DAFWA is ‘informally’ aware of successful
prosecutions by the Department of Parks and Wildlife.733 In other jurisdictions an
annual report is lodged with the Parliament detailing all facets of animal welfare
enforcement activity for the year.734

7.11

The Committee therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 44: The Committee finds that there is no formal mechanism in the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 to require general inspectors to report back to the administrator of
the Act, or the Parliament, about their enforcement activities.

Recommendation 23: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is
amended to require:


general inspectors to report their enforcement activities annually to the
CEO of Department of Agriculture and Food



the Department of Agriculture and Food to incorporate this data in its
annual report tabled in Parliament.

733

Dr Tony Higgs, Principal Veterinary Officer, Manager Animal Welfare Regulation, Biosecurity and
Regulation, Department of Agriculture and Food, Email, 5 October 2015.

734

For example, in England and Wales under the Animal Health Act (UK) 1981, an annual statutory return is
required to be made and laid before Parliament.
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Prosecution scrutiny
7.12

As outlined previously, general inspectors under the AWA may be appointed from a
number of organisations, agencies and departments. Each RSPCA WA general
inspector has the power to bring a prosecution in his or her own name, but they
operate under the authority of DAFWA.735

7.13

When it was put to RSPCA WA at a public hearing with the Committee, that there
was a lack of government scrutiny of RSPCA WA general inspectors’ enforcement
activity Mr David van Ooran responded that:
[DAFWA] has every opportunity to scrutinise, and they do. We often
regularly meet and we discuss a whole range of cases and issues
constructively, but the CEO and the department can at any time raise
any issue in relation to the activities of an inspector as part of their
job under the Animal Welfare Act—absolute clear transparency and
accountability.736

7.14

In response to the Committee’s preliminary findings and recommendations,
RSPCA WA submitted that, in its view, the CEO of DAFWA has the ‘clear ability to
exercise oversight of RSPCA WA general inspectors under the Act’.737

7.15

Although they operate under the authority of DAFWA, as previously noted, the AWA
does not provide DAFWA with a clear framework to control or govern prosecutions
under the Act. As such, individual inspectors from numerous bodies operate with
different approaches and strategies, with markedly different results. In the
Committee’s view, this has led to an inconsistent system for animal welfare
management and prosecution.

7.16

The Committee noted that this lack of government accountability is concerning. Mr
Rob Delane, (then) Director General of DAFWA informed the Committee that despite
DAFWA being the current administrator of the AWA, it had no more oversight of
RSPCA WA-inspector initiated prosecutions than would any member of the public.
This is highlighted in the following exchange between Committee members and
DAFWA representatives at a public hearing.
Hon SALLY TALBOT: Where we are clear, though, is that DAFWA
is the agency charged with administering the Animal Welfare Act. But

735

Culverwell v Ginbey [2016] WASC 3

736

Mr David van Ooran, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015,
p 10.

737

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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you do not have any oversight of prosecutions commenced under that
act by an RSPCA officer?
Mr Delane: Not formal oversight in the sense that RSPCA employ
general inspectors who do not have an obligation to advise, to involve
et cetera. In some cases, we do not necessarily have more oversight
than a general member of the public, except clearly with our
interaction in the area than we may well be very well informed about
some prosecutions but it depends how you want to interpret
“oversight”. Do we have any oversight/control? No we do not.
The CHAIR: If a prosecution has commenced, you cannot interfere
with that in any way?
Mr Delane: No.
Mr Chennell: It is probably worth adding, Chair, that we do not
approve prosecutions.
The CHAIR: So, that is all you can do, not approve it, but you cannot
do anything about it.
Hon SALLY TALBOT: Yes, so there is no point at which DAFWA
assesses the public interest test, for example?
Mr Chennell: No; that is correct.738
7.17

Given that the powers of RSPCA WA general inspectors are derived from the AWA,
and that the enforcement of animal welfare law is spread across a number of agencies,
the Committee believes that it is important to have a coordinated approach and
consistent standards.

7.18

In response to the Committee’s preliminary findings and recommendations,
RSPCA WA clarified that its prosecution panel (comprising the Chief Inspector, inhouse counsel and the investigating inspector) only has a role in relation to a decision
to commence a prosecution. The panel does not have a role in relation to the day to
day investigative work of RSPCA WA general inspectors, nor the on-going conduct of
prosecutions once commenced.739

738

Hon Sally Talbot MLC and Dr Kevin Chennell, Executive Director, Biosecurity and Regulation,
Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence, 16 November 2015, p 20.

739

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.
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740

After careful consideration of the evidence received , the Committee makes the
following findings:

Finding 45: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA has its own prosecution panel
which authorises appointed inspectors employed by them to commence prosecutions.
The lack of direction and oversight by the Department of Agriculture and Food has
resulted in RSPCA WA general inspectors acting independently in prosecution
matters, similar to a private prosecution using private law firms and lawyers to
prosecute animal welfare offences.

Finding 46: The Committee finds that the current system for the enforcement of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 does not have adequate checks and balances. It is important
to have a coordinated approach and consistent standards for all general inspectors.

Finding 47: The Committee finds that the current system for the enforcement of the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 would be strengthened by ensuring that all prosecutorial
decisions by RSPCA WA general inspectors are subjected to oversight by a public
body.

7.20

The Committee is cognisant that any arrangement that sees formalised government
oversight of RSPCA WA-inspectors’ prosecutorial activity might be deemed, in some
quarters, to be interference.741 A balance needs to be struck between on the one hand
respect for the expertise, experience and independence of RSPCA WA-employed
inspectors, and on the other hand, accountability to the community for its enforcement
activities.742

7.21

Mr Delane agreed that the perception that DAFWA had a lack of oversight of general
inspectors in particular, and prosecutions under the AWA in general, was problematic.
He informed the Committee that this was an area of ‘active consideration’ for
DAFWA and that he was aiming to have consistency in the way inspectors operate
under the AWA—irrespective of their employer.743 Ideally, according to Mr Delane:
all inspectors, whoever they are employed by, operating under
consistent, if not common, operational procedures and operating

740

Including RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to
the Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

741

Name withheld, Letter, 9 September 2015; and Name withheld, Letter, 10 September 2015

742

Submission 21 Barrie Collins, 20 June 2015; Submission 29 Eileen Sims, 25 June 2015; and Submission
37 from T Atkinson, 26 June 2015.

743

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 20.
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standards and compliance and prosecution standards if not
procedures.744
7.22

The Committee was informed that some work had already been advanced in this area,
including an examination of the ‘practicalities and the amount of work involved and a
timetable’.745 Mr Delane informed the Committee that his desire for consistency in the
application and enforcement of the AWA was not new. It had been a feature of
DAFWA’s administration of the AWA since taking over responsibility for it in 2011.
As previously noted, in paragraph 5.49, a strategy for achieving regulatory
consistency in the application of the AWA is a feature of the MoU between DAFWA
and RSPCA WA.746

7.23

Since then, Mr Rob Delane explained that there had been a ‘very substantial shifting
in ground’ since DAFWA took on the administration of the AWA in 2011 about how
it should exert its powers under the AWA.747
It would not have been acceptable for us to immediately take on
responsibility and then impose constraints on the operation of general
inspectors working for any organisation. I think things have changed
quite a lot, including the availability of improved training and
operational procedures, and compliance enforcement policies and the
like.748

7.24

According to Mr Delane, what had changed since 2011 was a realisation by DAFWA
that their relationship had been with the employer of the inspectors—RSPCA WA—
rather than directly with the individual inspectors. Under the AWA, RSPCA WA has
no standing: it is the inspectors employed by RSPCA WA and appointed by DAFWA
that are the authorised persons under the AWA. Mr Delane explained that:
We have been administering it [the AWA] since 2011, so five years.
The desire for consistency has not changed. I think the method of
achieving it is a new way of thinking. I think I know—we started off in
a relationship with the RSPCA and others where we started at that
time and we sought to achieve consistency through relationship,
common goal and that sort of thing. As I illustrated at the start,
I think we dealt more strongly perhaps with the relationship between
the employing organisation than directly with the general inspectors
under what we are giving detailed consideration to, or started to give

744

ibid.

745

ibid.

746

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, dated 1 July 2015, Annexure 10, Schedule 3.

747

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
14 September 2015, p 4.

748

ibid.
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detailed consideration to, the relationship would be much more
overtly with the general inspector. They would be the ones operating
under the consistent procedures. Their employer will clearly have a
role in supporting them in carrying out that function.749
7.25

The Committee therefore makes the following findings and recommendation:

Finding 48: The Committee finds that on assuming administration of the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 in 2011, the Department of Agriculture and Food focused on
establishing its relationship with RSPCA WA as the employer of general inspectors,
rather than directly engaging with the individual inspectors.

Finding 49: The Committee finds that the ability of the Department of Agriculture and
Food to have effective oversight of RSPCA WA general inspectors in respect to
prosecutions is undermined by a lack of clarity in the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Recommendation 24: The Committee recommends that the Animal Welfare Act 2002
be amended to:


require the Department of Agriculture and Food to consent to an Animal
Welfare Act 2002 prosecution



give the Department of Agriculture and Food the express power to direct
and conduct all prosecutions under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

RSPCA WA-inspector enforcement activities
7.26

Even the most ardent critics of RSPCA WA acknowledge that it is a charity with a
long history of achievement in animal welfare. Many submitters referenced the
valuable role in animal welfare that RSPCA WA has played.750 As noted earlier, it has
a long and distinguished history in the application of animal welfare legislation.
Notably, the first law enforcement activities of The RSPCA pre-dated the first modern
police force in the UK.751

749

Mr Rob Delane, (then) Director General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Transcript of Evidence,
16 November 2015, p 20.

750

Examples include: Submission 17 from Margaret Herley, 19 June 2015; Submission 43 from Vicki
Carpenter, 1 July 2015; and Submission 60 from Neale Blackwood, 2 July 2015.

751

Malcolm Caulfield, Handbook of Australian animal cruelty law, Animals Australia, North Melbourne,
2009, p 173.
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7.27

However, despite a good reputation for advancing animal welfare in Western
Australia, RSPCA WA has attracted criticism centered on its inspectors and the
manner in which they discharge their duties under the AWA. While RSPCA WA put
this down to aggrieved ex-staff, people charged with animal cruelty and those with
vested interests, the Committee felt that it could not dismiss the criticisms given that
the use of its powers is one of the Inquiry’s terms of reference.

7.28

The Committee did not systematically review and analyse every prosecution mounted
by RSPCA WA general inspectors. A number of people engaged with the Committee
expressing their dissatisfaction with aspects of their experiences with RSPCA WA
general inspectors in the investigations and prosecutions brought under the AWA. The
specific criticisms included allegations that inspectors:


Improperly and covertly used recording devices to obtain evidence, edited
recorded evidence and edited transcript evidence.752



Issued multiple charges against persons not supported by sufficient evidence,
later dropping all charges without explanation after protracted court processes
or media exposure.753



Failed on some occasions to ensure that warrants and other documentation
were accurate and properly served.754



Brought a prosecution against an individual who was not an owner of the
animals in question nor responsible for the care of the animals, nor connected
to the property on which the animals resided.755



Brought a prosecution too close to time and failing to give the defendants
‘contemporaneous opportunity to deal with’ allegations.756



Failed to provide disclosure to defendants as ordered.757



Engaged in inappropriate charge bargaining.758 759

752

Transcript of proceedings before Magistrate R. Huston on 20 June 2014, Western Australia Police v
Adele Culverwell; Adele Culverwell v RSPC at 160 and Names withheld, Private evidence.

753

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

754

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

755

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

756

Western Australia Police v Nicolass Francois Botha KR2136-2143 of 2014, 30 March 2016, per
Magistrate K Tavener at para [106].

757

Swift v Nicolass Botha and SAWA Pty Ltd, para 27.

758

Charge bargaining is defined in RSPCA WA’s Compliance, Enforcement and Prosecution Policy as: “6.
Negotiations between the parties are to be encouraged and may occur at any stage of the progress of a
matter through the courts. Charge negotiations must be based on principle and reason, not on expedience
alone. A written record of the charge negotiations must be kept, in the interests of transparency and
probity.”

759

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.
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Publicly announced on social media the identity of an individual charged
(including photographs) and failed to publicly recant charges once dropped.760
761



Included in a settlement deed confidentiality clauses which may be
unnecessarily onerous and included in a settlement deed a non-derogation
clause covering both the inspector and the RSPCA WA.762



Failed to communicate with a person whose animal was seized and euthanised
to allow them to collect the remains of their animal.763



Advising persons charged of matters regarding their seized animals within
time, but so close to the deadline as to exclude the person from having
recourse.764

7.29

The Committee was also made aware of allegations that RSPCA WA had contravened
section 44 of the AWA by holding seized animals beyond the lawful time-frame
permitted.765 RSPCA WA revealed that this occurred in 2012-13 when nine cases
involving 24 seized animals exceeded the four month period provided for under
section 44 of the AWA.766 As a consequence the RSPCA WA staff member involved
was terminated.767

7.30

RSPCA WA informed the Committee that they advised DAFWA at the time. An
application was made to the Court for an order that the animals remain under seizure,
and this was granted.768

7.31

According to RSPCA WA, internal procedures within the inspectorate were
subsequently updated and training provided to its general inspectors so as to ensure
that the situation could not occur again. In addition, a new procedure was put in place
for forfeiture applications to be promptly instigated for all new cases involving seized

760

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

761

RSPCA WA’s Compliance, Enforcement and Prosecution Policy states: ‘RSPCA WA understands that
there is often public interest as to the progress of cases. Specific details, such as the name of the alleged
offender, will not be released either prior to the matter coming before the court or during the court
process. Decisions concerning the public release of information are made at executive level within The
Society.’

762

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

763

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

764

Name withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.

765

Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015.

766

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to submission of Eric Ball, 20 November 2015, p 26.

767

ibid.

768

Mr John Flint, Assistant Editor, The Sunday Times/PerthNow, Supplementary information: Response to
questions on notice, 28 October 2015.
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animals. This process runs concurrently with any prosecution application by
RSPCA WA.769
7.32

The Committee believes that like all public officers empowered with statutory powers,
RSPCA WA general inspectors have an obligation to adhere to investigative best
practice and the model litigant principles—required when the State initiates a
prosecution—and the prosecutor’s duties under Rule 44 of the Legal Profession
Conduct Rules 2010. Adherence to the above is contemplated in RSPCA WA’s
compliance, enforcement and prosecution policy.770

7.33

RSPCA WA in the context of the allegation that they have not been conducted in
accordance with the principles of the model litigant, commented that its prosecution
success rate in recent years is 97 per cent.771 A prosecution success rate does not in
itself demonstrate a model litigant.

7.34

The RSPCA WA alleged that the Committee did not provide any specific evidence
which indicated concerns with their prosecutorial decisions. The Committee disagrees
with this view. In one specific case, a Committee hearing with the RSPCA WA went
into private session to deal specifically with a matter concerning a prosecutorial
decision by an RSPCA WA general inspector.772

7.35

In light of the evidence presented to, and considered by it, the Committee makes the
following finding:

Finding 50: The Committee finds that it has been presented with evidence claiming
that some investigations and prosecutions involving RSPCA WA general inspectors
have not been conducted in accordance with the principles of the model litigant.
Perception of heavy handedness
7.36

Throughout the Inquiry, the Committee was made aware of allegations that there is a
perception that RSPCA WA general inspectors were heavy handed in their approach
to investigating and prosecuting matters under the AWA.773

7.37

This perception extended to suggestions that a person had a greater likelihood of being
prosecuted for animal cruelty offences by an RSPCA WA-employed inspector than a

769

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to submission of Eric Ball, 20 November 2015, p 26.

770

Submission 72 from RSPCA WA, 1 July 2015.

771

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

772

ibid., p 9, and RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 23 November 2015.

773

Examples include: Submission 122 from Drs Matthew and Ina Carrick, 9 July 2015; Drs Matthew and Ina
Carrick, Greenough Equine Centre, Transcript of Evidence, 14 September 2015; Submission 123 from
Dr Ina Carrick, 9 July 2015; Names withheld, Transcript of Evidence, July 2015; Submission [Private]
from Names withheld, July 2015; Names withheld, Transcript of Private Evidence, 2016.
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non-RSPCA WA-inspector. The Committee accepts that to some degree there is a
plausible explanation for this given that cases of animal cruelty to companion animals
are referred to the RSPCA WA by other public bodies. RSPCA WA is the principalresponder for all animal cruelty complaints in WA.
7.38

Critics of RSPCA WA allege that it is quick to prosecute.774 Implicit in this is the
suggestion that a high profile prosecution generates media interest, stirs public opinion
and financial benefits flow to the charity in the form of donations.775 Whether this is
actually the case is difficult to ascertain. There is certainly a perception that it is the
case. RSPCA WA denies this allegation and informed the Committee that:
the vast majority of investigations are resolved by the Inspectors
providing advice, guidance and directions to animal owners.776

7.39

Furthermore:
Firstly, the statistics speak for themselves—22 prosecutions in
FY13/14 out of 6,113 cases investigated by RSPCAWA Inspectors
equates to just 0.36% of investigations that went on to prosecutions,
all of which were successful. 28 prosecutions in FY 14/15 out of 6,
353 cases investigated equates to just 0.44% of investigations that led
to prosecutions, all of which were successful.777

7.40

It was put to RSPCA WA that while their record points to ‘zero unsuccessful
prosecutions’, it does not account for instances where charges have been laid, and
subsequently these charges have been withdrawn—sometimes at a significant
financial cost.778

7.41

In response Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, pointed out that it was not
unusual for a law enforcement agency to modify or even withdraw charges as the case
progressed.779 While it was true that an accused could amass significant costs in
relation to defending the action, without having a day in court, again this was not
something unique to RSPCA WA:
Mr van Ooran: The law is very clear. The court process is very clear.
You will find charges being laid and or withdrawn by any

774

Mr Eric Ball, Transcript of Evidence, 29 June 2015, p 13; and Submission 85 from Mr Simon Eager,
3 July 2015.

775

Submission [Private] from Names withheld, July 2015.

776

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to submission of Eric Ball, 20 November 2015, p 8.

777

Mr David van Ooran, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015,
p 11.

778

Submission 71 from Ms Mariana May, 2 July 2015; Names withheld, Transcript of Evidence, 2016.

779

Mr David van Ooran, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015,
p 11.
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enforcement agency, depending on how that case or investigation
might shift, and that legal advice. Our actions are based on legal
advice at the time. It is not unusual at all for charges to be modified
as the court process works through.780
7.42

See Table 10 below for details of RSPCA WA’s animal cruelty complaints and
prosecution statistics covering the period 2009-2015.

Prosecution statistics
7.43

In its annual report 2013-14, the RSPCA WA noted 23 successful prosecutions and
that 28 people were convicted of animal cruelty constituting a 160 per cent increase on
the previous year.781 In an answer to a question on notice during a hearing,
RSPCA WA said ‘30 actions were commenced and 28 of these resulted in successful
prosecutions.’782 DAFWA stated that it had one unsuccessful prosecution in 2013-14
and two successful and one unsuccessful prosecution in 2014-15.783

7.44

Animal cruelty complaints to RSPCA WA have increased over the last five years.784
Table 10 below illustrates that this is indeed the case. Complaints rose from 3,379 in
2009-10 to 6,353 in 2014-15. In the same period successful prosecutions increased
from ten in 2009 to 27 in 2014- 15. The prosecutions by RSPCA WA general
inspectors in 2009-10 involved 18 people and 20 charges were laid; in 2014-15 it
involved 31 people and 72 charges were laid.

780

ibid., p 12.

781

RSPCA WA, Annual report 2014-15, p 6.

782

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to questions on notice, 24 September 2015,
Question 2.

783

Dr Tony Higgs, Principal Veterinary Officer, Manager Animal Welfare Regulation, Biosecurity and
Regulation, Department of Agriculture and Food, Email, 1 October 2015.

784

Mr David van Ooran, Chief Executive Officer, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015,
p 8.
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Table 10
RSPCA WA Animal cruelty complaints and prosecutions
2009-15785
WA
+/2009-10
Cruelty complaints

WA
+/2010-11

WA
+/2011-12

WA
+/2012-13

WA
+/2013-14

WA
+/2014-15

Investigated

NA

3,832

453

3,664

-168

2,782

-882

6,113

+3,331

6,353

+240

NA

20

+4

10

-10

8

-2

22

+14

27

+5

NA

20

+10

10^

-10

7

-3

22

+15

27

+5

NA

21

+1

11

-10

8

-3

68

+60

72

+4

20

+2

14

-7

8

-6

27

+19

31

+4

NA

9

-7

12

+3

24

-12

31

+7

31

0

NA

81

33

11

-70

49

+38

40

-9

48

+8

3,379

Cruelty prosecutions
Prosecutions
16
finalised
Successful
10
prosecutions1
Charges laid
20
People
18
charged
Cases
16
pending
Routine
114
inspections

+/- = change from previous year
1
Facts proved in relation to principal charges

7.45

Every year RSPCA Australia collates and publishes statistical data on cruelty
complaints and prosecutions by state and territory. This is depicted in Table 11.
Table 11
RSPCA cruelty complaints and prosecutions by State/Territory1
2014-15786
ACT
NSW
QLD
SA
TAS
VIC
WA
Cruelty complaints
Investigated
2,235
Cruelty prosecutions
Prosecutions
9
finalised
Successful
9
prosecutions2
Charges laid
31
People charged
9
Cases pending
28
Routine
0
3
inspections
1
2
3

15,012

18,499

4,953

3,017

10,740

6,353

60,809

67

20

53

29

69

27

274

62

20

51

28

66

27

263

323
71
36
117

174
70
36
0

134
62
48
27

123
35
31
22

494
69
27
2

72
31
31
48

1,351
347
237
216

RSPCA Darwin does not enforce animal welfare legislation in NT.
Received refers to all animals in RSPCA facilities during the 2014-2015 financial year.
Examples of the types of establishments routinely inspected by the RSPCA: abattoirs,
aquariums, breeding establishments, circuses, feedlots, guard dog firms, hobby farms, intensive
farms, kennels, livestock vessels, markets, pet shops, poultry farms, pounds, riding schools,
rodeos, saleyards, scientific establishments, shelters, shows, tourist parks, zoos.

785

Statistics extracted from: RSPCA Australia, National Statistics annual reports 2014-15.

786

ibid., p8.
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RSPCA Australia also collates and publishes an annual time series of its cruelty
complaints and prosecutions. The time series data is depicted in Table 12 below.
Table 12
RSPCA Cruelty complaints and prosecutions nationally over the past 6 years787
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
53,544
54,398
45,717
49,861
58,591
60,809
Complaints
Prosecutions1
247
275
206
236
274
1

Finalised prosecutions.

Finding 51: The Committee finds that prosecution statistics are not a reliable
reflection of the animal welfare enforcement activities undertaken by general
inspectors. Other enforcement activities include education and direction notices, and
should include infringement notices when prescribed regulations are enacted.
In the public interest?
7.47

The Committee noted that detractors of RSPCA WA alleged that on occasion it acted
in its own self-interest, rather than in the public interest.788 The Committee was also
made aware of concerns where the consequences of the RSPCA WA general
inspectors’ actions had a disproportionate impact on the individuals involved and
questionable animal welfare outcomes.789

7.48

The Committee believes that it is imperative that all public officers conferred with
powers of law enforcement—including RSPCA WA general inspectors—are not
unduly influenced, even unintentionally, by the vagaries of media interest. Doubtless
publicity is important to a charity like RSPCA WA given that it is reliant on public
donations to carry out its functions. It is likely that high profile prosecutions are a
useful tool in educating the public about animal welfare matters. The unintended
consequences however, are that an impression of heavy handedness persists in some
sections of the community.

7.49

Despite being best placed to pursue animal welfare matters given its resources,
experience and technical expertise, critics asserted that RSPCA WA also promoted
other roles that were incompatible with the duty of its inspectors’ in adhering to the
principles of a model litigant. There is a perception that it is these campaigning, fund
raising and commercial roles that have the potential to compromise RSPCA WA

787

ibid. p 9.

788

Submission [Private] from Names withheld, July 2015.

789

Name withheld, Transcript of Evidence, 2016.
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general inspectors’ impartiality in the investigation and prosecution of cases of animal
cruelty.790
7.50

Some of the allegations levelled at RSPCA WA can be broadly described as mistrust
by some sections of the community who are suspicious of the RSPCA’s
motivations.791 RSPCA WA must demonstrate that the actions of its inspectors,
empowered to carry out a public function are doing so free of influence from the
campaigning, lobbying and commercial activities of their employer. A level of
mistrust does not augur well for the State as it relies on RSPCA WA general
inspectors to be reasonable, competent, impartial and objective in the discharge of
their enforcement duties under the AWA.

7.51

The Committee believes that in every case, prosecutorial discretion must be free from
undue influence. Tensions arise when RSPCA WA’s objectives relating to animal
welfare are at odds with the public expectations of that of a law enforcement agency.
RSPCA WA general inspectors are put in the unenviable position of being asked on
the one hand to enforce the law of the land, but to ignore the objectives, policies and
positions of their employer. This is particularly problematic when RSPCA WA’s
stance can be interpreted as promoting a higher welfare standard than is currently
legislated for.792

7.52

RSPCA WA’s ‘other’ roles do not sit comfortably with the role of its inspectors as
prosecutors under the AWA. Not only does RSPCA WA general inspectors’ conduct
have to emulate that of a model litigant, but they also have to be seen to do so. The
Committee believes that it is therefore essential that RSPCA WA avoids any
perception that its campaigning and commercial roles impinge on the enforcement role
of its inspectors.

Media interest versus public interest?
7.53

The Committee was apprised of ‘several examples of incidents’ from a credible source
where alleged information received by RSPCA WA, reportedly pertaining to
occurrences of live baiting within the greyhound industry in WA were not
immediately shared with the regulator.793 This impeded Racing and Wagering WA
(RWWA) from the timely discharge of its statutory functions.

7.54

As previously noted in paragraph 5.153, RWWA stewards have statutory powers to
investigate allegations of this nature as per their charter under the Racing and

790

Submission [Private] from Name withheld, July 2015.

791

Examples include: Submission 113 from Ian Harrison, 6 July 2015; Submission 18 from Paul Barrett,
19 June 2015; Submission 22 from Simon Omotosho, 20 June 2015; and Submission 40 from Sporting
Shooters' Association of Australia, 30 June 2015.

792

Submission 58 from Commercial Egg Producers Association of WA, 2 July 2015.

793

Submission [Private] from Names withheld, July 2015, p 4.
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Wagering Act 2003 and the Rules of Racing—and are duty bound to do so. The
actions of RSPCA WA were in direct opposition to the terms of a MoU between
RSPCA WA and RWWA.794 The MoU was previously mentioned in paragraph 5.149.
7.55

The Committee believes that the communication between RSPCA WA and a media
source regarding allegations of greyhounds buried on the property of a licenced
greyhound trainer by an anonymous complainant on 5 May 2015—three days before it
came to the attention of RWWA—should have been disclosed to RWWA as soon as
possible. RSPCA WA did not pass on this information (which included a detailed
map) to RWWA.795 RSPCA WA disputes this fact.796

7.56

In the case brought to the attention of the Committee, RSPCA WA failed to
communicate directly with RWWA with respect to the allegations of live baiting and
instead released information directly to the media.797 The media information suggested
that certain ‘strong’ information had been received by RSPCA WA and that it had
significant leads.798 Subsequently a thorough co-investigation by RSPCA WA and
RWWA found that no unlawful activities were uncovered in respect of the greyhounds
kept on the property.799

7.57

In the Committee’s view it is concerning that RSPCA WA staff engaged in email
exchanges with a journalist prior to ascertaining the veracity, authenticity or accuracy
of the allegation. RSPCA WA denies this allegation.800

7.58

The Committee has obtained copies of the emails between RSPCA WA and a media
representative from a credible source. The Committee has resolved not to reveal the
source nor the personnel involved. The emails have been heavily redacted to protect
the identities of the individuals involved. See Appendix 10 for extracts of emails
regrading allegations of live baiting in WA between RSPCA WA and a media source.
Copies of the redacted material were provided to RSPCA WA in advance of this
report being tabled, and they were invited to respond.801

7.59

The content and timing of the dialogue with the journalist on an operational matter
which came at a sensitive time for the racing industry following the allegations of live

794

Racing and Wagering Western Australia, 7 September 2015, Tabled paper 1.

795

Submission [Private] from Names withheld, July 2015, p 4.

796

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

797

Submission [Private] from Names withheld, July 2015.

798

Courtney Bembridge, ‘Greyhound racing: RSPCA receives reports of live baiting in WA’, ABC News
Online, 27 February 2015.

799

ibid.

800

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

801

ibid.
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baiting in the eastern states, had the potential to jeopardise the conduct of any future
investigations. It was put to the Committee that it was not recommended best practice
for a regulator to discuss operational matters with the media in a properly conducted
investigation.
7.60

RSPCA WA advised the Committee that there was an agreement with RWWA to
undertake to conduct separate investigations.802 Mr Denis Borovica, General Manager
Racing Integrity, RWWA, in correspondence with the RSPCA WA referenced an
acknowledgement by the parties of the importance of each maintaining their
independence. (A copy of the letter is attached at Appendix 10). However, RWWA
expected to be advised of serious animal welfare issues. In that letter, Mr Borovica
explained that it was RWWA’s understanding that the separate investigation
agreement only related to:
the day-to-day operational functions of our respective
investigators/stewards relating to routine inspections as opposed to
direct knowledge or evidence of a serious animal welfare matter
occurring such as the statement made by Ms Swift would suggest.803

7.61

In the opinion of some submitters to this Inquiry, because of its reliance on donations,
RSPCA WA had an overarching communication strategy which required it to use
advertising designed to stir emotion and instigate financial support from the public.804
Examples presented to the Committee of the ‘blurring of the lines with the media’
gives rise to doubts, in some quarters, as to the impartiality of RSPCA WA.805

7.62

It was posited to the Committee that the comments in the email exchange in
Appendix 10 demonstrate communications not strictly in keeping with the role of an
impartial regulator. It was mooted that this behaviour is typically attributed to an
animal activist based organisation—particularly the suggestion that the media be
‘tipped-off’ with regards to any action being taken.806 RSPCA WA denies this
allegation.807

7.63

It was further submitted to the Committee that for staff of RSPCA WA to continue in
its current role in the enforcement of animal welfare, it must be sufficiently funded.

802

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016.

803

Letter to Mr David van Ooran, CEO RSPCA WA from Mr Denis Borovica, GM Racing Integrity, Racing
and Wagering Western Australia, dated 28 February 2015. See Appendix 10.

804

Examples include: Submission 33 from Mr Eric Ball, 29 June 2015; and Submission [Private] from Name
withheld, July 2015.

805

Submission [Private] from Name withheld, July 2015, p 9.

806

ibid.

807

RSPCA WA: Response to preliminary findings, recommendations and commentary provided to the
Committee on 6 May, dated 16 May 2016, pp 3-6.
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This would reduce RSPCA WA’s reliance on public monies, so that it can effectively
and impartially discharge its statutory duties rather than engage in media strategies
that do not complement that purpose. Furthermore:
As an agency with the powers and duties that it has…it must
discharge its regulatory functions devoid of media interests, public
pressures or other potential areas of conflict of interest and conduct
such role based on sound evidentiary principles acting on facts and
not emotionally driven innuendo.808
7.64

After careful consideration of the evidence presented to it, the Committee makes the
following findings:

Finding 52: The Committee finds that despite an early request for information sharing
by Racing and Wagering Western Australia directed to RSPCA WA CEO, Mr David
Van Ooran, and RSPCA WA Chief Inspector, Amanda Swift, RSPCA WA failed to
communicate directly to Racing and Wagering Western Australia as per the provisions
of a memorandum of understanding and instead released information pertaining to
complaints received directly to the media. The media information suggested that
certain ‘strong’ information had been received by RSPCA WA and that they had
significant leads, which was subsequently proved to be false.

Finding 53: The Committee finds that the relationship between RSPCA WA and
Racing and Wagering Western Australia became strained during the public campaign
by RSPCA WA against live baiting. This was due to the divergence by RSPCA WA
from the memorandum of understanding agreed to with Racing and Wagering
Western Australia that clearly set out the communication pathway between the two
agencies.

Finding 54: The Committee finds that RSPCA WA must ensure that its regulatory
activities are kept at arm’s length from any wider campaigning. The enforcement and
regulatory functions should not be used for the purposes of garnering media attention,
except upon the outcome of successful prosecutions based on the facts.

808

Submission [Private] from Name withheld, July 2015, p 10.
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FURTHER ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE COMMITTEE
UNMET NEED IN ANIMAL WELFARE
8.1

In response to a question about RSPCA’s focus in Western Australia, Mrs Bradshaw
replied that it was in the throes of formulating a new strategic plan, which contained a
vision for RSPCA WA to 2020.809

8.2

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, identified regional Western Australia as an
area of unmet need in terms of animal welfare. He explained to the Committee that:
there are significant demands and calls for further inspectorate
coverage from particularly regional Western Australia. Those calls
come regularly from the community and from local government
authorities and the like where there is a very strong push for a greater
RSPCA presence across regional WA. A lot of information is coming
through suggesting there are a lot of incidents that go unreported
because we do not have that physical visible presence in regional
Western Australia. There is a lot of work to be done in the state in
relation to animal welfare—a lot—and our inspectors are managing
the case load at the moment, but it is growing.810

8.3

Chief Inspector Amanda Swift told the Committee that complaints of unmet need
tended to emanate from ‘Esperance, all of the outskirts’ and ‘from Geraldton
upwards’.811 The Chief Inspector told the Committee that in September 2015
RSPCA WA staff had driven to Broome and had assessed that there were ‘significant
animal welfare problems’ en route.812 Mrs Swift explained that:
It is mainly anecdotal, because when we are up there and we are
speaking to them, they are saying, “We need you up here”, but they
do not report it because they know there is nothing that we can do. I
think people have become a little bit disengaged, if you like, so they
do not report it. As soon as the thing is up there, they are straight out
saying, “This needs to be done; this needs to be done”, but they are
not reporting it to the cruelty line. If we do get those, they tend to be
really serious complaints, so the people that do actually ring us tend

809

Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 20.

810

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, pp 8-9.

811

Mrs Amanda Swift, Chief Inspector, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 9.

812

ibid.
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to be really serious, and then we are reliant upon the police. Then we
ring the police and we will talk through what we would like them to
do, and they tend to go out and enact their Animal Welfare Act
powers on behalf of the RSPCA. They will go and look at the
situation, but they tend to be guided by us, so we will assist with
them.813
8.4

The Committee noted that officers of local government authorities (LGAs) have
responsibilities for the management of companion animals pursuant to the Cat Act
2011 and Dog Act 1976.814 The AWA is predicated on the assumption that local
government authorities (LGAs) appoint officers as general inspectors under the AWA.
LGAs can seek to have the powers of a general inspector conferred on their officers,
but this is discretionary.

8.5

The current economic climate is such that LGAs are confining their activities to their
statutory obligations only.815 Many LGAs have chosen not to exercise the option of
appointing their rangers as general inspectors under the AWA as resource constraints
are an inhibiting factor. For some, it could be seen as an imposition. For example,
under the AWA, a general inspector is responsible for the animal seized and there are
costs and other implications associated with this, especially if the case becomes
protracted and contested in the courts. While RSPCA WA general inspectors have
infrastructure to support this, many LGAs do not. Many LGAs refer animal cruelty
matters to RSPCA WA.816

8.6

Mr Dene Lawrence, President of the WA Rangers Association, informed the
Committee that:
The workload for Local Government Rangers has increased over the
years with various extra Acts and Regulations they need to
administer. There are a significant number of Local Governments that
do not get involved with Animal Welfare due to this reason. There are
a significant number of Local Governments that are not supportive of
their resources being used for what is essentially a State Government
responsibility, specifically their staff being authorised as General
Inspectors under the Animal Welfare Act.817

8.7

Given that Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, told the Committee that ‘[t]here
is a lot of work to be done in the state in relation to animal welfare—a lot’, the
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ibid.
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Ms Jennifer Mathews, Department of Local Government and Communities, Letter, 4 March 2016.

815

Mr Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers’ Association, Letter, 4 March 2016.

816

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to further evidence submitted by Department of
Agriculture and Food dated 10 March 2016, 24 March 2016, p 7.

817

Mr Dene Lawrence, President, WA Rangers’ Association, Letter, 4 March 2016, p 2.
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Committee asked if it had identified where the gaps were, and what was required to
address them. RSPCA WA was given the opportunity to provide the information
subsequent to the hearing.818
8.8

RSPCA WA responded that the question of addressing unmet needs in animal welfare
in Western Australia is both a ‘complex and important’ one.819 According to
RSPCA WA, this was due, in part, to the considerable range of animal welfare issues
in Western Australia that span a number of sectors and animal species.820

8.9

To fully comprehend the degree of unmet need in animal welfare in Western
Australia, RSPCA WA recommended that a comprehensive study be undertaken.
Furthermore, any such study should consider the relevant research on the topic and
consult widely with the key stakeholders.821 In the absence of such a study,
RSPCA WA stated that, in their view, some of the key animal welfare issues in
Western Australia at present included:

8.10



Unwanted, neglected and abandoned dogs



Deliberate cruelty and neglect of companion animals, particularly in regional
WA



Inhumane and ineffective feral and pest management



Welfare issues within intensive animal production systems



Wildlife care and protection



Welfare issues relating to animals used in recreation, sport and
entertainment.822

In addition, RSPCA WA recommended that the following key strategies might go
some way towards ensuring that this unmet need in the area of animal welfare is
addressed:


Increasing animal welfare education programs



Increasing animal welfare compliance activities, particularly in regional
WA

818

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 9.

819

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to questions on notice, 24 September 2015,
Question 3.

820

ibid.
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ibid.
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Vastly improving commitment and collaboration amongst stakeholders



Developing a state-wide strategy for humane and effective animal control
programs.823

REPORT

Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President, also said that RSPCA WA’s focus is often reactive,
rather than proactive:
we have to often divert ourselves away from what we plan to do to
what we need to. It is an ever-moving feast, if you like.824

8.12

The Committee, therefore, makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 55: The Committee finds that additional general inspectors should be
appointed in regional and remote Western Australia to better address the identified
unmet need in animal welfare.

Recommendation 25: The Committee recommends that additional general inspectors
be appointed in regional and remote Western Australia to meet the identified unmet
need in animal welfare.
INCREASING ANIMAL CRUELTY REPORTS
8.13

When asked at a public hearing about the current gaps in resources for the
RSPCA WA Inspectorate, Mr David van Ooran responded that it was facing an
increase in the number of animal cruelty complaints. According to RSPCA WA, the
top five cruelty concerns in Western Australia are:


abandonment (in both metropolitan and regional areas)



animals in poor condition (most commonly, emaciated domestic animals and
livestock)



physical abuse (such as beatings and intentional cruelty)



living conditions



lack of sufficient food and water.825

823

ibid.

824

Mrs Lynne Bradshaw, President, RSPCA WA, Transcript of Evidence, 7 September 2015, p 20.

825

RSPCA WA Grant agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1.
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RSPCA WA has said that demand for their services has grown given that the number
of animal cruelty complaints has increased over the last five years.826 Other
submitters mentioned unmet need in rural and regional areas.827 This is depicted in
Table 13 below. Complaints rose from 3,379 in 2009-10 to 6,353 in 2014-15.
Table 13
RSPCA WA Animal cruelty
complaints investigated
2009-15828
Year
WA
+/2009-10
3,379
NA
2010-11
3,832
+453
2011-12
3,664
-168
2012-13
2,782
-882
2013-14
6,113
+3,331
2014-15
6,553
+240
NA = not applicable
+/- = change from previous year

8.15

RSPCA WA reported that they are ‘seeing dramatic and more disturbing cases of
malicious cruelty’: instances where animals are being abused, burnt, beaten, wounded
and killed inhumanely.829

8.16

Some, including RSPCA WA, suggest that there is a correlation between animal abuse
and other forms of interpersonal violence.830 RSPCA WA President,
Mrs Lynne Bradshaw believed that Australia lagged behind other developed countries
in recognising the correlation between animal cruelty and criminal behaviour.831 Other
animal welfare advocates espoused that a better understanding of how cruelty to
animals relates to other forms of violence may assist in the development of tools for
prevention and intervention.832

826

Mr David van Ooran, CEO, RSPCA WA, Transcript of evidence, 7 September 2015, p 8.

827

Examples include: Submission 34 from Carole Trivett, 30 June 2015; Submission 110 from Saving
Animals from Euthanasia, 6 July 2015; and Submission 120 from Geraldton Dog Rescue, 9 July 2015.

828

Statistics extracted from: RSPCA Australia, National Statistics annual reports 2014-15

829

RSPCA WA Grant agreement project annual report 2014-15, in Mr Peter Metcalfe, Acting Director
General, Department of Agriculture and Food, Letter, 10 February 2016, Attachment 1, para 5, p 4.

830

RSPCA Australia, ‘RSPCA Policy H5 Domestic violence and cruelty to animals’, in RSPCA WA,
Submission 72, 1 July 2015, Annexure 3.

831

‘Calls for animal abuse database’, The West Australian, 12 July 2009. Available
< https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/wa/a/5808700/calls-for-animal-abuse-database/>.Viewed
18 May 2016.

832

Randall Lockwood, ‘Cruelty to animals and human violence’, in Marc Bekoff (ed.), Encyclopedia of
animal rights and animal welfare, 2nd ed, ABC-CLIO, Santa Barbara, California, 2010, pp 153-5.
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8.17

Some years ago, RSPCA WA called for the recording of animal cruelty convictions on
the police criminal database as part of the working-with-children-checks.833 Since
2006, those with animal cruelty convictions have had their crimes recorded in
CrimTrac.834 At the time, the [then] Minister for Community Development announced
‘that [those] convicted by the RSPCA for animal cruelty would have their offences
detected’ under new criminal screening laws.835 The (then) Minister said that ‘[t]here
is strong evidence showing links between people who are cruel to animals and those
who hurt humans and, in particular, children’.836

8.18

Mr Gary Dreibergs, Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Services), WA Police, informed
the Committee that WA Police had not ‘conducted any formal research into the
correlation between animal abuse and other forms of violence’.837

8.19

Mr Dreibergs confirmed that WA Police routinely recorded animal cruelty incidences
and offences—either reported to police or detected by police—in its incident
management system.838 However, incidents and offences of cruelty investigated by
RSPCA WA general inspectors, local government inspectors or the DAFWA
inspectors were not recorded unless they were specifically referred to WA Police for
attention.839 The information recorded by WA Police therefore ‘has limited value in
understanding animal cruelty in Western Australia’.840 See Table 14 below for
WA Police’s count of charges for offences against the AWA covering the period
2010-15.

8.20

WA Police does not have a complete picture of the extent of animal cruelty in Western
Australia. It could be argued that no-one does. In the Committee’s view, this is
problematic, as, in the absence of a systematic process to collect and track animal
cruelty data—irrespective of who the prosecuting authority is—it is difficult to
determine the scope of the problem, correlations or the effectiveness of specific
strategies aimed at preventing or reducing animal cruelty.

833

RSPCA WA, Annual Report 2005-06, Malaga, WA, RSPCA WA, p 2.

834

CrimTrac is the national information-sharing service for Australia’s police, law enforcement and national
security agencies. The agency was established in 2000 as a collaborative partnership between the
Commonwealth, states and territories to help combat crime in Australia.

835

Hon Sheila McHale MLA, Minister for Community Development, Child protection screening to expose
animal cruelty convictions, Media Statement, 15 January 2006.
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ibid.
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Mr Gary Dreibergs, Deputy Commissioner (Specialist Services), WA Police, Letter, 2 March 2016.
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Table 14
WA Police Count of charges for offences against the Animal Welfare
Act 2002
1 January 2010 to 31 December 2015841
Animal Welfare Act 2002
Offence
Cruelty to animals
Animal cruelty - Causing an
animal unnecessary harm
Cruelty to animals - fail to take
reasonable steps to alleviate harm
suffered
19
Causing unnecessary harm to
(3)(b)(ii) confined animal
31 (1)
Possession of things intended to
inflict cruelty
76 (c)
False or misleading information to
an inspector
Section
19 (1)
19 (1) &
(2) (e)
19 (1) &
(3) (h)

2010
24

Arrest year
2012
2013
5
11
4
8

2014
11
8

2015
10
14
2

1
1
1
25

8.21

2011
20

20

10

19

19

27

The Committee, therefore, makes the following finding and recommendation:

Finding 56: The Committee finds that there is an increasing demand on the available
resources of RSPCA WA. There is no formal framework which allows for reporting
and recording animal cruelty-related incidents across government agencies.

Recommendation 26: The Committee recommends that the Minister for Agriculture
and Food establish a mechanism involving RSPCA WA and appropriate government
agencies (including, but not limited to, WA Police, the Mental Health Commission, the
Department of Agriculture and Food and the Department of Local Government and
Communities) to monitor the changes in demand for the services provided by general
inspectors appointed under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

841

ibid.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.22

Many Western Australians have a deep affection towards, and a close association
with, animals. Animal protection has been embraced enthusiastically by Western
Australians, many of whom engaged with and contributed to this Inquiry.

8.23

While most people agree that execrable acts of cruelty are appalling and are not
tolerated, there is little consensus on a definition of animal welfare.842 Despite
considerable effort to derive one, and it being the subject of intellectual ferment, there
is no universal definition of animal welfare.843 Achieving consensus regarding
appropriate ways to measure animal welfare has also been problematic as there is a
‘bewildering complexity of intermeshed and sometimes contradictory ideas about
animal welfare and how it can be assessed’.844

8.24

The impetus for the introduction of animal protection legislation during the first third
of the 19th century was not only of importance for its impact on the treatment of
animals; it was also of considerable social and constitutional significance.845 Some
argue that the significance continues today.

8.25

The importance that society places on the welfare of animals is reflected in the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.846 The community has an expectation that animals are properly
treated and cared for.847 The community also expects a high level of accountability
and transparency in the enforcement of the Act.

8.26

The Committee noted that RSPCA WA itself has no enforcement powers conferred
upon it by the AWA—only its appointed inspectors do. As this is ‘unique or very
rare’848 in the Western Australian criminal justice system, it merits scrutiny by a
parliamentary committee such as this one.

842

HW Gonyou, ‘Animal welfare: Definitions and assessment’, Journal of Agricultural Environmental
Ethics, 1993, vol. 6, Special supplement 2, p 37.

843

TC Green and DJ Mellor, ‘Extending ideas about animal welfare assessment to include ‘quality of life’
and related concepts’. New Zealand Veterinary Journal, 2011, vol. 59, no. 6, pp 263–71.

844

ibid.

845

Mike Radford, Animal welfare law in Britain: regulation and responsibility, Oxford University Press,
Oxford, England, c2001.

846

Submission 124 from Department of Agriculture and Food, 9 July 2015, p 1.

847

For example: Submission 28 from Glenbervie and Barbara Cornish, 23 June 2015; Submission 27 from
Hazel James, 25 June 2015; and Submission 50 from Darryl James, 1 July 2015.

848

Ms Carolyn Thatcher, Senior Assistant State Counsel, State Solicitor’s Office, Transcript of Evidence,
12 October 2015, p 6.
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8.27

RSPCA WA has achieved much since its inception and with some fine tuning of the
AWA there is much more it can achieve in furthering better animal welfare outcomes
for Western Australians.849

8.28

After extensive consultation and consideration of the issues, the Committee has made
a number of findings and recommendations. The Committee has refrained from
responding to the internecine commentary levelled at the Committee, or passing
judgment on cases that have arisen during the Inquiry involving conflicted versions of
events. The Committee chose instead to focus on gathering the facts, made
dispassionate assessments of the evidence and concentrated on achieving constructive
outcomes. This Inquiry has been a valid attempt to ‘clear the air and set the record
straight’.850

8.29

That RSPCA WA provides a community service focussed on the prevention of cruelty
to animals—all animals—is not disputed. The Committee concludes from the
evidence presented to, and considered by it, that the inspectorate service carried out by
RSPCA WA undoubtedly fills a void that would otherwise go unfilled.851 Doubtless,
in the absence of RSPCA WA’s endeavours, this would fall to government to do, at a
considerably greater cost.

8.30

The Committee concludes that there is strong public interest in animal welfare and
enforcement of the AWA requires an intrinsic link between government and the
RSPCA WA. The Committee recognises that RSPCA WA has an important role to
play in the furtherance of better animal welfare outcomes on behalf of the community
and an increase in funding will assist in addressing areas of unmet need in Western
Australia now and into the future.

8.31

I commend this Report to the House.

Hon Rick Mazza MLC
Chair
19 May 2016

849

For example, Submission 87 from Dean Lyon, 2 July 2015.

850

Hon Rick Mazza MLC, WA, Legislative Council, Parliamentary Debates (Hansard), 6 May 2015,
pp 3112-30, at p 3115.

851

Submission 95 from Wendy Dugmore, 3 July 2015.
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APPENDIX 1
STAKEHOLDERS INVITED TO MAKE A SUBMISSION
The Committee wrote to the following stakeholders and invited them to make a submission to
this Inquiry.
Animal Protection Society of WA*
Animal Welfare Community Legal Centre*
Animals Australia*
Australasian Meat Industry Employees
Union*
Australian Chicken Growers Council*
Australian Chicken Meat Federation*
Australian Companion Animal Council *
Australian Dairy Farmers*
Australian Deer Association
Australian Egg Corporation*
Australian Horse Industry Council*
Australian Livestock & Property Agents
Association*
Australian Livestock Export Corporation*
Australian Livestock Markets Association*
Australian Lot Feeders’ Association*
Australian National Kennel Council*
Australian Pork*
Australian Veterinary Association
Barristers Animal Welfare Panel*
Best Friends Animal Rescue*
Cat Haven
Dr Bidda Jones, Chief Scientist, Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals*
Cattle Council of Australia*
Conservation
Council
of
Western
Australia*
Criminal Lawyers’ Association*
Dairy Australia*
Dr Paul Davey, Veterinarian, Grantham
Street Veterinary Clinic*
Department of Agriculture and Food
Dogs' Refuge Home
Elders*

Eric Ball, Former President, Royal Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(WA)
Field and Game Australia (WA)*
Geraldton Dog Rescue
Jed
Goodfellow,
PhD
Candidate,
Macquarie Law School*
Dr Jennifer Hood, Consultant in Animal
Welfare, Ethics and Compliance
Humane Society International*
K9 Rescue Group*
Kangaroo
Industry
Association
of
Australia*
Landmark*
Law Society of Western Australia*
Livestock and Rural Transport Association
of Western Australia
Livestock Shipping Services*
Meat & Livestock Australia*
National Association of Community Legal
Centres*
National Farmers' Federation*
Native Animal Rescue*
Native ARC*
Pastoralists and Graziers Association of
Western Australia
Poundwatch*
Recfishwest*
Ross Williamson, Defense Lawyer,
Firearms and Weapons, Animal Welfare
and Environmental Laws*
Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (WA)
Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals (WA) Board Members
– Lynne Bradshaw
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– Ian Cowie
– Megan Dare
– Jeanette De Landgrafft
– Michelle Mackenzie
– Heidi Shields
– Graeme Boden
– Peter Rossdeutscher
– Giselle Di San Marzano
– Pamela Hass
– Alwyn Vorster
– Renata Paliskis
Saving Animals From Euthanasia
* Did not provide a submission
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Sheepmeat Council of Australia*
Sporting Shooters Association WA
State Solicitor's Office*
Wellard Group*
Western Australia Police*
Western Australian Farmers Federation
Western Australian Livestock Exporters’
Association
Western Australian Local Government
Association*
Wool Producers Australia*

APPENDIX 2
SUBMISSIONS RECEIVED AND PUBLIC HEARINGS
The Committee received the following submissions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

Angela Smith
Ormonde Waters
Dr Malcolm Caulfield
Judy Hungerford
Australian Federation of
Livestock Working Dog Owners
Philip Philpott
Steve Marshall
Malcolm Jenkinson
John Edwards
Derek Hall
Daryl Stuart
Russ Lewsey
Trevor Ruwoldt
Brian Ridal
Rainer Repke
Teresa Harshaw
Margaret Herley
Paul Barrett
Ashley Morris
Paul Innes
Barrie Collins
Simon Omotosho
Geraldine Robertson
Jo Adams
Trish Russell
Kerry Lippitt
Hazel James
Glenbervie and Barbara Cornish
Eileen Sims
Rae Johnson
Eleanor Davey
Wendy Alford
Eric Ball
Carole Trivett
Mary Regts
Valerie Heath

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

T. Atkinson
Name withheld
Simon McPherson
Sporting Shooters' Association of
Australia
S. Hazell
Name withheld
Vicki Carpenter
Beverley Mower
Patricia Long
Trish Skilton
Jennifer Hole
Hazel Ainsworth
Brian Goodwin
Darryl James
Russell Lockyer
Penny Treadgold
Penelope Nielsen
Tricia Turner
Marilyn Harrison
Jamie Chester
Sally Palmer
Commercial Egg Producers
Association of WA (Inc)
Charme Galvin
Neale Blackwood
Rosalind Robinson
Mark Mitcheson-Low
Hon Rob Johnson MLA,
Member for Hillarys
Tanya Urago
Dr Krystyna Rowland
Rod Cleary
Deidre Seddon
Myriam Leonardy
Maddy Swann
Cat Haven
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71. Mariana May
72. Royal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals WA
73. Royal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals Australia
74. Vets Against Live Export
75. Graeme Campbell
76. Jonathan and Judy Smith
77. University of Western Australia
78. Peta Rakela
79. Private Submission
80. Doris Raab
81. Kathleen Wheeldon
82. Anne Griffiths
83. Anne Dewson
84. Mark Aldridge
85. Simon Eager
86. Kay Bradfield
87. Dean Lyon
88. Angie Rogan
89. Erich Volschenk
90. Pastoralists and Graziers
Association of WA
91. Hon Lynn MacLaren MLC,
Member for South Metropolitan
Region
92. Sentient
93. Adele Culverwell
94. Jan van Niekerk
95. Wendy Dugmore
96. Chris Golding
97. Rebecca Carbone
98. Dogs’ Refuge Home
99. Animal Law Institute
100. Animal Pest Management
Services
101. Greg Macpherson
102. Deanne Vines
103. Jackie Wigh
104. Marc Deas
105. Dr Dianne Evans
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106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.

Anne Zadkovich
Tobie Deale
Private Submission
Dr Joe Kosterich
Saving Animals From Euthanasia
Richard Bradshaw
Name withheld
Ian Harrison
Robert Martin
Heart Foundation WA
Mingenew Irwin Group
Sieglinde Berkmann
Beverley Giraud and Chrys
Matthews
Tracey Loller
Geraldton Dog Rescue
Australian Deer Association
Drs Matthew and Ina Carrick
Dr Ina Carrick
Department of Agriculture and
Food
Sally Brindal
Midlands Cattle Breeders'
Association
Private Submission
Ruchita Saklani
Western Australian Farmers
Federation
Brett and Christine Fitzgerald
Private Submission
Christine Glenn
Livestock and Rural Transport
Association of Western Australia
Australian Veterinary
Association WA
Helena Saunders
Private Submission
Stacey Bell
Name withheld
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APPENDIX 2: Submissions received and public hearings

The Committee held the following public hearings:
17 August 2015
1. Eric Ball
2. Pastoralists and Graziers Association of WA
3. Western Australian Farmers Federation
7 September 2015
4. RSPCA WA
5. Racing and Wagering Western Australia
14 September 2015
6. Drs Matthew and Ina Carrick
7. Department of Agriculture and Food
21 September 2015
8. Dr Jennifer Hood
12 October 2015
9. The Commercial Egg Producers Association of WA
10. State Solicitor’s Office
19 October 2015
11. John Flint, The Sunday Times
16 November 2015
12. Department of Agriculture and Food
23 November 2015
13. RSPCA WA
14. Craig Forsyth
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EASTON REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS
Easton Review of Animal Welfare Investment and Administration
Summary of findings and recommendations852
Policy and Legislation
There is no strategic plan and policy framework for Animal Welfare in WA and the Panel recommends that
this be addressed to guide public sector officers and inform stakeholders and the community as to how animal
welfare is handled in WA.
The Panel recommends that the Act be reviewed to make legislative improvements in line with the many
submissions made to the Panel in this regard.
The Panel is of the view that the Minister should have access to a high level advisory Council to provide
independent strategic and policy advice on animal welfare matters. A Ministerial Advisory Council should be
established with an independent Chair and a small membership comprising representatives of key stakeholder
groups and animal welfare experts.
Governance and Administration
The Panel is of the strong view that the Minister for Agriculture and Food assisted by DAFWA remain
responsible for administering the Act.
With respect to perceived conflicts of interest, the Panel recommends that DAFWA and RSPCA ensure that
inspectorial services are separated from operational areas within their respective organisations where there is
potential for a conflict of interest to arise.
The Panel found that there is no framework in place that describes how DAFWA deals with complaints about
inspectors and restricts or revokes the appointment of General Inspectors and Scientific Inspectors under the
Act, and recommends that this be addressed.
To ensure consistency in the application and interpretation of the Act, the Panel recommends that DAFWA
and RSPCA prepare standard policies and procedures for all inspectors to follow.
The Panel also could not find evidence of an overall monitoring and evaluation system for activities carried
out under the Act, and recommends that such a system be established by DAFWA.
Compliance
The Panel noted that compliance with this type of legislation can be achieved through a range of activities
which include education to encourage voluntary compliance and the creation of an effective deterrent for

852

Animal Welfare Review: Draft report on an independent review of the investment in and administration
of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 in Western Australia (Chaired by Mr Brian Easton), Tabled Paper 3698,
Legislative Council, 2 December 2015, Appendix C.
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non-compliant behaviour. Voluntary compliance is the preferred position of the Panel.
The Panel made four recommendations in this area, including DAFWA to work closely with key stakeholders
to actively promote the Act, that the promotion of Defence Codes and other standards be considered, that a
community Animal Ethics Committee be established, and that DAFWA develops and delivers an ongoing
training program for all inspectors.
Regional Coverage
The Panel recommends that local governments be supported to seek the appointment of rangers as General
Inspectors, particularly in regional WA, and that DAFWA and RSPCA work with local governments to
provide centralised support and coordination. The Panel is AWAre that improving animal welfare in regional
WA is not straight-forward and will require ongoing cross-agency cooperation and support between
DAFWA, DLG&C and other government agencies supporting regional and indigenous communities across
WA.
Value for Money
A value for money assessment was undertaken based on available information, using the framework
suggested by Department of Treasury (Treasury).
It is clear to the Panel that there are considerable savings to Government because of the services delivered by
the RSPCA through community funding. The Panel believes that DAFWA is working to provide the best
service it can within available resources and this represents value for money within the delivery model.
However, the Panel is of the view that DAFWA is under-resourced to deliver a level of service to meet
community and industry expectations.
The Panel noted the lack of Key Performance Indicators (KPls) and recommends that processes be put in
place for annual reporting of animal welfare activity by inspectors from which KPls should be developed.
The Panel further recommends that future grant agreements with RSPCA are to only include inspectorate
functions.
Resourcing
The Panel formed conclusions regarding resource allocation based on the available information, noting an
absence of whole of sector data on activity and outcomes. The Panel is mindful that there are a number of
important recommendations in this report that are at risk of not being adopted if they are not appropriately
resourced. Consequently, the Panel has identified the need for additional resources to be invested in animal
welfare in WA, including an additional recurrent appropriation to DAFWA and areas requiring one-off
injections of resources that would deliver a significant improvement in animal welfare services in WA.
Report Recommendations
Policy and Legislation
Recommendation 1
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overarching policy framework for animal welfare under the Act to be endorsed by
the Minister.
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Recommendation 2

A review of the Act is undertaken.

Recommendation 3

A Ministerial Advisory Council is established to provide strategic and policy
advice to the Minister on animal welfare matters, with an independent Chair and a
small membership comprising representatives of key stakeholder groups and
animal welfare experts.

Governance and Administration
Recommendation 4

The Minister assisted by DAFWA remain responsible for administering the Act.

Recommendation 5

DAFWA and RSPCA ensure inspectorial services are managed to ensure
separation from operational areas where there is a potential for conflict of interest,
particularly with respect to regulatory enforcement.

Recommendation 6

DAFWA develop and make publicly available a policy and associated processes
for managing complaints relating to the conduct of inspectors and the restriction or
revocation of appointment of General Inspectors and Scientific Inspectors.

Recommendation 7

DAFWA and RSPCA prepare standard policies and procedures for inspectors
appointed under the Act to improve consistency.

Recommendation 8

DAFWA establish a help desk facility to provide Inspectors with the support they
need to meet their obligations under the Act.

Recommendation 9

DAFWA establish a monitoring and evaluation framework for animal welfare
activities supported by appropriate reporting and information management
mechanisms.

Compliance
Recommendation 10

DAFWA work closely with key stakeholders to coordinate activities and promote
the Act, its provisions and how it functions to deliver animal welfare outcomes in
Western Australia.

Recommendation 11:

DAFWA consider the promotion of Defence Codes and any applicable agreed
standards as a means of underpinning compliance with the Act.

Recommendation 12

Government consider establishing a community Animal Ethics Committee to deal
with submissions from institutions which do not have the resources to establish
their own Animal Ethics Committee.

Recommendation 13

DAFWA designate officers to develop the curriculum and an ongoing training
program for all Inspectors appointed under the Act.

Regional Coverage
Recommendation 14

Local governments be supported to seek the appointment of rangers as General
Inspectors particularly in regional WA

Recommendation 15

DAFWA and RSPCA work with local governments to provide centralised support
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and coordination for their General Inspectors.
Value for Money
Recommendation 16

Processes are put in place for annual reporting of animal welfare activity by all
appointed Inspectors under the Act, from which KPls should be developed.

Recommendation 17

The terms of future service agreements between DAFWA and RSPCA are changed
to include only the provision of the inspectorate functions.

Resourcing
Recommendation 18

Government consider providing additional budget appropriation to fund DAFWA
for an additional five (5) General Inspectors.

Recommendation 19

Government consider additional funding for animal welfare in WA as identified in
individual recommendations.
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RSPCA WA RULES CHANGES
The following is an extract of the changes to the RSPCA WA Rules put to its members at the
Annual General Meeting in 2013.853
Special Resolution 1 – minor changes
Rule 1 – Name of Society
Point 1.2 (which allows the Board to change the name of the Society if Australia becomes a Republic)
has been removed, as this is currently unlikely and can be dealt with separately if required.
Rule 3 – Definitions and Interpretations
Updated definitions have been included for the CEO, Conflict of Interest, General Meeting, Member,
Officer, President, Quorum, Society, Special Resolution and Vice-President. New definitions have been
added for the Board Charter, Board Policy, Extraordinary General Meeting, Record of Office Bearers
and Unfinancial Member. General changes in line with the other resolutions will also be made if those
changes are accepted.
Rule 10 – The Board
Clarification has been added that Board policies can be changed by an Ordinary Resolution of the Board
(this is current practice, so just provides clearer definition). There is amalgamation of some subsections
and deletion of the subsection on the requirement for voting on Policy change to be 50% plus 1 Board
member (this is in Rule 15). There is also a new subsection under casual vacancies defining what an
eligible person is for the purpose of election (refers to Rule 11 and 12).
Rule 16 – Common Seal
The use of the common seal to execute documents is no longer required by law in Western Australia
and its use has been deleted from the Rules.
Rule 17 – Auditor
Replaces the term Honorary Treasurer with CEO (as the Honorary Treasurer position is recommended
to be removed – see Special Resolution 8).
Special Resolution 2 – medium level changes
Rule 8 – General Membership
There are several clarifications to the Rules, including new processes for what constitutes suitable
delivery and confirmed receipt of notices to members.
Rule 9 – Chief Executive Officer
There are four new duties listed for the CEO, however they do not constitute a change to the CEO’s
current responsibilities, but provide additional clarification. Some of the duties were formerly listed as
those of the Honorary Treasurer.
Rule 15 – Meetings of the Board
This has been changed to define a quorum for meetings as 50% plus one rather than 7 members.

Special Resolution 3 – major overarching change
853

Extracted from RSPCA WA, Supplementary information: Response to Eric Ball’s submission, 20
November 2015, Annexure 3.
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Rule 15 – Meetings of the Board
Overarching change
Removal of all references to Regulations and, where appropriate, replacement with a Board Governance
Charter and Board Policies. The Regulations have always been Policies of the Board, able to be
changed by Ordinary Resolution of the Board. Many of them are outdated and the Board would like to
change them to a Board Governance Charter and four new Board Policies, in line with modern best
practice governance. It is inappropriate to keep reference to the Regulations in the Rules as the names
will change.
Special Resolution 4 – major change to Membership Subscriptions
Rule 7 – Membership Subscriptions
This changes the current complicated administrative burden which is a pro-rata system for membership
(which starts all memberships from the beginning of the financial year) to one that allows for
membership renewal from the anniversary date of joining. This will save large amounts of staff time
and expense, but will make no difference to membership benefits.
Special Resolution 5 – major change to Number and Composition of Board Members
Rule 10 – The Board
This changes the number of Board members from 13 to 12, through elimination of the position for
Immediate Past President. The composition of the Board is also changed from 8 Elected Members to 7,
and 4 Appointed Members to 5. Barrington Consulting Group recommended these changes as a move to
best practice governance. It was felt there is no benefit from retaining the Immediate Past President on
the Board. To ensure appropriate skill sets on the Board, the number of Appointed Members should be
increased by 1 and the number of Elected Members decreased by 1.
Special Resolution 6 – major change to Eligibility and Terms of Board Members
Rule 11 – Elected Board Members
There is a change to the term of office for an Elected Board Member from 4 to 3 years, for a maximum
of four terms. Again this was a recommendation from the review to ensure that skills on the Board are
renewed regularly to ensure best practice. There is a new subsection stating that if more than 2 Board
members have served the same term and are the longest serving, a ballot will determine who stands for
election. This will assist the process of moving to a new number of Board Members with shorter terms.
Special Resolution 7 – major change to Appointed Board Members
Rule 12 – Appointed Board Members
Removal of description of required qualifications for Appointed Members. This removes the
requirement to find representatives from particular State Agencies and with specific skills, such as a vet.
These positions have often been left vacant as they are hard to fill. There is an added proviso that the
Board must ensure that at all times financial skills in the form of a Chartered Accountant or equivalent
are present on the Board, either as an Elected Member or an Appointed Member. If the Member with
the required financial skills leaves the Board before their term expires, the vacancy must be filled with
someone with similar skills. A Board Member with the required financial skills must Chair the Board
Committee designated to deal with financial matters. These changes will ensure that the Board retains
sufficient financial expertise.
There is also a change for the term of office for Appointed Members to be up to three years, with no
limit to the number of terms served, and a new addition that Appointed Members may vote on the
election of other Appointed Members and Office Bearers. This was a recommendation of the
Governance Review, and allows for the expertise of Appointed Members to be regularly reviewed and
replaced when necessary. It was also felt all Board members should have the same voting powers.
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Special Resolution 8 – major change to Office Bearers
Rule 14 – Office Bearers
A change is recommended to remove the position of Honorary Treasurer. This was a recommendation
of the Governance Review, as it is contemporary governance practice that the CEO and/or Chief
Financial Officer provide information and recommendations to the Board on financial management.
Each Board member is responsible for independently assessing that information and satisfying
themselves as to the financial position of the Society. The relevant Board Committee dealing with
financial management will assist and advise the Board in this area.
Special Resolution 9 – major change to Code of Conduct for Board Members
Rule 24 – Code of Conduct for Board Members
This recommends retaining the need for Board Member compliance with a Code of Conduct, but
removal of the Principles of the Code of Conduct to the Board Charter. This will allow the updating of
the Principles as required by the Board. To ensure that Members are able to view the Principles of the
Code of Conduct for Board Members, an addition has been made that they must be displayed on the
website.
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RSPCA WA BOARD – SKILLS MATRIX
RSPCA WA provided the Committee with the skills matrix854 of current RSPCA WA Board:
Board
Member
Lynne Bradshaw

Joined
Board
1997

Current
position
Founder of a medical
technology consultancy

Ian Cowie

2000

CEO for a Local
Government Authority

Heidi Shields

2007

Senior Geophysicist in
Petroleum Industry

Megan Dare

2009

Procurement Manager for
a State Government
Department

Jeanette de
Landgrafft

2009

Farmer and Lake Grace
Shire Councillor

Michelle
Mackenzie

2010

Executive Director for the
State Government

854

Skills
Animal welfare Financial management
Corporate governance Commercial
business management Stakeholder
management and communication 30
years' experience in business
development in the healthcare industry
Member: Australian Institute of
Company Directors, Telethon Institute
Animal Ethics Committee, AUSbiotech
WA Committee Representative on
Animal Welfare Advisory Committee
Animal welfare Government processes
and legislation Financial a risk
management Corporate governance
Stakeholder management and
communication Policy development
Former Director of Governance a
Strategy for Local Government
Authority and Director for DLG
Responsible for development and
implementation of Animal Welfare Act
2002 Recipient of Public Service Medal
in June 2014
Risk management Data acquisition and
processing Former Chair of RSPCA WA
Audit a Risk Committee Former
Secretary of RSPCA Perth Auxiliary
Member: Animal Ethics Committees of
Perth Zoo and Harry Perkins Institute
Strategic Policies and planning Risk
management Contractual obligations
Data analysis President of RSPCA Perth
Auxiliary
Commercial business management
Farming practices and animal husbandry
Corporate governance Former President
of Isolated Children's Parents
Association of WA
Government process and legislation
Corporate governance Stakeholder
management and communication Policy
development Chair of RSPCA WA

RSPCA WA, Supplementary information, 24 September 2015, Question 1.
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Giselle di San
Marzano

2014

Senior Lawyer at State
Solicitors' Office

Graeme Boden

2014

Financial Executive

Peter
Rossdeutscher

2014

Director/Chairman of
Resource industry
consulting group

Pamela Hass

2014

Principal Counsel, Legal
and Commercial Strategy,
Department of State
Development

Alwyn Vorster

2014

CEO of Pilbara iron ore
project company

Renata Paliskis

2015

Manager, Department of
Lands

198

Governance Committee Formerly
Executive Manager of WALGA
Member: Australian Institute of
Company Directors Fellow: Leadership
WA
30 years' experience in various legal
practices in the Government section,
both Commonwealth and State Member:
RSPCA Perth Auxiliary [N.B. Giselle is
currently occupying a casual vacancy on
the Board until the Oct 2015 AGM]
25 years' experience in finance and
administration Chair of RSPCA WA
Audit Risk Committee Former Chair of
Finance Committee for leading
independent school Founding Treasurer
of Learning Attention Disorders Society
with 20 years' experience Fellow:
Australian Institute of Company
Directors Former member: CPA
Australia and Taxation Institute of
Australia
25 years' commercial experience of
global technology, marketing and
service companies Chair of Trails WA
and Austmine Former Chair of
consulting group in Sweden a CEO of
business intelligence provider and
Managing Director of a Fortune 100
company Fellow: Australian Institute of
Company Directors
Various areas of law, including
administrative law, governance,
intellectual property, property law,
dispute resolution and
contract/commercial law Member:
Australian Institute of Company
Directors Former Board Member:
Council of the Law Society WA and
Institute of Contemporary Art First
national President of Australian
Corporate Lawyers Association
Board governance Risk management
Strategic business planning International
marketing Senior management
Animal welfare Business administration
Leadership a Management Professional
Accounting Former Regional Director of
DAFWA Former Chief Executive of
Western Australian Meat Industry
Authority I Fellow: Australian Institute
of Company Directors Fellow Australian
Rural Leadership Foundation

APPENDIX 6
DON DON LETTER
Extract from Don Don letter
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REDACTED LIVE BAITING CORRESPONDENCE
The Committee obtained the following correspondence.
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RSPCA WA RESPONSE
The Committee received the following response to its preliminary findings from RSPCA WA.
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Minority Report of
Hon Dr Sally Talbot MLC and
Hon Lynn MacLaren MLC

Select Committee into the Operations of The Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals WA (Inc)

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Minority Finding 1: The Department of Commerce investigated complaints about
governance reforms proposed at RSPCA WA’s 2103 AGM and found that no action
was warranted.

Minority Finding 2: RSPCA WA should be congratulated on the implementation of
significant governance reforms.

Minority Recommendation 1: RSPCA WA should be encouraged to continue its
practice of ensuring that its Board is constituted of those best placed to contribute to
the strategic development of the purposes and objectives of RSPCA WA and the
maintenance of strong and stable governance procedures.

Minority Finding 3: RSPCA WA is a modern professional charity whose fundraising
activities are robust, vigorous and effective.

Minority Finding 4: In expanding its support base, RSPCA WA is implementing
modern organisational principles which emphasise the importance of attracting
donors and supporters as well as members to establish a stable funding base for
private not-for-profit charities.
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Minority Finding 5: There is no evidence that any of the amendments to the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 proposed in the Majority Report would improve the operations of
RSPCA WA either in their enforcement role or their role as an animal welfare
charity.

Minority Finding 6: The effect and/or intent of Majority Recommendations involving
amendments to the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is to diminish the statutory authority of
RSPCA WA general inspectors currently conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Minority Finding 7: There was no convincing evidence presented to the Committee
that amending the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to diminish the statutory authority of
RSPCA WA general inspectors would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or
animal welfare outcomes in WA.

Minority Finding 8: The introduction of a discretion to immediately revoke a general
inspector appointment may be recommended by the review of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 already agreed to by the Government, but evidence to support the need for or
benefit of this amendment was not presented to the Committee.

Minority Finding 9: A change to the instrument of appointment may be
recommended by the review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 already agreed to by the
Government, but evidence to support the effectiveness of this amendment in terms of
improving the operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA was not
presented to the Committee.

Minority Finding 10: There was no evidence presented to the Committee that
eliminating inconsistent data collection/recording by the Magistrates Court will
significantly improve the effectiveness of judicial proceedings under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.
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Minority Finding 11: There was no convincing evidence presented to the Committee
that amending the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to increase the statutory powers of
DAFWA would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in
WA.

Minority Finding 12: DAFWA’s failure to progress the development of regulations
which would enable the issuing of infringement notices for minor offences under the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 is unacceptable.

Minority Recommendation 2: A mechanism to enable RSPCA WA general inspectors
to issue infringement notices must not result in the statutory authority of RSPCA WA
general inspectors being diminished.

Minority Finding 13: Extending Ministerial review provisions to direction notices
relating to the provision of food, water and shelter risk being dangerously
counterproductive to the promotion of animal welfare outcomes as such direction
notices are likely to be issued most often where the welfare of an animal is at
immediate risk.

Minority Finding 14: Cuts to DAFWA’s funding and resources combined with a
deficit of expertise have resulted in poor outcomes for DAFWA’s administration of
the Animal Welfare Act 2002 since its transfer to DAFWA in 2011.

Minority Recommendation 3: That a strategic plan and policy framework for animal
welfare in WA should be drawn up and implemented by DAFWA as a matter of
priority. The plan must include a detailed account of the roles and responsibilities of
government agencies involved in animal welfare.

Minority Finding 15: DAFWA’s administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 has
not been effective.
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Minority Recommendation 4: That if the administration of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 remains with DAFWA, appropriate resourcing must be provided and all
DAFWA animal welfare activities monitored and audited regularly to ensure
DAFWA is meeting its obligations.

Minority Finding 16: DAFWA’s conflict of interest management is not effective.

Minority Recommendation 5: DAFWA needs to implement as a matter of urgency
effective conflict of interest provisions. If these provisions cannot be implemented,
responsibility for the Animal Welfare Act 2002 should be transferred to a department
or agency where no conflict of interest exists.

Minority Finding 17: RSPCA WA general inspectors are highly trained and are to be
commended on their performance.

Minority Recommendation 6: The same high level of training as is received by
RSPCA WA general inspectors should be extended to all general inspectors. This
does not require statutory amendment of the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Minority Finding 18: There is no reason not to take reports from both parties of a
sound working relationship at face value.

Minority Finding 19: There is no evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA has changed
its objectives and shifted its focus from animal welfare to animal rights.

Minority Finding 20: There is no evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA is antifarming.
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Minority Recommendation 7: That RSPCA WA is encouraged to continue its
promotion of animal welfare and its campaign for the objectives related to the
prevention of cruelty to animals which are shared by the majority of Western
Australians.

Minority Finding 21: The community had every right to expect RSPCA WA to take a
prominent and active role in investigating the allegations about illegal live baiting of
greyhounds aired on national television in February 2015 and pursued forcefully by
the media nationally and in WA for a considerable period afterwards.

Minority Finding 22: There is no evidence that hypothecating all government grant
funding to inspectorate functions would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or
animal welfare outcomes in WA.

Minority Finding 23: Concerns about areas where Government and RSPCA WA
objectives do not appear to coincide are most effectively addressed by the provision of
clear and consistent information by government to industry and community
stakeholders.

Minority Finding 24: RSPCA WA has complied with its reporting and acquittal
requirements in relation to its expenditure of government grants at all times. Any
finding which casts doubt on this is clearly contradicted by specific evidence to the
contrary provided by DAFWA and RSPCA WA.

Minority Finding 25: Reporting requirements relating to grant monies provided to
RSPCA WA and every other non-government organisation should meet the high
standards required to ensure transparency and accountability. There is no evidence
that this standard is not being met by the reporting requirements applied to RSPCA
WA grants.

Minority Finding 26: There is no evidence that requiring general inspectors to report
their activities to the DAFWA CEO or the Parliament would improve the operations
of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA.
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Minority Finding 27: Justice Corboy’s ruling confirms as correct the commonly-held
assumption that RSPCA WA general inspectors carry out statutory functions in the
public interest and operate, effectively, as agents of DAFWA.

Minority Finding 28: Any insinuation that RSPCA WA general inspectors are
bringing private prosecutions is mischievous and should be dismissed accordingly.

Minority Recommendation 8: DAFWA should not be given direct oversight of
prosecutions under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 as the likely outcome would be far
fewer prosecutions than there are currently. This is not an outcome that would have
a detrimental effect on animal welfare outcomes in WA.

Minority Finding 29: RSPCA WA general inspectors conduct their enforcement
activities in accordance with the model litigant principles and adhere to the
requirement set out in the MOU between RSPCA WA and DAFWA that fair and
honourable prosecutorial standards are met at all times.

Minority Finding 30: RSPCA WA manages all its roles in accordance with a robust
and comprehensive set of standard operating procedures regularly reviewed and
monitored to ensure they meet the high standards expected of all prosecutorial
activities in WA.

Minority Finding 31: The Committee found no credible evidence to demonstrate that
RSPCA WA places less of an emphasis on education than DAFWA.

Minority Finding 32: The Committee found no credible evidence to demonstrate that
RSPCA WA choses to prosecute cases that would not be prosecuted by other general
inspectors, WA Police or the State Solicitor’s Office.
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Minority Finding 33: On the basis of sound, reliable and comprehensive evidence
presented to the Committee, substance should not be attributed to “interpretations”
and “perceptions” of mistrust, undue influence and lack of impartiality on the part of
RSPCA WA.

Minority Finding 34: The community rightly expects that RSPCA WA will take a
prominent and active role in investigating allegations of widespread cruelty and
illegal behaviour in relation to animal welfare.

Minority Finding 35: RSPCA WA has effective measures in place to ensure the
integrity of its inspectorate functions and continually reviews and monitors these
measures to ensure they meet the high standards expected of all animal welfare
enforcement activities in WA.

Minority Recommendation 9: That an effective mechanism is devised to capture data
related to Animal Welfare Act 2002 compliance and enforcement activities to inform
public policy responses to a variety of matters associated with animal welfare and the
prevention of cruelty to animals.

Minority Finding 36: Public confidence in RSPCA WA is well placed. In every
respect, RSPCA WA meets the highest standards of accountability and transparency.

Minority Finding 37: All the procedural safeguards established and maintained by
RSPCA WA in relation to carrying out the responsibilities and fulfilling the
obligations conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are sound and effective.

Minority Finding 38: These procedural safeguards ensure that natural justice (i.e.
procedural fairness) is a priority in all the activities of RSPCA WA and the integrity
of all RSPCA WA operations involving animal welfare and the prevention of cruelty
to animals.
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PREFACE
The Minority of the Committee dissents from all majority findings and recommendations
other than findings 1, 9, 13, 15, 18, 22, 23, 24, 39, 40 and 43, 55 and recommendations 1,
2, 5, 18, 22, 25 and 26. Where there are specific and particular grounds for dissent, these
are set out in the following minority report which includes 38 findings and 9
recommendations.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1. RSPCA WA is a highly respected private charity dedicated to the promotion of animal
welfare. It is not common for such a well-established and eminently successful private
sector organisation to be the subject of a Parliamentary inquiry. Nevertheless, RSPCA
WA demonstrated from the outset of the inquiry that it was prepared to cooperate fully
with the committee, and has devoted a great deal of time, energy and resources to
fulfilling every requirement made of it by the Committee. At no stage did RSPCA WA
express anything other than full support for the principle that it is essential to maintain
public confidence in the governance, accountability and transparency of agencies who
are in receipt of public grants. At all times throughout this inquiry, RSPCA WA
actively demonstrated that it was prepared to submit itself without reserve to the level
of forensic scrutiny that an inquiry of this kind demands. From the comments at 1.12
and 1.13 and throughout the Majority Report about the importance of this scrutiny, no
inference to the contrary about the stance of RSPCA WA is to be drawn.

1

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

2. In Recommendation 1 at paragraph 2.32, the Majority has recommended that the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 be reviewed to assess whether it adequately serves its
intended purpose. While not dissenting from this Recommendation, the Minority notes
that, in accepting all the recommendations of the October 2015 Animal Welfare
Review (the Easton Review), the Government has already given an undertaking to
review the Animal Welfare Act 2002. The Minority suggests that such a review include
consideration of the incorporation of the 2015 National Standards and Guidelines for
Animal Welfare into relevant state legislation and related enforcement mechanisms.
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CHAPTER 3
RSPCA WA OPERATIONS

3. Evidence presented to the Committee demonstrated that in recent years RSPCA WA
has set about addressing the contemporary challenges facing the not-for-profit
charitable sector in Australia with vigour. Its focus throughout has been on a process
of modernisation based on identifying strengths and opportunities which could be
developed to increase the effectiveness of all RSPCA WA activities.
4. As with all non-for-profit organisations, for RSPCA WA there have been several
aspects of the drive to modernise, including reviews, reform and monitoring of
objectives, community expectations, integrity demands, regulatory requirements and
governance standards. The thoroughness of this modernisation process has resulted in
the establishment of a governance structure of which RSPCA WA members can be
proud, with a high degree of internal regulation through rigorous standards of
governance which mirrors the high degree of external regulation imposed by legislation
governing the operations of all not-for-profit charities in Australia.
5. Such a thorough process of reform and modernisation invariably attracts the ire of
critics, particularly where the organisation is as deeply embedded in the history and
culture of the state as is RSPCA WA. It was brought to the Committee’s attention that
certain objections did surface concerning the implementation of governance reforms at
the RSPCA WA’s 2013 AGM, and that these were referred to the Department of
Commerce for investigation. The Department concluded that no action was warranted
and the reforms were subsequently implemented in full.
6. In dissenting from Majority Finding 3 at paragraph 3.30, the Minority finds that the
Department of Commerce investigated complaints about governance reforms proposed
at RSPCA WA’s 2103 AGM and found that no action was warranted.
7. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 1: The Department of Commerce investigated complaints about
governance reforms proposed at RSPCA WA’s 2103 AGM and found that no action
was warranted.
8. RSPCA WA is a modern professional charity. Criticisms shared with the Committee
about the contemporary constitution and composition of the RSPCA WA Board were
made by people wedded to a model of corporate governance not suited to a modern
not-for-profit charitable entity. The Committee heard no evidence to suggest that fears
of a take-over by radical animal liberationists were warranted. Further, it was noted
5
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that the rules in place on the occasion in the 1980s when the composition of the board
did change abruptly, resulting in the inclusion of more members with an animal rights
rather than an animal welfare perspective, have long-since been replaced by the current
governance structure with its emphasis on skills-based appointments and strategic
planning and development.
9. In dissenting from Majority Findings 4 and 5 at paragraph 3.43, the Minority finds that
the RSPCA WA Rules, Board Charter, Code of Conduct and Board Policies currently
in place establish a sound and reliable basis for ensuring that all Board members have
the skills and experience required to contribute significantly to the strategic
development of the purposes and objectives of RSPCA WA as well as ensure that
strong and stable governance procedures and process are maintained.
10. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 2: RSPCA WA should be congratulated on the implementation of
significant governance reforms.

Minority Recommendation 1: RSPCA WA should be encouraged to continue its
practice of ensuring that its Board is constituted of those best placed to contribute to
the strategic development of the purposes and objectives of RSPCA WA and the
maintenance of strong and stable governance procedures.
11. The Committee was made aware of allegations that certain RSPCA WA fundraising
campaigns included misleading material. These allegations were investigated
thoroughly by the Committee. However, no evidence emerged to support claims that
potential donors were misled or that RSPCA WA was careless to any degree that
warrants concern.
12. In dissenting from Majority Findings 6, 7 and 8 at paragraph 3.59, the Minority notes
that RSCPA WA fundraising staff operate in a highly professional manner, sometimes
on a cooperative basis with other RSPCA Member Societies, which is standard
procedure for such organisations. On the rare occasion when an error in a campaign
has been detected, RSPCA WA has acted swiftly to notify Consumer Protection and
the Charitable Collections Agency and provide the requisite clarifications or
corrections. The governance arrangements currently in place provide an appropriately
stringent level of oversight for RSPCA WA fundraising activities.
13. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
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Minority Finding 3: RSPCA WA is a modern professional charity whose fundraising
activities are robust, vigorous and effective.
14. As part of its examination of the operations of RSPCA WA, the Committee considered
claims that RSPCA WA has allowed its membership base to diminish. The evidence
showed that a drop in membership numbers, while of concern to those who would
prefer RSPCA WA to operate primarily as a membership organisation, is consistent
with modern organisational principles which emphasise the importance of attracting
donors and supporters as well as members to establish a stable funding for private notfor-profit charities.
15. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
16. Minority Finding 4: In expanding its support base, RSPCA WA is implementing
modern organisational principles which emphasise the importance of attracting
donors and supporters as well as members to establish a stable funding base for
private not-for-profit charities.
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CHAPTER 4
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 2002

16. It was the Committee’s decision to interpret its Terms of Reference, which refer
specifically to the operations of RSPCA WA, as including elements of the operation of
the Animal Welfare Act 2002. Majority Recommendation 3 at paragraph 4.6, as well as
many other recommendations later in the Majority Report, propose amendments to the
Animal Welfare Act 2002. In dissenting from all these Majority Recommendations, the
Minority notes that there was no evidence found either in the voluminous amount of
material presented to the Committee in submissions and hearings or in the expert
advice sought by the Committee that any of these amendments would improve the
operations of RSPCA WA either in their enforcement role or their role as an animal
welfare charity.
17. As far as the involvement of the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) in prosecuting
offences under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is concerned, the Minority notes that such
an option is available currently. The DPP has the statutory power to prosecute both
simple and indictable offices.
18. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 5: There is no evidence that any of the amendments to the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 proposed in the Majority Report would improve the operations of
RSPCA WA either in their enforcement role or their role as an animal welfare
charity.
19. In the view of the Minority, the effect and/or intent of Majority Recommendation 3 at
paragraph 4.6, as well as many other recommendations later in the Majority Report, is
to diminish the statutory authority of RSPCA WA general inspectors currently
conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002. While the Minority does not wish to
preempt the findings of the review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 already agreed to
by the Government, it is the clear and unequivocal view of the Minority that evidence
to support the effectiveness of such amendments in terms of improving either the
operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA was not presented to the
Committee.
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20. The Minority therefore makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 6: The effect and/or intent of Majority Recommendations involving
amendments to the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is to diminish the statutory authority of
RSPCA WA general inspectors currently conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002.

Minority Finding 7: There was no convincing evidence presented to the Committee
that amending the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to diminish the statutory authority of
RSPCA WA general inspectors would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or
animal welfare outcomes in WA.
21. In dissenting from Finding 12 and Recommendation 4 at paragraph 4.11, the Minority
believes that the DAFWA CEO was correct in noting the “incredibly infrequent”
circumstances in which the CEO might exercise a discretion to revoke immediately an
appointment of a general inspector recommended by RSPCA WA. This is confirmed
by the fact that the CEO has never immediately sought to revoke an appointment: i.e.
the RSPCA has never nominated a person considered inappropriate by the CEO.
22. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 8: The introduction of a discretion to immediately revoke a general
inspector appointment may be recommended by the review of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 already agreed to by the Government, but evidence to support the need for or
benefit of this amendment was not presented to the Committee.
23. In dissenting from Finding 14 and Recommendation 6 at paragraph 4.35, the Minority
finds that while the Information Commissioner has noted that it may be desirable to
modify the instrument of appointment in order to provide detailed information about
the obligations and duties of general inspectors, he also points out that these obligations
and duties are already set out in Part 4 Division 2 of the Animal Welfare Act 2002. No
submissions made to the Committee proposed that changing the instrument of
appointment form to add “a reference to the duties, functions or obligations owed by
the RSPCA-nominated inspector to DAFWA” and to provide for “the direction,
management or control of the RSPCA-nominated inspector in the execution of his/her
functions under Part 4 Division 2 of the Animal Welfare Act 2002” (to quote Majority
paragraph 4.34) would alter the statutory conditions under which general inspectors
operate or the relationship between RSPCA WA general inspectors and DAFWA.
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24. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 9: A change to the instrument of appointment may be
recommended by the review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 already agreed to by the
Government, but evidence to support the effectiveness of this amendment in terms of
improving the operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA was not
presented to the Committee.
25. In dissenting from Finding 17 and Recommendation 7 at paragraph 4.57, the Minority
registers some surprise at the inconsistency of court records, and considerable dismay
that DAFWA did not know whether RSPCA WA general inspectors were public
officers or not.855 However, it finds that there is no evidence that eliminating
inconsistent data collection/recording by the Magistrates Court will significantly
improve the effectiveness of judicial proceedings under the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
26. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 10: There was no evidence presented to the Committee that
eliminating inconsistent data collection/recording by the Magistrates Court will
significantly improve the effectiveness of judicial proceedings under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002.
27. In dissenting from Majority Findings 19, 20 and 21 and Majority Recommendations 8
and 9 at paragraph 4.85, the Committee notes that the so-called “outsourcing” of
inspectorate functions (see Majority Findings 19, 20 and 21) is in fact a reference to the
statutory powers conferred on RSPCA WA general inspectors by the Animal Welfare
Act 2002 to undertake compliance and enforcement services. These statutory powers
were clearly explained to the Committee as follows:
The role of Inspectors to enforce Part 3 of the Act requires them to respond to, and
investigate, animal cruelty offences. They are granted powers (under Part 4 of the
Act) to achieve this including powers:
to enter places and vehicles with consent, notice or pursuant to a warrant – the
latter being in restricted circumstances upon application to a Justice (sections
38 and 39 and section 59 in relation to warrants);
care for animals or direct that they be cared for (section 40);
destroy an animal in a humane manner where the Inspector reasonably believes
an animal is suffering so severely that destroying it would be the humane thing
to do (section 41);
855

See for example DAFWA, transcript of evidence, 16 November 2015, pages 4 to 6.
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seize animals where an Inspector reasonably suspects an offence is being or
has been committed or under warrant (section 42 and 60);
seizure of property where an Inspector reasonable suspects the property is
being or has been used to commit or may afford evidence of the commission of
an offence (section 43);
other powers such as searching for and obtaining evidence (section 47).856
28. The Minority finds that the Honourable Justice Corboy has confirmed that RSPCA WA
general inspectors operate, effectively, as agents of DAFWA. There was no
convincing evidence presented to the Committee that amending the Animal Welfare Act
2002 to increase DAFWA’s statutory powers would improve the operations of RSPCA
WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA.
29. The extent to which RSPCA WA is “acting independently in its administration of
prosecutions” (see Majority Finding 21) is in full compliance with both the letter and
the spirit of RSPCA WA’s MOU and Grant Agreement with DAFWA and no
implication to the contrary was sustained by evidence presented to the committee.
30. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 11: There was no convincing evidence presented to the Committee
that amending the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to increase the statutory powers of
DAFWA would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in
WA.
31. The Minority is of the view that DAFWA’s failure to progress the regulations which
would enable the issuing of infringement notices for minor offences under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 is unacceptable. However, the Minority dissents from Majority
Recommendations 10 and 11 at paragraph 4.102 if compliance with the Fines,
Penalties and Infringement Notices Enforcement Act 1994 is contrived in such a way
that the statutory authority of RSPCA WA general inspectors is diminished. There was
no evidence presented to the Committee that such an outcome would improve the
operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA.
32. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 12: DAFWA’s failure to progress the development of regulations
which would enable the issuing of infringement notices for minor offences under the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 is unacceptable.
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Minority Recommendation 2: A mechanism to enable RSPCA WA general inspectors
to issue infringement notices must not result in the statutory authority of RSPCA WA
general inspectors being diminished.
33. In dissenting from Majority Recommendations 12 and 13 and the associated Majority
Findings 25-29 at paragraph 4.127, the Minority notes that such matters as “legislative
ambiguity” and the need for a statutory definition of terms are appropriately referred
for consideration by the review of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 already agreed to by
the Government.
34. However, on the substantive matter of Ministerial review, the Minority urges caution
about moves to extend appeal provisions to the power to enforce an emergency
response.
35. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 13: Extending Ministerial review provisions to direction notices
relating to the provision of food, water and shelter risk being dangerously
counterproductive to the promotion of animal welfare outcomes as such direction
notices are likely to be issued most often where the welfare of an animal is at
immediate risk.
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CHAPTER 5
PARTNERING FOR ANIMAL WELFARE

36. The Minority was extremely concerned by the admission of the DAFWA CEO that
DAFWA has no “overarching and comprehensive strategic plan and policy for animal
welfare in Western Australia.”857 The Committee received clear evidence that cuts to
DAFWA’s funding and resources combined with a deficit of expertise have resulted in
poor outcomes for DAFWA’s administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 since its
transfer to DAFWA in 2011.
37. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 14: Cuts to DAFWA’s funding and resources combined with a
deficit of expertise have resulted in poor outcomes for DAFWA’s administration of
the Animal Welfare Act 2002 since its transfer to DAFWA in 2011.

Minority Recommendation 3: That a strategic plan and policy framework for animal
welfare in WA should be drawn up and implemented by DAFWA as a matter of
priority. The plan must include a detailed account of the roles and responsibilities of
government agencies involved in animal welfare.
38. In dissenting from Finding 31 and Recommendation 14 at paragraph 5.25, the Minority
noted the various and often contradictory views about who is best placed to administer
animal welfare legislation, finding that there is a significant level of support for the
establishment of an independent and effective animal welfare inspectorate or authority.
What was widely acknowledged in submissions to the Committee was that DAFWA’s
administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 has not been effective and that it is not
necessarily the best agency to administer the Act. The Minority agrees with this
assessment.
39. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 15: DAFWA’s administration of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 has
not been effective.
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Minority Recommendation 4: That if the administration of the Animal Welfare Act
2002 remains with DAFWA, appropriate resourcing must be provided and all
DAFWA animal welfare activities monitored and audited regularly to ensure
DAFWA is meeting its obligations.
40. In dissenting from Finding 32 and Recommendation 15 at paragraph 5.42, the Minority
finds that the attempt to separate DAFWA’s animal welfare compliance role from its
role as industry facilitator and licence holder was never established on a solid
foundation after the 2011 transfer of the Animal Welfare Act 2002 to DAFWA. Cuts to
DAFWA’s funding and resources in recent years have seriously undermined attempts
to manage the conflict of interest perceptions that arise whenever a regulator is
required also to monitor compliance.
41. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 16: DAFWA’s conflict of interest management is not effective.

Minority Recommendation 5: DAFWA needs to implement as a matter of urgency
effective conflict of interest provisions. If these provisions cannot be implemented,
responsibility for the Animal Welfare Act 2002 should be transferred to a department
or agency where no conflict of interest exists.
42. In noting Majority Finding 34 and Recommendation 16 at paragraph 5.97, the Minority
suggests that RSPCA WA was right to be indignant about imputations that the
performance of its general inspectors was in any way substandard.
43. In fact, assertions that RSPCA WA general inspectors are not properly qualified and
trained are clearly wrong. The Committee received copious evidence showing that, in
accord with the DAFWA Grant Agreement, all RSPCA WA general inspectors
undergo appropriate introductory training prior to undertaking duties as general
inspectors and entering field work.
44. RSPCA WA informed the Committee that:
“Such training is maintained throughout their employment to ensure that
performance expectations are achieved and a high quality, customer focused
service consistent with RSPCA WA values is provided to the public…It is RSPCA
WA's understanding that no other general inspector in WA receives the extent of
training that is provided to its Inspectors. Their knowledge and understanding of
animal welfare issues across Western Australia is highly regarded and widely
respected…Additionally, DAFWA requires RSPCA WA to endeavour to train all
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lnspectors at Certificate IV level in Investigations and Statutory Compliance
training during the term of the Agreement, unless officers are already trained to
this level.”858
45. In relation to general inspectors employed by other agencies, the Minority agrees with
RSPCA WA that it is the responsibility of DAFWA as the administrator of the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 to ensure that inspectors are adequately trained. There is no evidence
that introducing a requirement that all general inspectors receive the same high level of
training as RSPCA WA general inspectors requires statutory amendments to the
Animal Welfare Act 2002.
46. The Minority therefore makes the following finding and recommendation:
Minority Finding 17: RSPCA WA general inspectors are highly trained and are to be
commended on their performance.

Minority Recommendation 6: The same high level of training as is received by
RSPCA WA general inspectors should be extended to all general inspectors. This
does not require statutory amendment of the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
47. In dissenting from Majority Finding 35 at paragraph 5.109, the Minority draws
attention to the fact that when DAFWA and RSPCA WA were asked directly by the
Committee to describe the nature of their relationship, the responses were as follows:
•

DAFWA: “operationally…[the relationship] works extremely well…”.859

•

RSPCA WA: “We have a very good working relationship with them.”860

48. Given the obvious fact that RSPCA WA and DAFWA have very different
organisational and philosophical objectives, it was impressive to hear evidence from
both parties that they shared a commitment to work professionally together and that
their shared interest in promoting animal welfare formed the practical basis of their
ongoing partnership even when tensions arose.
49. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 18: There is no reason not to take reports from both parties of a
sound working relationship at face value.
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50. While the Majority Finding 36 at paragraph 5.155 is couched in terms of “a
perception…that RSPCA WA is straying into animal rights advocacy”, the Minority
finds that a strong refutation of claims that RSPCA WA has radicalised its position on
animal welfare is warranted.
51. During this inquiry into the operations of RSPCA WA, the Committee examined in
detail claims by industry groups that RSPCA WA is “anti-farming” and that this stance
represents a change of objectives. The 2012 federal government ban on live exports is
clearly the focal point for such claims, and the accusation that RSPCA WA is focused
on animal rights rather than animal welfare arises from the fact that animal rights
organisations did indeed join RSPCA WA in supporting the live export ban.
52. However substantial evidence was presented to the Committee that no such change of
objectives has taken place. RSPCA WA has been publicly opposed to live exports for
several decades. This opposition is expressed entirely in terms of animal welfare,
involving concerns about long travel distances and lack of animal welfare legislation
and regulation in destination countries.
53. Clear evidence was also presented that RSPCA WA is not anti-farming. It “supports
farming animals humanely for food and fibre”861 and devotes a great deal of time to
working cooperatively with farmers to improve both animal welfare and the
productivity of the farming sector.
54. The Minority therefore makes the following findings and recommendation:
Minority Finding 19: There is no evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA has changed
its objectives and shifted its focus from animal welfare to animal rights.

Minority Finding 20: There is no evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA is antifarming.

Minority Recommendation 7: That RSPCA WA is encouraged to continue its
promotion of animal welfare and its campaign for the objectives related to the
prevention of cruelty to animals which are shared by the majority of Western
Australians.
55. The Minority rejects the imputation made in Majority Finding 38 and Recommendation
17 at paragraph 5.155 that RSPCA WA acted inappropriately in offering a reward for
information leading to a successful conviction in relation to live baiting in the
861
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greyhound industry. This is clearly not the case. As a private charity devoted to
animal welfare and with the enforcement responsibilities conferred on it by the Animal
Welfare Act 2002, the community had every right to expect RSPCA WA to take a
prominent and active role in investigating the allegations aired on national television in
the Four Corners program Making a Killing in February 2015 and pursued forcefully
by the media nationally and in WA for a considerable period afterwards.
56. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 21: The community had every right to expect RSPCA WA to take a
prominent and active role in investigating the allegations about illegal live baiting of
greyhounds aired on national television in February 2015 and pursued forcefully by
the media nationally and in WA for a considerable period afterwards.
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CHAPTER 6
FUNDING FROM GOVERNMENT

57. In dissenting from Majority Recommendation 19 at paragraph 6.15, the Minority notes
that there is concern in some quarters about the arrangements whereby a nongovernment organisation has a prominent role in animal welfare compliance. Concern
by industry stakeholders that RSPCA WA would use its government funding to
increase its compliance activities was recognised in an earlier Grant Agreement which
precluded RSPCA WA from using its government grant to fund its inspectorate
functions. When there was found to be no evidence to support such a concern, this
restriction was removed and does not appear in the current agreement. A minority of
the Committee rejects the proposal to alter this again by hypothecating all grant
funding to inspectorate functions (the exact opposite of the earlier restriction), finding
that concerns about areas where Government and RSPCA WA objectives do not appear
to coincide are most effectively addressed by the provision of clear and consistent
information by government to stakeholders.
58. The Minority therefore makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 22: There is no evidence that hypothecating all government grant
funding to inspectorate functions would improve the operations of RSPCA WA or
animal welfare outcomes in WA.

Minority Finding 23: Concerns about areas where Government and RSPCA WA
objectives do not appear to coincide are most effectively addressed by the provision of
clear and consistent information by government to industry and community
stakeholders.
59. In dissenting from Majority Finding 41 and Majority Recommendation 20 at paragraph
6.59, the Minority notes that the Committee complied with its first term of reference
and ensured that its inquiry into the operations of RSPCA WA included an examination
of its funding from the government. The evidence collected demonstrated conclusively
that RSPCA WA has consistently complied in every regard with the acquittal and
reporting requirements of its funding agreements with government and that neither
DAFWA nor any other government department or agency has sought to change the
level of detail provided in RSPCA WA reports and acquittals.
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60. The Minority therefore strongly refutes the assertion in Majority Finding 41 that “no
budgeted expenditure in accordance with the Grant Agreement has been reported” and
that a more detailed report of expenditure is required.
61. In refuting this assertion and rejecting both Majority Finding 41 and Majority
Recommendation 20, the Minority makes three further observations. The first is that
DAFWA provided clear evidence that “track[ing] every dollar” would be
“pointless.”862 This is simply because “[the grant] is a contribution to those activities,
not funding all of those activities.”863
62. The second is that such minute detail in accounting for grant money is not required of
any NGO or not-for-profit organisation in Western Australia so that to impose it on
RSPCA WA would be patently discriminatory. All acquittal and reporting must meet
the high standards required to ensure transparency and accountability. The Committee
received no evidence substantiating concerns that the current provisions applying to
RSPCA WA are not adequate to ensure this transparency and accountability.
63. The third is that RSPCA WA indicted without reservation that it was open to
suggestions about ways to change the reporting requirements if a different system was
seen to increase accountability, although so such suggestion had been made.
64. The Minority therefore makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 24: RSPCA WA has complied with its reporting and acquittal
requirements in relation to its expenditure of government grants at all times. Any
finding which casts doubt on this is clearly contradicted by specific evidence to the
contrary provided by DAFWA and RSPCA WA.

Minority Finding 25: Reporting requirements relating to grant monies provided to
RSPCA WA and every other non-government organisation should meet the high
standards required to ensure transparency and accountability. There is no evidence
that this standard is not being met by the reporting requirements applied to RSPCA
WA grants.
65. In dissenting from Majority Finding 42 and Majority Recommendation 21 at paragraph
6.59, the Minority simply notes that there is no evidence that tabling the Grant
Agreement in Parliament or using other means to make the Grant Agreement and the
Grant Agreement Annual Report public would improve the operations of RSPCA WA
or animal welfare outcomes in WA.

862
863
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CHAPTER 7
USE OF ENFORCEMENT POWERS

66. In dissenting from Majority Finding 44 and Majority Recommendation 23 at paragraph
7.11, the Minority finds that there is no evidence that requiring general inspectors to
report their activities to the DAFWA CEO or the Parliament would improve the
operations of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA.
67. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 26: There is no evidence that requiring general inspectors to report
their activities to the DAFWA CEO or the Parliament would improve the operations
of RSPCA WA or animal welfare outcomes in WA.
68. In dissenting from Finding 45 at paragraph 7.19, the Minority formed the view that,
despite DAFWA’s confusion864 about the basis for the authority of RSPCA WA
general inspectors’ powers under the Animal Welfare Act 2002, the Honourable Justice
Corboy’s ruling confirms as correct the commonly-held assumption that RSPCA WA
general inspectors carry out statutory functions in the public interest and operate,
effectively, as agents of DAFWA. The characterisation of RSPCA WA general
inspectors “acting independently in prosecution matters, similar to a private
prosecution using private law firms and lawyers” is at best mischievous and at worst
misleading. Finding 45 should be dismissed accordingly.
69. Further, the Minority finds that the prosecution policies maintained and applied by
RSPCA WA are in accord with the requirements of its MOU with DAFWA. The
accuracy of the following evidence presented to the Committee by RSPCA WA was
not contested:
In February 2014, the current Compliance, Enforcement and Prosecution Policy
(Prosecution Policy) of RSPCA WA came into effect and reflects best practice
across RSPCA organisations throughout Australia. The Prosecution Policy is
designed to be consistent with the DAFWA Compliance and Enforcement Policy
and the Statement of Prosecution Policy and Guidelines 2005 issued by the
Director of Public Prosecutions…The Prosecution Policy establishes clearly
defined parameters for the Inspectorate undertaking its role under Part 3 of the
Act…The decision to commence a prosecution can only be made where specific
tests are satisfied and must be considered by the in-house Legal Counsel and/or the
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prosecutions panel (comprising the Chief Inspector, a general Inspector and the inhouse Legal Counsel).865
70. The Minority therefore makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 27: Justice Corboy’s ruling confirms as correct the commonly-held
assumption that RSPCA WA general inspectors carry out statutory functions in the
public interest and operate, effectively, as agents of DAFWA.

Minority Finding 28: Any insinuation that RSPCA WA general inspectors are
bringing private prosecutions is mischievous and should be dismissed accordingly.
71. The Committee complied with its third term of reference and ensured that its inquiry
into the operations of RSPCA WA included an examination of the use of its powers.
The Animal Welfare Act 2002 confers a range of powers on RSPCA WA general
inspectors. While a number of criticisms are regularly aired by commentators and
others about the way these powers are exercised, the Committee found no reliable or
sound evidence that RSPCA WA general inspectors needed additional oversight with
respect to decisions to prosecute or that such additional oversight would provide either
consistency or checks and balances which are missing in current arrangements.
72. The Minority therefore dissents from Majority Findings 46-49 at paragraphs 7.19 and
7.25 on the grounds that adequate checks and balances and consistency are currently
provided by the prosecution policies maintained and applied by RSPCA WA and which
accord with the requirements of its MOU with DAFWA. For further Minority
comment about these policies, see paragraph 54 above.
73. In dissenting from Majority Recommendation 24 at paragraph 7.25, the Minority points
out that the questions raised in evidence about DAFWA’s commitment to uphold the
animal welfare principles enshrined in the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are justified. What
is “core business” for RSPCA WA general inspectors is clearly not regarded as a
priority by DAFWA, largely due to cuts to funds and resources. The likely outcome of
requiring DAFWA’s consent to prosecute and conferring on DAFWA the power to
direct and conduct all prosecutions under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is that there
would be far fewer prosecutions than there are currently. Given the indisputable fact
that RSPCA WA general inspectors’ prosecutions have in almost all cases been
successful, with every case prosecuted in the last two financial years obtaining a
conviction, any reduction in prosecution rates for animal cruelty due to such measures
would be extremely regrettable.

865
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74. The Minority therefore makes the following recommendation:
Minority Recommendation 8: DAFWA should not be given direct oversight of all
prosecutions under the Animal Welfare Act 2002 as the likely outcome would be far
fewer prosecutions than there are currently. This is not an outcome that would have
a detrimental effect on animal welfare outcomes in WA.
75. Understandably, people who are investigated and/or charged with offences under the
Animal Welfare Act 2002 find the experience very stressful and emotional. The
Committee heard a wide range of evidence, much of it in private hearings, which
graphically illustrated the extent of the anger and upset to which such investigations
give rise. To use this evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA general inspectors have
violated the model litigant principles to which their own agreements commit them is
not only unfair to those general inspectors but also a distortion of the facts presented to
the Committee. If model litigant principles were being violated, one would expect an
examination of court records and judicial findings to corroborate this. In fact, all of the
22 RSPCA WA general inspector prosecutions in 2013/14 and the 27 RSPCA WA
general inspector prosecutions in 2014/15 were successful.866 The Committee was
unable to find a case where a prosecution failed due to improper or inappropriate
behaviour by RSPCA WA general inspectors.
76. Rather than consider this wide range of evidence and multiple statements about the
effectiveness of the compliance and enforcement work undertaken by RSPCA WA
general inspectors, the majority of the committee chose to focus solely on the accounts
of people who have been investigated and/or charged with offences under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002, ex-employees or office bearers who feel in some way aggrieved by
the actions of or personalities involved with RSPCA WA or those whose commercial
interests put them at odds with animal welfare organisations. In dissenting in the
strongest possible terms from Majority Finding 50 at paragraph 7.35, the Minority
notes that neither Court records nor Court judgments provide any substantive evidence
that model litigant principles are being violated. As well, Court judgments indicate no
reservations on the part of the judiciary that further oversight of RSPCA WA general
inspectors is desirable. The Minority notes that the conduct of legal practitioners acting for
the RSPCA WA is governed by the Legal Profession Conduct Rules 2010. The Committee found
no evidence that these rules were breached.

77. Further, the Minority notes that some of the issues listed in Majority Report paragraph
7.28 relate to allegations raised in private evidence about which the Committee did not
seek comment from RSPCA WA. In the Minority’s view, the veracity of these claims
was not tested at any point, despite repeated requests for additional information from
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RSPCA WA,867 who, although actively demonstrating a commendable willingness to
cooperate throughout the inquiry, did not receive the information sought.
78. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 29: RSPCA WA general inspectors conduct their enforcement
activities in accordance with the model litigant principles and adhere to the
requirement set out in the MOU between RSPCA WA and DAFWA that fair and
honourable prosecutorial standards are met at all times.
79. With reference to the Majority Report discussion from paragraphs 7.36 to 7.42 and
7.47 to 7.63, the Minority notes that the Committee found no credible evidence to
demonstrate that RSPCA WA places less of an emphasis on education than DAFWA,
or that RSPCA WA chooses to prosecute cases that would not be prosecuted by other
general inspectors, WA Police or the State Solicitor’s Office. Indeed, the Committee
received copious amounts of evidence to the contrary, including lengthy accounts from
various quarters about the education activities carried out by RSPCA WA.
80. In the Minority’s view, the argument about RSPCA WA prosecuting in cases where
prosecution is unwarranted is advanced only by those RSPCA WA detractors whose
interests put them at odds with animal welfare organisations. The accusation that
RSPCA WA bases the decision to prosecute on anything other than the facts of
particular cases and its obligation to enforce the Animal Welfare Act 2002 is
completely unwarranted and not supported by any credible evidence presented to the
Committee by any reliable witness.
81. The Minority found no evidence to suggest that RSPCA WA places its own interests
above the public interest, or that the animal welfare campaigning undertaken by
RSPCA WA is somehow incompatible with the adherence by RSPCA WA general
inspectors to the model litigant principles. It is disturbing to find such strong
allegations about mistrust, undue influence and lack of impartiality on the part of
RSPCA WA aired in a Select Committee Majority Report. While such material is the
routine stuff of life for tabloid newspapers, the immense power wielded by a Select
Committee should always be used carefully, cautiously and in a way that clearly
focusses on fair and just outcomes.
82. The fact missed in the Majority discussion of these issues is that RSPCA WA is not a
regulator. It is a private, not-for-profit charity raising money and campaigning for
animal welfare and the prevention of cruelty to animals. The aims and objectives of
such an organisation are likely to be divergent from those of a regulator. That is why
RSPCA WA has not been deemed to be a regulator by the Animal Welfare Act 2002.
867
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The duties, obligations and responsibilities conferred on RSPCA WA under the Animal
Welfare Act 2002 are clearly codified in the MOU between RSPCA WA and DAFWA
as the administrator of the Act. The MOU includes a Prosecution Policy which
consists of a robust and comprehensive set of standard operating procedures regularly
reviewed and monitored to ensure they meet the high standards expected of all
prosecutorial activities in WA.
83. The Minority therefore makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 30: RSPCA WA manages all its roles in accordance with a robust
and comprehensive set of standard operating procedures regularly reviewed and
monitored to ensure they meet the high standards expected of all prosecutorial
activities in WA.

Minority Finding 31: The Committee found no credible evidence to demonstrate that
RSPCA WA places less of an emphasis on education than DAFWA.

Minority Finding 32: The Committee found no credible evidence to demonstrate that
RSPCA WA chooses to prosecute cases that would not be prosecuted by other general
inspectors, WA Police or the State Solicitor’s Office.

Minority Finding 33: On the basis of sound, reliable and comprehensive evidence
presented to the Committee, substance should not be attributed to “interpretations”
and “perceptions” of mistrust, undue influence and lack of impartiality on the part of
RSPCA WA.
84. Any assessment of the effectiveness of the joint investigation between RSPCA WA and
RWWA into live baiting of greyhounds must begin with an acknowledgement of the
extreme gravity of the allegations and the weight of evidence backing up those
allegations made by the investigative journalists whose work was broadcast on national
television in the Four Corners program Making a Killing in February 2015. Given the
fact that live baiting is illegal in Australia, the community horror at the exposure of
such illegal practices was unsurprising. In line with its enforcement responsibilities
conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002, RSPCA WA responded with alacrity to
reports it received that this legal activity was not confined to the eastern states and
vigorously pursued its investigation of these reports. The Minority believes that the
assertion that RSPCA WA “impeded RWWA from the timely discharge of its statutory
functions,” in relation to these investigations, as claimed in the Majority Report at
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paragraph 7.53, was not verified by the Committee. Any such verification should have
been based on consideration of RSPCA WA’s response to the assertion, and this was
not sought.
85. In dissenting from both the tone and substance of Majority Findings 52 and 53 at
paragraph 7.64, the Minority restates the comments at paragraph 55 above and finds
that the community rightly expects that RSPCA WA will take a prominent and active
role in investigating allegations of widespread cruelty and illegal behaviour in relation
to animal welfare.
86. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 34: The community rightly expects that RSPCA WA will take a
prominent and active role in investigating allegations of widespread cruelty and
illegal behaviour in relation to animal welfare.
87. While some industry stakeholders were keen to point to particular issues where their
commercial interests did not coincide with the objectives of RSPCA WA, no evidence
was given to the Committee to suggest that RSPCA WA general inspectors were
enforcing a higher standard of animal welfare than is mandated by the Animal Welfare
Act 2002. The Minority therefore dissents from Majority Finding 54 at paragraph 7.64.
Neither was evidence presented to support claims that enforcement functions were
being used inappropriately to promote RSPCA WA in the media.
88. The Minority therefore makes the following finding:
Minority Finding 35: RSPCA WA has effective measures in place to ensure the
integrity of its inspectorate functions and continually reviews and monitors these
measures to ensure they meet the high standards expected of all animal welfare
enforcement activities in WA.
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CHAPTER 8
FURTHER ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE COMMITTEE

89. Recent high-profile cases, some of which were brought to the Committee’s attention in
submissions, have exposed the lack of a public policy approach to the issue of animal
hoarding. The Committee also heard evidence suggesting that there are an increasing
number of reports about cases involving extreme cruelty and neglect. In the view of
the Minority, an effective mechanism could be devised to capture data related to
Animal Welfare Act 2002 compliance and enforcement activities to inform public
policy responses to a variety of matters associated with animal welfare and the
prevention of cruelty to animals. As well as animal hoarding, these include monitoring
the increase of cases involving extreme cruelty and neglect and understanding the
connections between animal cruelty and domestic violence and between animal cruelty
and mental illness.
90. Such data is an essential driver of public policy and would enable and inform the interagency cooperative approach so clearly called for in relation to these issues.
91. The Minority therefore makes the following recommendation:
Minority Recommendation 9: That an effective mechanism is devised to capture data
related to Animal Welfare Act 2002 compliance and enforcement activities to inform
public policy responses to a variety of matters associated with animal welfare and the
prevention of cruelty to animals.
92. This inquiry into the funding, objectives and powers of RSPCA WA was established to
investigate whether a range of criticisms about the operations of RSPCA WA had
foundation. Sound and reliable evidence presented to the Committee demonstrated
conclusively that they do not.
93. The Minority therefore concludes that public confidence in RSPCA WA is well placed
and that in every respect RSPCA WA meets the highest standards of accountability and
transparency.
94. Further, the Minority concludes that all the procedural safeguards established and
maintained by RSPCA WA in relation to carrying out the responsibilities and fulfilling
the obligations conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are sound and effective,
ensuring procedural fairness is a priority in all its activities and the integrity of all its
operations involving animal welfare and the prevention of cruelty to animals.
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95. The Minority therefore concludes its report by makes the following findings:
Minority Finding 36: Public confidence in RSPCA WA is well placed. In every
respect, RSPCA WA meets the highest standards of accountability and transparency.

Minority Finding 37: All the procedural safeguards established and maintained by
RSPCA WA in relation to carrying out the responsibilities and fulfilling the
obligations conferred by the Animal Welfare Act 2002 are sound and effective.

Minority Finding 38: These procedural safeguards ensure that natural justice (i.e.
procedural fairness) is a priority in all the activities of RSPCA WA and the integrity
of all RSPCA WA operations involving animal welfare and the prevention of cruelty
to animals.
96.

The Minority leaves the last word to Dr Joe Kosterich:
I have no doubt that those who have been caught out would love to see the RSPCA's
hands tied. I also have no doubt that an organization which defends those without a
voice can expect to put some people offside. In fact the more successful it is, sadly
the more people who will be irate that their cruelty to animals has been exposed
and that they have been duly and rightly punished.868
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